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Meeting of the Waldo County Veteran

ei

The Waldo Comity Veteran Association
iu North Searsport, Thursday, Feb. 6th.
Although the day was stormy by noon over
one hundred comrades and their ladies had
arrived. At 10 60 the President called the
met

meeting to order and the minutes of the last
meeting were read and approved. The following posts reported: Belfast, Winterport,
Searsport, Freedom, Brooks and Monroe.
Comrade Billings of Freedom reported on
the Veterans’ Home at Unity. He said, in
part, that the comrades of this part of the
county had got a wrong impression as to the
objects of the Home. It was not intended
that the association should he obliged to hold
all its meetings at Unity, but that we should
g< from place to place as we do now; but
that the time was coming, and that soon,
we
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'-wely clerk of the Indiana
i resentatives; tour years Contie United States treasury
member of the Indiana legis-

>■

he

United states House of
for three terms, and
for Vice President by the
party in 1880. In recent years
'i
engaged in banking and the
t
law.It may be that the
>
photographing in colors has
vered by Dr. Selle of Brandentnost people will wait
until
some of the
photographs before
<tv enthusiastic_The death of
11 iiry of
Battenberg, husband of
•

‘lives

Beatrice, youngest daughter

of

has caused Her Majesty to
will.
It is reported that she
Osborne House to Princess
and will also bequeath to her
of Abergeldie House.
The
f
Connaught, it is said, will get
111
o- the (Queen’s residence in the
1
l!'ds—The Supreme Court of Ohio
tse of Bird F. Mills vs. the board
,H»ns holds that the statute
giving
■'omen the right to vote at school
..

a

■

of

Dixmont,

and

letter explains.

82 50, which the following

Brownvillk, Jan. 21, 1890.
have heard ahoiu tiie Girls’ Home and I
am sorry for the homeless little
girls. I love
my home so much.
I am eight years old. I
am giad that good
people are making a home
for them.
1 belong to the Junior Endeavor
Society and we w ant to help. I send 82.50
82 for the society and 50 cents my mamma
gave me. I hope the Home will he very
From a true friend,
Isabel Frances Sampson.
1

Maine

now

furnishes the President of the

Senate, the Speaker of the House and will
probably furnish the next President of the
United States. [Bangor Whig & Courier.
Maine is

running Congress

at both ends of

the Capitol, and it iooks as if Maine would
he running the Government before
many
moons
Maine is a great State
pass by.
[Philadelphia Press.

1

i

1

Maine, with six representatives in both
branches of Congress, is playing a very im
portant part in the present session. New
York,

with

thirty-six

much less prominent.

representatives,
[Boston Journal.

is

a one or
we

had

a

protest against settling

listening to
verted, and

Comrade

able to

wants.

at Unity, but after
Billings had been eon-

as it was decided that we would
build at Windermere park a building suit-

lars

our

Over

subscribed and

one

hundred dol-

promised, and
thousand dollars
on hand our Home is a eertiinty.
The
comrades promised to stand behind Dr. Billings and told him to go ahead and the
money would be forthcoming. The dinner
call sounded and ample justice was dene to
the baked beans and coffee.
After dinner
the President again called to order and an
excellent program was presented.
After
as

were

there is

now

more

over one

singing “America,”

Comrade A. Stinson delivered the address of welcome, as follow*:
Mr. President, Ladies and Comrades: It
is with feelings of pride and pleasure that I
rise to offer a few words of welcome, and in
behalf of
the ladies anil good people of
North Searsport. and vicinity I hul you a
hearty welcome here to-day. Methinks by
your numbers, your smiling faces, and the
warm fraternal grasp of the hand as of yore,
that, you feel the welcome we extend; and
when you go from iiere to your several
homes may you carry with you that same
welcome

warm

which

we

extend

to

to-day.
Comrades,

you

since the organization of this
association on the shores of your beautiful
Lake, yea, long before its organization, my
voice and hand, though feeble they may
have been, have always been raised in its
behalf; and to-day, Comrades, I stand here
without any regret, without any unpleasant
thoughts to recall, that I ever raised my
hands in its behalf.
I believe in our association of the Veterans of Waldo county,
anil I believe it will live when oid age ami
death have so thinned and diminished our
ranks that CL A. P. Posts will have ceased
to exi-vt.
I hope to see every Comrade 11

Waldo county marching under

our

banner

dangers and hardships tend to
together; this being true we
should stand so linnly by each other th. t
nothing, not even the gates, of Hell, shall
prevail against us.
It

is

said that

bring

men

Comrades, let

us

strive to make

our meet

ings pleasant in the future, as in the past; let
us help our needy comrades,t heir widows and
orphans, and by so doing show to the world
that Charity as well as Loyalty is inscribed
on our banner.
Comrades, again I bid you
a hearty welcome.
We hope you will be
permitted to meet with us many times in

the future: but, comrade.-., we are fast growing old we shall soon pass through the dark
alley over the river and pitch our tents in
the shadows of the armed unknown.
But
behind us, as a monument of achievements,
will remain the ocean-hound American Republic—the only true republic the w rid lias
ever known, within whose limits there are
no peasants, no slave—only men and women
living in tin* true nohilith s of manhood and
of womanhood. Comrades, that grand old
starry banner under which you fought, and
whose lolds you emblazoned with tin* names
of the proudest victories humanity ever won,
waves to-day as the ensign of this government, \\ hieli is the realized hope of the great
and good of all ages. Comrades, when within our borders hundreds of millions shall
live the home life of Americans around
their hearths your deeds will he told. These
teeming millions will have, but one Hag, one

country, one destiny.
The address was received with euthusiasm.
Comrade Durham made a fitting response.
Then followed a recitation by Miss Carrie
Stinson, song by A. H Ellis and daughter,
and original poem by A. Stinson (read by
Mrs. F. L. Palmer), an original recitation
by Miss Alice Larrabee, and a recitation by

A. Stinson.
Remarks were then in order,
by Comrades Dawson, Billings, Nickerson,
Clifford, Mayo, Smart and others. Mr. John
H. Gordon of Brooks gave us a stirring address, full of patriotic tire, and the comrades
think they will adopt him as a member of

the Association.
Mr. Howard Moore of
Swanville gave his views of the soldier as
seen by
the rising generation
upon the

come

scene

since the

w^^^ave
L\t

w

made the veterans feel well to khow that
rising generation appreciates what the
soldiers did for them in ’til to ’ti5.
_^The committee on time and place of next
meeting were Comrades O. C. Clifford of
Winterport Post, A. E. Nickerson of Searsport Post, G. B. Ordway of Monroe Post.
They reported as follows: Time, Thursday,
March 5th ; place, Winterport.
The committee on program and entertainthe

ment were Comrades A. I. Mayo, O. C. Clifford and T. D. Eaton. They reported as follows: Address of welcome, O. C. Clifford;

response, H. R. Dawson; remainder of program by Warren Post.
A vote of thanks was given the comrades
and people of North Searsport for their generous entertainment.
The comrades all felt
that this had been one of our best meetings,
as all differences of
opinion as regards our
Home have been settled. [H. R. D.
News

Belfast

The

of

the

Granges.

Mrs. Elizabeth Ludwig died at her home
in Portland Friday morning, Feb. 7th, after

Board of Trade.

New

A

Chicago lawyer
defines

a

of

a

cynical disposition

promoter:

“One

who sells

nothing for some thing to a man who
he is getting something for nothing.”

oss

or

/ear, at
tions.

damage, by day, week, month or
reasona ble prices and
simple condi-

This insurance is granted by the Union
vfariue Insurance Company Limited of
Eng
n«I, and can be obtained of the ticket

-gents of the Maine Central,
Maine and other Railroads.

Boston

&

of Trade

met

at

Memorial

new

members

were

voted in.

Hanson, of the committee on new industries, reported that the committee has
held two meetings at which ways and means
have been discussed. He is in correspondence, for the committee, with the Keating
Wheel Co. of Holyoke, Mass. The
company
write that they employ 2,000 hands,
nearly
all skilled workmen, and require 100,000
square feet of floor space and an engine of
250 horse power. They
inquire if there is
such a building here, or land which they can
buy on which the people here will erect a
suitable building to he bought on easy terms
by the company. Mr. Hanson has replied,
giving the dimensions of the Dana building,
which

can

capacity.

easily

be

enlarged

The boilers in the

to

the required

building

are

of

horse power capacity, and others could
easily added to make up the required
A larger engine will he
power.
necessary.
100

be

Hanson thinks it will be easier to raise
funds necessary to bring a large concern
here than a smaller one, as our
people will
take more interest in the matter.
Mr. Hanson also reported that he is in
communication with a cotton manufacturer,
who had agreed to meet him in this
Mr.
the

city
regard

Tuesday forenoon for consultation in
to establishing a factory of <500 looms in this
city. The result of the meeting is given :n
another column under the caption “New Industries for Belfast.”

Charles Baker of the hotel committee
published a sketch of Rev.
stated that he was unable to make a report
Win. McDonald, D. D., a native of Belmont,
j at, this
meeting, hut would be able at the
and this week we have to record the death
of his brother, Capt. I. H. McDonald, in next meeting to offer a definite plan by
Portland. The Portland papers say he was which the Crosby Inn can be rebuilt, subborn in Belfast, but it would seem from the stantially as before, ami pay its promoters
sketch of Dr. McDonald that Capt. McDon- at least 5 per cent, on the cost. He asked
ald must also have been a native of Belmont. for further time, which was granted.
The committee have also been making esThe Portland Advertiser says :
Capt. Isaac McDonald, for many years timates in regard to the Windsor House and
one of the best known temperance men in
other sites. Nothing new was learned in reMa.ue, died very suddenly at .‘J o’clock a. m. lation to the
Windsor House, but builders
Feb. bib at his home on Hancock street. For
are making plans and estimates of the cost
several years he has been a great sufferer
from disease contracted in the army, but,
of making the alterations spoken of last
while lie has been confined to his house for
week. Another lot which is
favorably talked
some days, a partial recovery was
hoped for. of is at the,
corner of High and Miller
He got up during the night, left his bedstreets,
room, hut returned in a few moments, spoke
now owned and occupied by Wm. It. Ford.
to bis wife, then threw up his hands and exThe lot is 90 feet square, and a plan lias been
pired. Capt. McDonald was horn in Belfast
and was in his Tlst year. At the opening of drawn which will give a good commodious
the war he was in business in Buekfield and hotel for the general business travel. The
Last week

|

we

enlisted from that town in the 8th Maine
regiment. He was commissioned 1st Lieutenant of Co. C.
He resigned and was commissioned Captain of Co. C,20th Maine regiment. His health failed in the service. After
the war he came to Portland, where he lived
up to the time of ins death. He was a mason and contractor an.I was connected with
the erection of a number of large blocks.
He was associated ill business with Maj. VV.
H. Green at one time, but for several years
past was unable to work. He was a prominent member of the Sun.- of Temperance, of
which lie bad been a Grand Representative,
ii" was widely known as a speaker and |
writer on temperance subjects.
He was aswith the late J. J. Osgood in the
early days of the Reform Club movement,
He was twice married a ^ l leaves a widow,
one son, now in the wes.
and one daughter
ii Lowell.
Mrs. John N. Long is his stepdaughter. He was a brother of Lev. Dr.
Win. McDonald of Boston, formerly pastor
of the Chestnut street ehureh in tin* city,
('apt. M Donald was a member of Ligon a
1 >dge and Kast.-rn Star Kucampmcnt. ol Odd
Fellows, il" ;oso belonged to the Veteran
s'

molted

committee did not

report these sites at the
meeting, but intend to do so later.
The meeting then adjourned to Monday,
Feb.

37th,

at 7 20 p.

m.

Churches.

The

Rev. S. L. Hanscom will preach at Poor's
Mills at 2.30 p. m. next Sunday.
At the Methodist church next
Sunday
morning there will he a baptism in connection with the regular service.

j

i

George Pratt Epworth League held
teresting “evening with the poets”
! Methodist vestry Monday evening.
! subject was Longfellow.
!
I

The

t

services at

the

in-

ail

;*t

the
The

Univ.-rsa ist church

next

Sunday will he as
worship, with sermon,
“The

and

Grammar

of

Li I

follows:

.\l«>Mii::g

10;-}.'.

Subj.-et,

at

Sunday

Si-in.'-i

class at .12
Y mug Pe.-p! •>.
ti o’clock led by Miss I'.erni. «•

Pastor’s

made. last week of the obser- meeting at
vance of the (>Ofh anniversary of the marRogers. Evening ieenire at 7 Subject,
riage oi Dr. ami Mrs. Ludwig, and on the 7th ! “Some Tilings about the Early Church.”
page of this issue will he found a full report,
At the Baptist church m-xt. Sunday tinof the reception, from the Portland papers.
pastor will preach morning and evening.
It shows the estimation m which the venerSubject of morning sermon, “G ui's Interest
able couple, now divided by death, were
in the Course of a Man’s Life,” Prow f>: 21.
held in their home.
In the evening the fifth of the “Great Question Series” will be discussed, viz., “A BusiMrs. John IT. Russell died Feb. 7th, at her
ness Question.”
Following is the musical
Last
home, No 55 India street, Portland.
program:
Thursday morning, Feb. 4th, as she was deMORNING.
fending the stairs, she fell and was picked Sentence. “Peace he within
thy Walls,”
up unconscious, receiving serious bruises on
Gilbert
her head and different parts of her body.
“Lord of Heaven,”
Bi.ssell
Anthem,
From the first the doctor pronounced her
EVENING
condition critical, and she failed rapidly.
She retained consciousness up to within five Selection, “Come Thou Fount,”
Emerson
minutes of her death, apoplexy being the
Solo and Chorus.
immediate cause. Mrs. Russell was born in Selection, “Thou Art, O God,”
Brown
Portland eighty-one years and ten months
The second of the “Sunday evenings” on
ago, and was well known by many people
here.
She leaves a husband and two sons; “World-helpers” at the Unitarian church
also a sister, Mrs. Abigail Merrill of Searswas one of marked interest.
Three
port, and other relatives and friends to parlor
mourn their loss.
papers were read, illustrating the subject
[Portland Argus.
“Philanthropy” by sketches of the characCapt. Arnold I). Haskell died at the home ter and work of George
Peabody, I)r. Samof his father-in-law, VV. 0. Corthell, in Rockport, Feb. 3d, aged .34 years, {) months and 6 uel G. Howe, aud Dorothea Dix, respectivedays, after an illness of three years. Capt. ly. The excellence of the papers was the
Haskell was the sou of Capt. Asa G. Hascommon verdict at the evening’s close.
The
kell, now of East Boston. November 24,
1884, he married Miss Nellie Corthell of third of the series will he held at the
who
survives
him. Capt. Has- Unitarian church next Sunday
Rookport,
evening.
kell leaves au aged father, two brothers, The
subject will he “Invention,” and the
Clarence and Byron Haskell of Andover,
Ma*s and one sister, Mrs. Frank Prescott papers on Eli Whitney, Robert Fulton ami
of Bath.
Samuel F. B. Morse. “To Labor is to Pray”
by Frances Sargent Osgood will be read.
Mention

was

Monroe. Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Whitcomb
have a new arrival at their home—a 5-pound
boy. They think that large oaks from smal l
acorns
our

Mr.
grow, sometimes.
lias welcomed a

milkman,

John Neally,
10-pound girl

home the past week.. .About 25 Odd
Fellows from Winterport visited the Lodge
here last Friday night-Mrs. Wilbert
to his

Braleys’

girl is three weeks old and
able to ride out. We dou’t think
the scho* Is will run out in Monroe soon_
Robert Mayo, who owns one of the best
horses in town, recently hauled a load of
wood from Mayo’s Mills, a distance of about
2 miles, weighing 4080 lbs.
Who can beat
that?-Leonard Packard went to St. Albans last week and has just returned
little

the mother

Mrs. Durham visited her sister,
Mrs. William Matthews, in Searsport last
and

week, stopping one night.A minstrel
troupe from Newburgh will play at the town
hall this, Thursday, night.
It is considered
home talent. A dance will follow
the entertainment_Mrs. Abhie Sewall of

Roxbury, Mass.,
visiting
parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Freeman Atwood_Mrs. George
Davis of Etna is stopping a few days with
is

her

sister, Mrs. C. C. Whitcomb_Warren
Staples lias been on the sick list_Mrs.
Christopher Moody is suffering from a spinal
trouble.
Centre Montville. Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Wentworth of Knox visited F. A. Wentworth and wife, Feb. 8th and 9th_Mrs.
Eliza Tobey has closed her house and gone
to Cliftondale, Mass., to live with her
son,
Charles Toby, who is in the insurance business-Mrs. W. H. Churchill has returned
from a visit to relatives in Monson_Miss
Gertie E. Gordon is in Belfast for a time as
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Jason Gordon...
viiss Lura B. Bennett visited friends in Belont last w’eek.

Industries

ics,

Personal.

men, many with families, whose
advent would make a very material and desirable increase to our population.
As jet
the possibilities of getting them are uncertain, though they have expressed satisfaction with the location.
Another large and desirable industry is
that of the Southard Mills of Richmond,
Maine.
The Richmond mills manufacture
yarn and the company intends to put up a
large mill for making cotton cloth, with <>00
young

looms, requiring

whom would he

port-Horatio Spicer is very sick....H. M
Chase narrowly escaped a serious accidem
merely barking his nose the entire lengt
with a pitch-fork tine.

W. H. Glover of Rockland
on business.

Oraiuel Murray of Pittsfield
on business.

Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Ingraham of Rockland
in Belfast Tuesday.

were

lot
front

the

operated by

are

have

j

period
cent.

30 per

in

Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Pendleton went to
for a short visit.
Noah Rose of East Boston is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Pendleton’s.

Mrs.
at

Miss Louise Hazeltine will go to New
for a visit to friends.

York next week

and deep

steam,

on

Henry A. Pierce of New Haven, Ct is
visiting his friends in Belfast and Liucolnville.
and Mrs. L. F. McDonald left by train
a two weeks' visit
Boston.

Mr.

Wednesday morning for
in

Miss Josie

Tliombs returned last week
visit to Mrs. E. Frank Knowlton.
Camden.

from

a

J. H. Havener returned last Thursday
from a three weeks’ business trip in Massachusetts.
Hon. Fred Atwood of Winterport was in
Monday and went to Augusta Tuesday
on business.

town

Mrs. Josiah Mitchell left by train Tuesday
a visit to friends in Portland
and Boston.

morning for
Miss

This fund
case

in

some

Tuesday morning

Hon. Wm. B. Swan went to Portland yesHe expects t,u

terday morninglon business.
return to-day.

Mrs. E. A. D. Burlington went to Orono
to attend the State Federation of
Women’s Clubs.

Tuesday

Clias. B. Ha/.eitine left by
afterm on fo:
visit of a
few weeks in Florida.
Mr. and

Mrs.

Wednesday

train

Alma Tilton returned home to Sidlast Saturday, after a short visit to her
brother, Rev. J. F. Tilton.
Miss

ney

to

Revs. .J. F. Tilton and
Rockland Tuesday t..

ly meeting

of the Lincoln

Tufts

E.

•.

1 tie

utter

went

quarter-

Baptist

Assoeia.

tion.

all

These noils

of tlr*

left

her sister, Mrs. H. M. Burdette, in.
New York.

ill

in the

Crosby

Anne

to visit

of

as

James A. Spaulding of Portthe 17th for a European trip.

Hr. and Mrs.

land sail

water

including

Bedford.

New

emergency fund.

P. Hazeltine, Jr. returned to Boston
after a short vacation at home.

B.

Monday,

during the last yeai—through a
depression—an average of s per
to
They have actually earned from
ci nt., the
surplus being carried to au
a

few

Bangor Saturday

the harbor in
allowing coal to
be landed from vessels almost alongside
the
boilers, this means a great deal
when compared with places where rail is
the only means of freight transportation.
Mr. Wiilis does not consider water power in
It is too unreliable, as
any way desirable.
you cannot tell at what- time you will have,
to .-but dou n.
The best paying mills in the
tile factories

a

in

was

of

country

F. E. Freeman and wife spent
Rockland last week.

I)r.

days

balance.

crossii.g

track

in town

was

Mrs. W. H. Quimby is spending the week
with friends in Bangor.

1

subscribed for, they
With the showing
of dividends paid by the cotton mills of
New England, and the fact that not one mill
in a thousand, ever fails, there can he no
doubt about the stock being a good investment, and it would seem that a large portion
of the $100,000 ought to he taken by Belfast
citizens. If not, it could he placed outside.
Among the many advantages of this location
is the item of freights.
With a railroad
the cost

the

Belfast

in

was

Bel-

Tuesday

Willis, representing this company, visited Belfast Tuesday and, in company with
Mayor Hanson, inspected the Dana building. Mr. Willis has had 18 years* ex peri"
euee in
cotton mills, and
is successfully operating the mill at Richmond. The
Dana building, lie says, would not answer
their purpose, but he is very favorably impressed with the location. A new factory
suitable for their business will cost, he says,
about $300,000. Of this amount the. company
would require that Belfast should see that
$100,000 of
supplying

in

was

on

Monday

Mr. E. S.

women.

Carter return d

Capfc.
Friday,

Al/o M.

home.

Mrs. Carter

after

vacation ol'

a

Monday

scot

t"

Boston

few weeks at

left by steamer Penob-

j. .in him.

to

has arrived in San Franhe is continuing his work,
against alleged frauds by railroad •ompaniex
and banking iiistitutoms.
John H. Burke

cisco, where

cases

Aciislinet

Mids—accumulates until it become- a very 1
Mrs. Martha C trier and Mrs. A. W Nasi
-uni.
The before mentioned e. mpany
will represent Thomas H
Marshall Relief
built a large mill out of this fund last year
Corps at t!ie met ! uig of tin- Stac- D- pai t
and mode the stocki oah. rs a
of the

'large

1

present

In

stock.
week’s
L dior

wot

Mime

lit!

In-urs

constitute

oS

present

a

would
A mill

improved

with

time

I uini

to

,s

the

cotton

The wonderful improvements

machinery
prestige.

propitious

iim.I.

money when

one

give
now

the

taw

miilagre.it
equipped

would

make

built ten years ago would

loss.
either of these companies,

run at a

If

any large
manufacturing industry, can be brought to
Belfast an era of prosperity must naturally
follow.
Not only the people d'l’eetly employed in the factory would find employor

ment, hut it would stimulate business of all
kinds.
The carpenters,
bricklayer., and
other mechanics would find employ inent in
building the factory and homes for the employes, real estate would advance in value,
the increased consumption would cali for
more clerks in stores, farmers would find a
better market for their produce, and all
would he directly or indirectly benefited.
It is to be hoped that the spirit of union and
progressive!!ess which now seems to actuate

people may continue, and that this is the
beginning of better times and more enterprising business prospects, for which our
city is by location and natural facilities so
admirably adapted.
our

Vessel

Property

in

Maine

in

1895.

work-E. B. Beane has not gone
to Boston as he intended.... Lumber has
been coming in quite freely at the steam
mill since the snow came_G. \V. Hall of
Smithton has moved into town.7. G.
Anderson visited friends in Rockland recently-Rev. and Mrs. S. H. Burton are
been at

still at

with

Razorville, holding

revival

meetings

Newell White of Searsport
vas in town recently on business....Hall &
Plummer were at John Ramsey’s barn pressing hay last week-Mrs. H. P. Thayer
intends to go to Augusta soon to visit her
success....

laughter-S. G. Parsons

has built an addihis house... .Herbert Howes, who
las been working at the
sheep ranch in
freedom, has moved back to South Mont•dlle-The last sewing circle was held
ith B. F. Foster. Quite a large number
vas present and a nice supper was served,
.Rev. Mr. Pentecost preached at the Vose
iclioolhouse last Sunday at 2 P. M.

tion to

week.

m \t

Mrs. \j. J. Bars..ns

for North. A tthdx .p
remain several

ping

a

it h her

..

left by
Ma>s..

weeks.

:

She h
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Nickerson during the meeting of the veterans’ association at North
Searsport.... W. C. Marden is at home aftei
closing a successful term of school in Brooks.
-H. 0. Nickerson lost a valuable horse
Sunday.... Walter Nickerson is in the employ of Dean Clements in Monroe_Miss
Mamie Nickerson, a successful teacher ol
much experience, has just closed a ten
weeks’ term in Dist. No. 7_Albert T. Nick
erson closed a very profitable term in Dist
No. 8, Wednesday.... Mrs. Nancy Marden b
dangerously ill at the present writing_H
M. Chase and Edwin Small went to Bangn
last week to buy lumber for Mr. Chase’,
barn... Thomas Houston and Miss Hatti
M. Nickerson are visiting friends in Buck."

Mrs. J. S. Paul of Waterville
fast Tuesday.

some

The legislature of 1895 enacted a law fixing
The bi-monthly missionary meeting of the
a basis for the taxation of vessel
property
North Church and C. E. Society was held
which took effect too late for the valuation
Sunday evening. The opening included of this year but will be
operative when
several appropriate hymns, prayer by the
values are fixed by the assessors next April.
pastor, and responsive Bible reading. In- I It will occasion a reduction in the taxation
teresting remarks were made by the pastor l of this class of
property. The vessel propon the mission work
f the denomination,
erty taxed in Maine as returned to the State
and papers were read as follows: “Mohamboard of assessors in 1895 was as follows:
medans aud Koran,” by Miss Beaman;
Androscoggin.S None
“Kurds,” written by Miss Beaman, read by Aroostook.
tJ10
828,511
Mrs. Mansfield: “Armenians,” by Mrs. Cumberland.
Franklin.
None
Stoddard; “Life of Hamlin,” written by Hancock.
249,995
| Miss Elizabeth M. Pond, read by Mrs. Kennebec. 104,mil
Knox.
885.548
Brackett; poem by Mrs. Cyrus Hamlin, read
Lincoln.
155,155
by Miss Avis Morison; “The Red Cross,” by Oxford.
1,409
’Miss Stoddard; “Latest Intelligence,” by C. Penobscot.
227,040
M. Craig.
Piscataquis.
5,250
Sagadahoc.
1,155,478
Somerset.
0,17.1
Waldo.
Swanville. Miss J. C. Gilmore of Sears209.983
Washington.
822,492
[ port is boarding at Mrs. Mary I). Nickerson’s.
York.
89,554
i-W. E. Damm and wife visited friends in
E.
M.
and
Mrs.
A.
Moxtvillk.
J.
Hamilton
Hampden Sunday-Dr.
has returnBillings of Freedom were the guests of Hon ed hume from Lovve.il, Mass., where he has
and Mrs. A. E.

A. C. Sibley went to Boston Tuesday
business.

120,000 square feet of
floor space, and engines of from 700 to 800
horse-power. It is proposed to run the new
mill on such cloths as are always in demand,
such as are used by the common people in
their wearing apparel, etc. These goods do
not require skilled labor, and—while not
paying so large a profit as some other kinds
thatsell in periodsof prosperity, but drop out
in time of depression—are more desirable, as
the demand is reliable. It will give
employment to from 500 to (300 people, about 80 per
cent, of

NUMBERtT

for Belfast.

The committee on new industries of the
Belfast Board of Trade is in correspondence
with a number of manufacturing concerns
with a view to locating some new business
enterprise in our city. The Keating Wheel
Co. of Holyoke, whose business and proposition is briefly described in our report of
the Board of Trade meeting, would be a
very desirable company to obtain, as its
workmen would be chiefly skilled mechan-

—tol instance

1

Firemen.

thinks

If you are away from home, if you travel,
if you stay at hotels or private residences,
or board, you should insure your
baggage
md personal property against all dangers of

THE HOTEL

IN

E. F.

Johnson Tuesday forenoon, Rev. G. H.
Wells officiating. Her husband was unable,
on account of ill health, to accompany the
remains of his wife to Belfast.

her

Promoter.

a

Sixteen

dence Sunday and the body was brought to
Belfast for burial. Brief services were held
at the residence of her nephew, Chas. E.

tine for

of

COTTON MILL
MATTER DEFERRED.

FACTORY AND A

building Monday evening, by adjournment,
Vice President James H. Howes presiding.

ami was born iu Searsmont, where she lived
until after her marriage to Dr. Gardner
Ludwig, who was then a practicing physician
in that village.
They moved to Rockland
soon after, and went to Portland in 1852,
where they have since lived. Of her brothers
and sisters hut one sister survives her, Mrs.
Painelia B. Putnam of Belfast.
The others
H. H. Johnson, Mrs. Robert
were Mrs.
White, David nthrop, who was for several
t Deeds for Waldo
years Register
county,
Sumner Lothrop and Thomas W. Lothrop.
of
and
an
was
a
member
She
active worker
in the Universalist church and was identified
with many of the charitable institutions of
Her life lias been devoted to
Portland.
benevolent and charitable work, ami her interest, in the sufferings of the poor or needy
did not abate with lier declining years.
Funeral services were held at her late resi-

raised

Definition

VIEW.

which resulted fatally Friday morning. She
was a daughter of the late Ansel Lothrop

...

nearly enough money by subscripthe new hall, and they were
instructed to have it ready for use on or before April 1st, which will be done.

BICYCLE

Tlie Board

illness of but three days. She took a severe cold while arranging her house after
the celebration of her sixtieth marriage anniversary on January 28th, but was not confined to tier bed until the following Wednesday, when she was attacked with pneumonia,

Captain

tion to finish

A

an

Seaside Grange conferred the 3d and 4th
degrees on 2 candidates last Saturday evening, and received 4 applications for membership. They have 8 candidates “on the road.”
The hall committee reported that they had

thus

Dirigo !

for

could all meet

A number of the comto he there.
said that they came to the meeting to

rades

pubiie.m

we

days’ meeting and feel that

right

|

-•

ofteuer,

two

j

d.

rhe comrades could not do so, and if
had a Home of our own, once a year, if

when

Washington Uiiimtkings.
The IleSenatorial caucus last. Friday afternoon settled the (jm-.-'tion of the reort-rna.- rho.suh;>..Little Vanganization of the elective officers of the
Senate by the nomination of a lull ticket.
I'Aiili 4
A
.1. Shaw ot tiie Stale of Washington
1 e
noil ink.. Waldo ( oi,nt
\ Guide l-.vent
I he j •vis nominated for secretary; Maj. 11. !
< one
•niinu Be! i> 1 mi u
(.riant of N-o tli t arolma.sergeant-at-arms;
New
Ti an "levs in Keal
Alonzo Stewart of Iowa, acting assistant
doorkeeper, and h’ev. Mr. Millburn, the
PAGE f>.
blind chaplain. to succeed himself_idle
President has signed the bill prohibiting
prize lighting in the Territories and the
v m \ 11111! * 1 a* Now Year
] list rie! of Columbia.In the Senate
II
;■ \\ a;,T Vessels.. l.iler\
\ 'A a ruing
Pel). 7th Win. P. Frye was elected president
PA-.K 7.
'1 he oath of office was ad- i
pro tern.
y>
s c
111. ..<*'< unnell s Haministered by the secretary.
Senator !
< .im iue
e111 eiiliiaI ( eletuain
the
chair said: “Senators
taking
Frye
';;Ii !.!>..<.. Sights at .Men
1 am profoundly grateful for this exceed! i- a in 1 «.a sue < oimnissioni t
\
i' u 11 Ule.
ingly generous expression of your confi1 can only try to justify it hy
1 A < K X
dence.
•
>uut •.
.tresi>oniieiice..
j bringing to the discharge of the duties of ;
Itirtlis M in sages. Deaths. ! this office to which
you have elected me
fidelity and strict impartiality.”.Sena>V >
Ol
l llh
WKKk.
tor
Ilale has introduced a hill making
Feb. 12. President Lincoln’s birthday an- |
M .iii kThe linal locatiou
niversaiy, a national holiday.Senator'
g
"iinty railroad will be (’idiom lias introduced a bill giving a pen- 1
ml b\ that time all ditfersion of >24 a month to all ex soldiers 75
-.1
ini' ii a> to aeeomimxia- j
years of age who served in both the Mexi1
i.
»s\ n.s will
undoubtly he can and civil wars..... Congressman Wilv-inunn matter is still liam 11 Crain of the llrh Texas
district,
is to he satisfactorily
died at 4 a. M., Monday.In reply to a
dicers sa\ that large
resolution, the treasury department, Moni ; to wi»rk as the ground day. sent the House a communication
u
M'kmg on one section
from the supervising inspector of steam
.Creditors of J.»cnj. 1>.
vessels, stating that in his opinion the
11 .n.<\" who recently failed at
present law for the safety of passengers at
n\:
caused his
arrest
sea was entirely adequate and
strictly car*s
n iiis way to ( anada.
Jie ried out.
--pod at Island Pond. It. is
let
right in Douglass* j
Political Points.
The Democratic
a
be a
aigued a t B tth.
i■■••Iitors are F. A. >mit h State committee met in Augusta, Feb.
Of the sixteen counties all were
nth.
<
Ci
a A
Miiiiketi, Courepresented bv committeemen except OxI ‘-w is
Hall cVr Co., F. ().
ford, Penobscot and Waldo. After an inWeston and the Milliteicsiing di>cu>sioM it was voted to hold
all of Port land.
the
State convention in Portland on June
soundings and found
I'lie
hiit
competing city was
ige, 1 he Berlin 1 roil 17th.
Watcrville, hut her lack of adequate hotel
t Fast 1 Icrlin, < onu.,
accommodations was a fatal delect.
It
rai l to constt net the
hard and will begin was voted that the representation to the
.kinMaine cream State e.invention he based on the Democratic vote of 1S1'2.
A special to the Portand adjoining eit ies tiie
land Press says:
“If there was much
•;
Med to nearly >U.o,nno.
discussion
as
to
available gubernatorial
i
kei, ! o| niei i v proiM ietimber, it was held behind closed doors.
i>. Angus;.!, now a Port
Mr.
Hanson
of Belfast, who has
Fdgar
>m in !a 1;.>-i on
linn,
been men ioiieu, lias been largely inter■:
land 1 b id..y and taken
ested in the manufaetine of sarsaparilla
a
'!! i: ain by sb.u Ii
u
preparations, but Candidate Boberm has
ill".
He is charged
announced in his paper, the Biddeford
s
\
under false pre
dimes that sarsaparilla may cure, but it
d.g "odd from a Water
dm so* t win v-.tes.".Governor Bushnell
st e.;i
ity. Mr. Baker
• d
Gdio says:
“Ohio is solid for the
m and
ys it is due to
i: i.....
Die P ith Shoe n uni nat ion of William McKinley for the
General Harrison's
ettcr
o.
l're>idency.
nas suspended oj»erad*- dning to be a candidate has materially
s
ii n asi. aud the
help aimed
to
1
think
■"at
; da
McKinley’s strength.
j'ht assets are
vvlnm the ballots are taken at St. Louis
1
i*as, and it is believed
the
Indiana
will
be
foi
McKinsi d
delegation
temporarily. The
Harrison’s gieat following in the
by public subscription, ley.
southern States will be for McKinley.
In
t t he s]oj.hh)
pledged
h
d.The decision of Illinois the sentiment is strongly in favor
of the supreme court j of MeKiniey.
e
e lord.
Saturday, sus•n
lit be judge of probate
Good Templars.
-•■■nl. commission to t lie j
of iin- estate of Luther
j The following order of business has been
•■altliy Biddeford bachelor, i
adopted for the annual session of Waldo
assessors say in their annuj
tln-y can see no good rea- District Lodge, Good Templars, to be held
!• s should not be taxed rel- in this city next Saturday, Feb. 15th: Open’uer property, and have ac- ing in District degree; report of credential
n-sted all assessors to in- \ committee; initiation of candidates into
"•ie in
returns to them this
District degree; closing in District and
.'mount may he added to
opening in Subordinate degree; appointdilations.\.l Old Town j
ment of committees on resolutions and locaa
«|u trrel caused hv jealousy, j
‘ft (hew a revolver aud shot * tion ; report of officers; address of welcome,
'.
a
Frenchman, tlnough j by Sister E. L. Brackett, with response by
•teatli being instantaneous.
District Templar, Bro. F. S. DollitT; poem
ir Milford and worked in the
of welcome by Sister Nellie F.
Gordon,
dso worked about the mills,
with response by District Deputy, Bro. E.
old Town.
The murderer is
L. Bartlett; reports of standing
committees;
>
years old, and the victim
Neither were married. Dolloff reports of special committees; election of
■;ed and is in Bangor jail.
He officers, delegates to Grand Lodge, recleave acted in sell defence.
ommendation of District Deputy; instalbouse scheme at Portland is a lation of
officers; miscellaneous business;
time.
Canvass is now being
collection; parliamentary practice; good of
a view to
getting »‘*0 men to the order; reading records of
session; clos"<m> each.
Up to noon Mon- ing.
Dinner will be served at noon—12
Mges had been secured and 10
''.uses
informally made. The o’clock, standard, sharp—by the members of
"ill have an understanding with Belfast Lodge. Graud Chief Templar Rev.
E. W. Webber of Richmond is
'’.hers that as soon as tlie new
expected to
is built City Hall shall not he
be present.
■mpeting attractions.At
I 'M), loth Dominions E. Hamlin
I he GU Is’
Home.
•;
ed to live years and Arthur C.
•n three
Miss Juliette Griftin, matron of the Girls'
years in the State prisare two of the gang who svsHome, has resigned, and Miss Mary Wood
for several months, robbed!
>.
of this city assumed charge,
temporarily,
Hawkes
&
Co.
Skillings,
yesterday. A home has been found for anMerrow, the third of the gang,
other of the girls with a family in East Pard to nine years in the State
sontield. The ladies of Stockton Springs
have sent a full and very handsome outfit
I ion. \V. II. English died in
for the Stockton Springs room. The furniIVii. 7, aged 74 years.
He
ture, picture frames, etc., are in white and
1
xiugton, Ind., in 1822, and gold.
Among recent contributions are 81 50
nt-lie life almost, constantly
from friends, by hand of Mrs. E. W. Porter
a luation
in 1842.
He has
PAGE

Obituary.

Association.

<

New-paper

••

1G

election in valid and constitutional.
The Loudon Saturday Review annouces
that it is rumored that a fitting and ample
apology from Lord Dunraveu to the New
York Yacht Club is already on the way
across
the Atlantic.Prof. Fox of the
Gill University at Montreal, has succeeded by means of a new photographic process in finding a bullet imbedded in the
leg of a man who had been discharged
from the hospital with the wound closed
over the ball.Miss Clara
Barton, president of the \merican Red Cross Society,
with hci party started from Paris for
Geneva Friday.... The internal revenue
collee ions for the district of New Hampshire, w iiich comprises the States of Maine.
New llampshiie and Vermont, for the
month of .January, were $20,407.
This is
an increase of more than $3,000 over the
month
of
last
corresponding
year.Arrangements have been concluded to place
in op.'ration tlie Fort Pavne Steel Mills at
Foil Payne. Ala., owned In K. N. C'ullom
of Birmingham and
Boston associates.
The mills were built eight years ago at a
c >st of
*3U0,00d, hut were never operated
t><
a use of the
collapse of the Fort Payne
! boom.
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Mrs

M. <'ol> of i' h ;eago is

1 ra

and Mrs. Austin W. K-

Sandy point.

friends at
Boston

w as

in town

*it

atiiigof tl

.ary ,md

..-

Mr. Geo. R.
a

days,

few

,ng Mr
be <>|

(

rett

raaig

T uesday

Mrs. F. W. Pote and Miss Mary -Ruinson
Portland last Friday on are-.nut o?
the death of their aunt, Mrs. Gardner Ludwig. Mr Pote went Saturday to attend the
funeral.
went to

W. Kuowlton of Malone, N. V., arrived
Belfast last Friday. Mr. Knowlton his
nearly recovered from the effects of the accident last July, the only reminders of it
E.

in

being an occasional slight, dizziness, which
gradually disappearing, and some had
looking scars on different parts of h;s hodv.

is

The wounds

always

are

all

healed, but tic

s'a

s

win

remain.

Mr. E. 0. Thorndike has, we understand,
leased the Paigt Manufacturing Company
plant at Harriman and will wit!.in t !■•- nc ,•
uithirty or sixty days have the s um n
ning order. Mr. Thorndike is on,- if Mar*-:W
man's leading citizens and eajut tlists.
hope lie may be sue. esstul hi his .n l-u'Cik
ing not only for his individual hem tit hut
for the advancement of the tow n. Jlarrimun
has had a struggle. She has t- a great extent been m the hands of sharks and spe. m
lators, but we hope at no distant day to see
her outride the storm of adversity and take,
rank with the leading manufacturing tow ns
of the South. [Roekwood (Tennu Idmes.

The many Belfast friends of Mr. Thorndike will be glad to know of his whereabouts and will wish him abundant success
in

his enterprise.

Liberty.
A large delegation from ;hU
place attended the musical convent mu at

Freedom Jan. o()th and express nothing but
for the cordial treatment extended to

praise

by the good people of
people of this town will

them

Freedom.
make

a

t

he

strong

effort to have a State Norma! School rstahlished here.... Quite a large 'piantity of
bark is coming in, which indicates that tintannery will
that

means

community

start up ;n the
bread for ipute

...

cords of stavt
lias

bought

most,

a

near

future,

and

portion of our
H nry Cook has two hundred
t mber cut tor 1.is mil!.
He

pair of

oxen

of it himself....

a

and will liaui

Liberty

has

tr

I

he

reason

to feel ashamed of lu*r

position as a farming
community. Last year John Prescott receiv-

ed from

a

seed tit

m

in Land

>lph

a

premium of

for the largest and best assortment of
potato: s. There were over one thousand
S(>0

competitors.

This year

Joseph

Beaulieu has

been awarded S"><) for the biggest and best

rutabaga turnip.

weight w as 25 pounds
It.
perfect in form.
W. Cox contemplates go ng to Newport to
work for the Cooper Bros this summer
The drani£ entitled “Old Folks” was played
before a large audience Monday evening,
Feb. 10th, and was pronounced a great success.
Prof. McKeen will give his lecture,
“Why go West, young man?” at the church
next Thursday evening. This is the second
ami it.

was

Its

smooth and

...

lecture in the course, and the program was
should be the seventh, but owing to
sickness and other causes it became necessary to make changes. Dr. A. J. Billings of
Freedom will lecture the 20th.
that his

Every Mother j “e 'ESJ?

PLEASANT tojAk

for the many common ailments which will
occur in every family as long as life has woes.
Dropped on sugar suffering children love it.
I)o not forget the very important and useful
fact, that Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment cures
every form of inflammation. Internal or External
It is a fact, proven by the investigations
of medical science, that the real danger from
di'i"i• is caused l>v inflammation; cure the
inflammation and you conquer the disease.

W. H. Anderson lias been nominated for
the surveyorship of Portland Customs
District.
Ilis appointment is another severe blow to the Maine Plum Trust, for
the State Committee endorsed Johnson
for tlie position. The nomination was received with much enthusiasm by Anderson's friends.The store and public hall
at Barter's Island, near Booth bay, was
JOHNSON'S
burned January 30th. The building was
ANODYNE
owned by Fremont Kimball, and the
The loss
store occupied by Roy Kimball.
LINIMENT i
on the building is £2..">00,and on the goods
Cures
£ 1,300. The cause of the tire is uukimwn.
‘
_The tail lire of the shoe manufacturing
v
u. i a rein- dv have existed for over
Coles
eighty
s
except for tin fact tha it :■-•••lirm, the Evans, Bell A Clark Co. of
Croup
.•-dina-y merit fui very many b'amily Ills?
Waldolx o,
Maine, was announced in
Tacre is not a medicim- ,n use today w hich has
Cough
the Boston leather district February 1st.
the confident of the public to so great an extant as this w '.ndtu ! u. Anodyne.
It has stood
The creditors are mostly Boston firms,
Colic
upon its own intrinsic merit, while gmierati- :i
f/:.
whose claims, it is said, will aggregate bea:It
generation haw used it with entire satistween
faction. and handed down to their children a
£00,000 and £100,000. Assets about
f/.'j
E. Bunker, Jr., of Bar
A'' who use it are amazed at its wonderful knowledge of its worth, as a Universal House£77,‘>00_John
hold
Remedy, from infancy to good old age.
t are loud, in it* ;• uise ever after.
Harbor is a candidate for county attorney
f •Internal as much as External uS0 Our Hook “Treatment for Diseases” Mailed Freo.
in Hancock.Hon. F. W. Iluvey of
>• ivoiated in ’Mo l>v ati old Family
Physician, Doctor's Sigiuit are ami Directions on every bottle.
Pittsfield and Hon. C. A. Mirston of
i.
n
t afraid to tru>t
li.it time has endorsed. At all Druggists. I. S. Johnson .V v'o., Boston, Muss.
Skowhegau, the present Senators from
Somerset county, are candidates for reNKVVS OF
i ll C
VVKhk.
election.An immense rock slip occurred Saturday, Feb. 1st, in the Winslow
Mainj. Matt Kits. At the annual meet\MU. UK 1IK1.I) IN
quarry, Rockland, owned by the Cobb
ing of the Maine branch of the Ameri- Lime Company. About 60,000 casks looscan
Federation of
Labor in Auburn eued
CITY HALI
PORTLAND,
by blasting fell to tlie bottom of the
these officers were elected:
President., quarry. Luckily work was over for the
11.
F.
Vice
PresiHatch, Portland;
afternoon, Calvin Otto, an employe, beF.
dent. C
linker, Auburn; JSeere- ing alum- in the quarry at the pumping
tai v- l'ii-.(surer,
F. M. O'Neil. Biddeford. house. He saw the mass
\.t I'.lcven o’clock A. M..
coming and ran,
Pesoluti'-ns were passed indorsing labels
111
m
:
lor; 1,1.: -iv
narrowly escaping death, as the house
in
m-ln-..-,•>* for
*,,i
as follows: Typographical
Union,
;
!
-!
Cigar
Ylr.--Pr.-i.lrhi ,0 '1
was
rl,
demolished.
The damage
j
completely
Snn,
;.T lur-v .ml
Makers Union, Boot A Shoe Workers, is estimated at about
tour hr
insured.
£1.200;
• arment
National
Workers.
Tobacco The
Lifligow library at Augusta, built by
1
>> T>:
;.i support the American Federa\V•
1
1
ml rm.v'n in.
o':V, V
endowment of the estate of F. W. Litlition in its boycott of the American T«*I'
IV 1'!
-M,
-i:,,
1 -t ’\ .. ’/loir in
govv, and by subscription, of which Anp
^
(
baeoo
:
L.
F.
incising
balk, factory drew Carnegie contributed £0,000, was
i ? sj
for ll in ran
ii.
in
his
deficiency
dedicated Monday, Fob. 3 i. in the presilioiai iiiiiic' and till' t lie exenti vo couu- ence. of the
contributors, Hon. J. W.
ei: *■»• ij!i• ] v. ith tin Hoveriior in relation to
Bradbury, president of the board of trus111i> abuse .mi! lelalive to ,t irmie stiict
tee, presiding. The buildiiu is of granite,
l-M'rvaiiri- .»T labor lav.s—'The Limerick
of modem style and has a handsome in| l.v
!
1
J-I >l.li III Ol
iub of Boston held a reception and ban- terior.
the
Lnited
on.-t at
Suites hotel dan. L's'th,
Fish and Gawk.
There were sent
lui: I a I, i oo 'Ylnrk. •!: 1 lo iuo hundred and twenty-five persons be- i
-,-pi
ot
o!!\vn: loi'. J «■> -Mr pUl'| »o of ing
1!
;i_
'The
guests were lion. F. M. j from the United States government stat ion
present.
Ol
irlt
•,
r:..,U
V..',1..
11 ice ins of F.nuii k. Me., dohn 11. Bur- in East Orl ;nd, t<> the State hatcherx at
,;i! iiri]’;i Tr j u
pr runn: il '!r n
1■
bank of Sac*. Me.. Prof. Frank A. Hill of Entield,
1! —r (11 Ir I.! To tin* liatO
11 n 1
,,|
I,
recently, 100,000 sea salmon
•! <lrl.-o;it1 tlu Mass.whusetts Mate Board of Educa••1
•:
hi-...
eggs.
Previously 100,000 eggs were sent
rir- lei !o f|ir St::**tion, Lev. A. Z. Concord, I >. ])., of Wor- to the hatchery at Caribou, and last
1
;h ;,--i f. r t lio pui ).0<0
I..-1
i!
I!
cesu r, Professor Jerc Hill of Hyde
n v ,T r;r;, li
:* T *■ j
r * loV.TIlor.
roU
Park, 1 week 50,000 more were sent to Entield,
u
.;
M;ii
to
wiilioi,! ir;.;irii
A ;
past and President d. M. Browne of Parsonsmaking a total of :‘.]0,000, the State’s
'u viuparhv v. itli
-a';i. .i r<
-1•
field.trly the coming season the Maine share of tlie eggs taken at the United
I:' oj 1 hr Prill ;1
o\|'lO'»- I ill tin
Central
will
Slates
erect
at
station
this season.
Brunswick one of the i
The comN
non n •
-r > in- Kopo, Irir.in
<
N Mol h
?.
11 1,-11.
T'i
i|i.n ly ji
i T •«1 to largest and best stations to be found on missinneis will begin early in
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valuation of the cities and towns and plan- Pound island is being successfully carried
.1. H. MANLEY. Chairman.
tations of the State as returned by local on this winter. Already 15,000,000 young
\\ lidoiounty i> emit led to ."5 delegates, as tolassessors, not including wild land town- codfish have been hatched, and 1,500,000
hiws.
ships, is as follows: Real estate, $209,- fry were deposited two miles outside of
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Morrill
p, ■:> ist
227,006; personal istate, $07,628,918; to- Eastern point Jan. 23d.
.I N. ill-port.1
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wealth of Venezuela consists
of
Washington, and Congressman William
3
1 Stock:, n Springs.
A. Smith of Michigan, have accepted an in products of the soil, natural and cultivat1 swam ill--.1
laeks in
.2 Tic •rtidike.1
Id
invitation to tie present and speak at the ed. There are many coffee and cacao plan.3 Troy.1
Li!
Lincoln Club banquet in Portland on Feb. tations in the mountain valleys near the
i 1 it
2 1’nit.v.3
1-tl —PingreeA- Co. declare it impossible coast, and coffee to the value of fourteen
3 Waldti.1
M.e.r
;; Winter;"-it.4
M
s’
'le
at present to state the amount of the loss million dollars is exported yearly, which
by the lire in their lumber yard at Lewis- is double the value of ail oilier exports.
I'he
Nur: live of
a
IfevoluTiennry ton Jan. 22nd. General estimates place Among the other culitivated articles are
it about >75,900.
Soldier.
The firm has $16,500 niauioc, sugar, eocoanut, maize (Indian
insurance in stock and mutual
companies, corn), tobacco, wheat., cotton, indigo,
I
in
I'nirou .»i Tn
Jolilnal: I which amount will not
Canoes
replace the ma- sweet potatoes, an 1 melons.
J'e.id S' my j ;i]*<•
Last
:m account of an old
chinery—
year Maine furnished the which ascend the upper Orinoco and its
branches
to
Boston
the
forested
market
head
of
7,168
region of the
honk published in Maine i. J>30, the title
cattle, which
was 546 more than she sent in 1894.
in southeast bring down rubber, vanilla and
hook being the “•Adventures of a
d
sheep, however, there was great tailing tonka beans, fruits, gums and drugs.
Kc\ olutiouarv Soldier.’’
1 have one that off in the number sent,
only 5,495, the The forests are also rich in *-a hi net and
heiongtd to my grandfather, .Samuel smallest number sent for several years dye woods, useful libers, from which
and less than the States of New
Hamp- cordage and hammocks are made, and a
spauldii g i't Jackson, Me., in very good
shire, Rhode Island and Massachusetts variety of other products. The deadly
utidii ion.
lie was ia th same Company
which
tlirei Mates show an in- arrow poison called urari by the natives is
furnished,
with Mr. Martin, v\ls -t son wrote the crease.
l our years ago .Maine sent >ver made in the district south of the Orinoco.
The central plains of t he republic form
hook.
1 think there is one error in the 33,000 sheep to the Boston market, and
since then the number each year has a vast grazing range which supports mil«
of
should
sec,
IsT'h”
read
p
ampaign
steadily decreased.The Governor and lions of horned cattle, horses and asses.
IT's!, as tliat is the time my grandfather I oune.il Jan. JOth'contirmed tiie nomina- These herds are subject to great vicissiserved in tin-war with his father.
1 re- tion oi Janies \\. \\ aketield as liquor tudes; they were reduced to a small
The petitioners for the fraction of their normal size by the war
nii min
vv hen
a
child of reading the commissioner.
commutation of the sentence of Calvin B. i for independence, and again by the civil
.else
of ••Uncle doc”, where he had
Graves, who killed Game Wardens Hill wars ending in 1863, while vast numbers
“nought to cat hut faith and clams.” It and Niles in Washington county in 1886, of horses and asses were destroyed by a
troubled me to know what lie ate with his were heard at great length.
A.'M. Spear mufrian which broke out in 1843*. Their
Of Gardiner appeared for the petitioners numbers have, however, been restored,
clams.
and County Attorney Campbell of VVasli- and the stock has been improved
recently.
1 have ycur paper every week, and
ington county, for the State. Mr. Spear Sheep and goat.: are bred in the mountainshould miss it very much if 1 did not get I claimed on behalf of the petitioners that ous district of the northwest, whence
it.
1 read every word in it, the adver- Graves acted in self-defense and therefore goatskins (known as Curacoa kid) are
deserved consideration.
He claimed that largely exported.
[From Natural Featisements and all are interesting to me.
one of the wardens had a loaded
tures of Venezuela, by F. A.
Fernald, in
gun in
Yours respectfully,
his hands when shot by Graves.
The Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for
closed
at
11
o'clock
and
the
Mas. T. (;. Stoddakd.
hearing
peti- Felnuary.
tion was tabled.E. H. Greeley,
Judge I lie Report of the State Assessors.
1. well, dan. Id, 181*0.
Emery and 11. E. Hamlin of Ellswoith
have just closed a trade for 6,000 acres of IT SHOWS AN INCREASED
VALUATION AND A
iFire and Marine Insurance.
timber land, water power, saw and grist
GAIN IN POPULATION.
wharves anil other improveMilYJ.A1J 1895 A
RHOF1TAHI.K ONK FOR mills, stores,
The fifth annual report of the Board of
ments at Jonesboro.
The new Shore Line State assessors, Messrs. Otis
COM FAN IKS IN MAIN!-..
Hayford,
railroad runs through part of this
property George Pot Me and William C. Marshall, has
Returns from all lire and marine iu- and near to the
mills.
It is the intention been issued. It makes a volume of 521 pages.
su ranee coin panic s (except domestic and
>f the late Hall G.
of the owners to make extensive
Burleigh is
improve- The picture
mutual companies) transacting business ments and
as a frontispiece. As an
appendix
put the plant in operation as publishedcontains
in
Ma ne during 1895 have been filed in
the
hook
the
act.
the Board
soon as the road is
ready for business. of State assessors, and acreating
the *>f]n ei> of the insurance commissioner The annual
of the laws
copy
report of Bank Examiner F. relating to taxation. The
and show the year to have been a profit- E.
following facts,
Ti berlake lias appeared and contains taken from the
report, will be found of genable "iie lui tlie
■oinpauieh. The pre- an unusual amount of
informa- eral interest : The total valuation of the
interesting
mium.-' icceivcd amounted t<> 81,57b,-4s9—
tion in regard to the banking institutions cities, towns and plantations of the State as
tie' largest amount ever collected in this of the State.
There are in the State 52 returned oy lot al assessors, not. including
State in a single year.
The losses paid
wild land townships, was as follows for
savings banks, 17 trust and banking com- 1895:
wen- only 5;;. 85 per cent, of the premium
Real estate, $209,227,50b; personal
panies, 33 loan and building associations,
the lowest rate since 1889. The following
$07,028.91 S; total $270,850,054, an inestate,
in all 102, a net gain of 5 since
numbering
crease of
$4,557,054 above the amount retable shows the Jesuits for the yeais 1MM 1894.
These institutions hold in the ag- turned i.i 1894
Idle valuation of the State
and 1895, respectively:
gregate assets to the amount of $68,477,- has shown a goodly increase, according to
Fire.
220.52; they have in resources above all assessors’ returns. Amount returned, not
1 SIM.
1895
liabilities as shown by the annual exami- including wild land townships, was in 1890
Risks written. 893,590,989 8102.21 1,020
$255,205,255, in ’91, $200,710,107; in '92, $205,I r«*i 11 11111 s rceeiv
I..
1.538.993
1,570,489 nations, $6,581,670.44; and they pay in
; m *95, $270,812,782; in '94, $272,519,i.ossi's paid.
1,048.295
848,*949 taxes to the State and municipali ies, in- 040,401
in '95, $270,850,424, the figures for 1895
J.os.ses incum*d......
1,004,334
025,41 (»
cluding taxes on the capital stock of trust 570;
of $21,591,193
increase
an
above
being
Marine.
companies, about $438,275.70 annually. the amount returned to the valuation
1894.
1895.
The live stock for 1895
Risks written. £18."09.899 £18.909.058 The loan and building associations are commission of 1890.
remiums received.
281,Mo
27o,041
doing finely also. The number of both was returned as follows:
Losses paid.
214.900 shareholders and borrowers has increased
173.177
a
128,151 Horses,
gam of 2,967 from 1894
Losses incurred.
172,001
214,858 about
565
8,600 3-vr- ild colts, a loss
300, the number of shares 1,700 and
Losses i lie urn. d in 1895, 52.35 percent, of tlie
2
8,333
2,136
the
amount of dividends paid $19,000.
premiums received.
4.748 I
2,480
Losses paid in 1895, 53.85 per cent, of the The amount of dividends last year was al- 124,907 Cows
gain
1,705
loss
premiums reeehed.
most $150,000.
14,801 Oxen
2,533
As to the Granite State
1,824
24,104 3 vr-old
Provident Association the Examiner ad7,413
28,748 2
Newspaper Notes.
vises Maine shareholders not to forfeit
gain
34,378 1
2,659
their rights on their shares, or allow them
6,883
44,517 Swine
In the civil suit of Plummer vs. The Port- to be eaten
loss
10,118
314,432 Sheep
up by tines, but to protect Money at interest. $11,015,232
land Express, Judge Strout ruled in sub- themselves
by taking withdrawal certifi- Bank stock.
9,070,745
stance that in the case of a charge against a
cates if they cease paying dues.
1,977.023
A fund Musical instruments.
1,122,013
Carriages.
is
on
deposit in the State treasury for the Shippings. 4,184,037
public official relating to his official conduct,
benefit
of
the
Maine
it was sufficient to constitute a complete deshareholders, and can
While the growth of Maine, since it bebe withdrawn only upon order of the sufense to show to the satisfaction of the jury
came a State, perhaps has not been as rapid
court.There was a sensational as some of the
younger States, the following
that the accusation was honestly made in the preme
of the Dolley case at Portland table, showing the number polls as indicaending
belief that it was true, and without malice,
January 31st. Mrs. Ellen Dolley, mother tive ol the growth in population and the
and that the newspaper that, made it had of
Rose, who is charged with killing her State valuation as the measure of worldly
reasonable grounds to believe it was true*. infant child, was put on the witness stand goods, may he perused with interest:
J820 No. polls, 59,368 State val’n, $ 20,962,778
That certainly gives the newspapers all the and corroborated the testimony of her 1830
66,986
28,807,687
She testi- 1840
86,674
69,249,464
latitude they can reasonably ask for in the daughter in every particular.
105,602
100,157,573
fied that she took the baby from the car- 1850
criticism of public officials, says the Port186164,714,168
128,899
44
44
4:
riage, went into the woods with it and 1870
224,812.1.00
143,564
land Press.
44
44
44
44
killed it, putting it in a hollow and going 1880
160,569
235,978,716
4
4
4
44
1890
309,096,041
172,79 9
back to the wagon.
It
was a full and free
44
44
44
A Man of Letters.
176,685
324,478,321
confession that she was guilty and not her 1894
John James Piatt, the poet, is employed daughter. Attorney General Powers movCumulative Evidence.—“You ought to he
in the Washington post office.
[New York ed that Rose be acquitted and the jury re- very proud of your wile. She is a brilliant
Tribune.
turned a verdict of not guilty without talker.”
“You’re right there.”
“Why, I could listen to her all night.”
for
“I often do.” [Texas Siftings.
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Wedding

leaving their seats. Mrs. Dolley has been
arraigned on the charge of murder.

Bells.

Franck-Cobe. There was a wedding in
Cotillon Hall last night, a wedding which
really deserved the somewhat hackneyed
adjectives “brilliant” and “charming.” Miss ;
Bessie Ruth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mark |
H. Cobe, was married to Mr. Julian Lionel |
Franck, and several hundred friends of the

j

there to see. Every
lit, and palms and firs
and. garlands of evergreen tilled the air with
balsamic fragrance.
At the farther end was
a regular bower of evergreen, which took the
place of the canopy generally used in the
Jewish hymeneal ceremony, and a great bell
and
of green stuff, studded with lilies
sweet-scented carnations, was suspended
over the spot where the young couple plightd their troth in the presence of God and
Young
light in

|

couple

were

the hall

was

••

man

At 7 o'clock the seats were filled with
beautiful and magnificently dressed women
and handsome men with tine complexions,
all immaculately drawn and robed in the
Then an orehes ra
sleekest of broadcloth.
half concealed behind a hank f palms struck
tune and
the
old
familiar
Mendelssohn
up
First liabbis
the wedding party entered.
who
ami
Lasker,
performed the
Hirshburg
ceremony, then the groom and his best mail,
Mr. Colley Franek, next the ushers, Messrs.
,). Ivantowitz, Alder Cobe, Ahrahaui Morris,
Carl Schindler, H. Woolfe and Charles Gossmaun, who carried broad strips of satin ribbon which they held aloft forming an arch
under which the others in the procession
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Ward.
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Hopeless Case.
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No Rest Night
Terrible Cough.
Day. Given up by Doctors.
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If the passages of the head are
befouled and filthy, a breeding
place of fungi and disease
germs, constantly secreting
purulent matter, no wonder

the breath is fetid.

...

California
Catarrh
Cure

....

...
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.«•

....
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Keeps

the nasal passages clean
and the breath odorless.
Write for Testimonials

to

the

California Catarrh Cure Co.
Boston, Mass.
ALL DRUGGISTS.

Sravel Cured.
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4
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Children Cry

Pitcher's Castoria.
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The Largest Piece
of Good tobacco

DOC IKIN']-;.
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In the course of a speech the Connecticut Senator said:
There is danger
"l c ulture be -oming separated from manhood in our young men.
\Ye need manhood now if ever, for we are menaced hv
a
There are two forces
great power.
which never sleep, the church of Home
and the government of Great Britain. The
English people are very good people, hut
they are not tin* British government. That
is another thi g, and in every emergency
with which the I'nited States has been
.confronted the British government has
I been our enemy.
“She is pushing us on every side now.
She is trying to straddle the Nicaragua
anal and to grab the Alaskan gold fields.
Whenever she gets hold of a bit of land,
from that time her boundary line is afloat.
Look at the map of India and stop and
think.
That began with a trading company. English, with British arms and a
British warship to help it to its rights.
And now India is all a British possession.
That is the kind of nation that we are
lacing. Look at their fancy drill the
other day, when in five days a powerful
squadron was gathered at the menaced
point. Is thereno object lesson for America in that? I tell you that we must be
ready to light. Either we will float a
dead whale on the ocean, or we must say
to Great Britain: ‘Here is where you stop.’
Whether the Monroe Doctrine is an international law or not, it is our law of selfdefence. We must stand by it. Even now
Great Britain could take, possession of
Portland and Boston in twenty-four hours,
and in seventy two hours hold the gate
of New York.
We must hold her hack,
and when she reaches for our established Ameaiean repul) ics she must meet
a
protest that is hacked with a will to
fight if necessary.”
Senator Hawley’s remarks were received with cheers.
In his speech he also advocated a national university,
which
should receive men after they had had a
and
make
college training
specialists of
them on the basis of a broad culture.
Kx-i*resiclent

EVER SOLD

DECLINES

TO I5K

PKESIDENCV.

CANDIDATE

A

A MANLY

EOli

constant wonder to his friends.
In the fall of 1889 he began to suffer indescribable miseries from stone in the bladder.
Consulting an eminent physician in Philadelphia, he was told that a surgical operation
was necessary.
So much did he dread the
result, for if unsuccessful it meant death,
that he put off the evil day as long as possible. While iu this frame of mind, he heard

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

FAVORITE REMEDY

Although disheartened, on July 1, 1893, he
bought a bottle of it, and within a month
had experienced beneficial results, and before lie had finished the third bottle, the
gravel was completely dissolved and his sufferings at an end.
Mr. Neill feels that he owes a lasting debt
of gratitude to Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy, and for disorders of the bladder
and urinary organs, says “it will effect a
if one he possible.”
Favorite Remedy is prescribed with

cure

failing

for
troubles

success

un-

rheumatism, dyspepsia

and nerve
in which it has cured
many that were considered beyond the aid
of medicine.
All druggists, Si.

.TTIIIJ.

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.,
JOBBERS

OF

CRAIN,
FEED.

Salt.

^

.

••“ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast., Me,
1 f

HILDREN
THEIR DISEASES.
of a book published by the mfra
time-tried remedy —True’s Pin
Worm Elixir—and which they send tree
on request. No mother should be without it.
I Hr. J. F. TRI E & CO., Auburn, Mo.

is the title
of that oM

we

want to put in

our

SPRING
Do not

delay,

Clothing

The

come at once

*
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and

cheap,

so

season
*

prices

at

is about

over

and

a

*

a

GOODS.
purchase

SUITS, ULSTERS, OVERCOATS,
REEFERS, FUR COATS,
PEARY COATS,
UNDERWEAR.
HATS, CAPS,
'UTTENS, GLOVES.
AT THE

White Store, 81 Main Street,

c-

Proprietor.

LETT E K.

These are moving times.
Our Furniture is

1 cannot consent that my name be presented or used in the ISt. Louis convention. and must Kindly ask my many friends
to accept this as a sincere and linal expression upon this subject.
He N .1A M IN H A K ID SO X,
Indianapolis, Feb. 3.

Because it is offered at prices that tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

buyers.

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c.

upwards.
upwards.
from
$3.50
Lounges
upwards.
Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards.
Chamber Sets frcm $10.50 upwards.
Fancy Chairs at alrrnst your own price.
E^tra Soft Top Mattresses from $1 50 upwards.
Hair Top and Wool lower than ever before

Bedsteads from 50c.

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any time
Since we have been in business.

MR. WILLIS

While the groom was out exercising Hon.
F. S. Wall’s frisky 2(> yearling, “Old General,” Sunday afternoon an expensive mishap occurred. The Hying snow balls which

General kicked about him made him
and ou he dashed with an impetus
human strength could not control, colliding
with a team just ahead driven by Mrs. Elisha
Roberts, accompanied by Mrs. Edgar Holbrook. Over went the sleigh with the lady
Consternation
occupants in a twinkling.
reigned for a moment, until itwas ascertained no injuries had been inflicted. Mr. Walls
sent the vehicle to Rockland for repairs and
is rejoicing that the accident resulted in
nothing more serious. | Vinalliaven Cor.
Rockland Star.

Moving*

first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.
a

nervous

LOcllSa

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Winter

the

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

ol

our

Whoa, General!

GROCERIES.
Importer**

selling

profoundly appreciative.

SEEDS and

Dealers in the finest

are

that will astonish you.

THE

handed him the following letter:
Hon. John K. Gowdy: In view of the
resolutions passed by the State central
committee at its recent meeting, and of
the fact that delegates to the national Republican convention are soon to be
chosen in this State, I have concluded
that some statement from me as to my
wishes and purposes should now be made
to
mv^'.^ aua friends.
I-'*inty. M 1 have declined to speak to the
public ‘•’upon this matter, but scores of
friends to whom I have talked and many
scores more to whom 1 have written wiil
recognize in this expression the substance
of what 1 have said to them.
To every
one who
has proposed to promote my
nomination, I have said: “No; there
never has
been an hour since 1 left the
White House that 1 have felt a wish to
return to it.”
My Indiana friends have been most devoted and faithful, and I am their grateful debtor. The Republican party has twice
in national convention given me indorsement, and that is enough. 1 think the
voters of our party are now entitled to
have a new name.
For the sentiment, great or small, that
has been manifested for my nomination,
1 am grateful, and of that wider respect
and kindness, breaking party lines, which
have been shown me in so many ways, I
am

We

FOR

CHAS. O'CONNELL.

Harrison

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. :’», Rspo. This
(Philadelphia, Penn., Item.)
A healthier, heartier, happier man than evening Capt. John K. Gowdy, chairman
John J. Neill of 2437 North Eighth street, of the Republican State central committee,
Philadelphia, could not he found in a day’s called by invitation at the residence of
search. The fact that he is still alive is a
Gen. Harrison, when the ex-President

*•«

44
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Joseph K. Hawley was a guest
’hell nuiiton alumni banquet at Hotel
s.iy<a. Now York city, the night of Feb.
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p tssed.
The brid.-sniaids were six fair daughters 1
of Ew: Miss Mattie Cobe and Miss Etta
Morris, in white; Miss Anna Cobe and Miss
/rlmi Peitvy, in blue, and Miss Hattie
Anthony ami Miss Fannie Abrahams in pink.
The maid of lie.nor was Miss Clara Schindler,
\\ ho wove a gown of blue chiffon over white
silk.
Then tripped two pages, little Misses
Coin and Franek, dressed in the style of a
e -ntury ago, with their
powdered hair piled
in elaborate coiffures on top of their small i
heads.
Last of all came tin bride, a brunette of
perl.- test type, in a gown of ivory white
n
t.raine
ller long sweeping veil i
-atin,
was fastened with orange blossoms and dia- j
She 1
moiid-t, and she carried a prayer hook.
wax ,.u the mu of her mother, who wore a
magnificent heliotrope h;-o,aded satin with
dimhesse hit *1,
When tin* x nib. •'leal cup of wine had been
drunk, I>r. Hirshburg bad pronounced the
couple man and wife, and the newly made
husband had saluted his wife in the proper
fashion, there was a rerepti >u, followed by a
j• >11\ dame and a bountiful wedding collation
Boston .Journal, Feb. -Rh.
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j
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I

j

‘'Several years ago, 1 caught a severe cold,
attended with a terrible cough that allowed
Tin docme no rest, either day or night.
tors, after working ovr mo t" lie- b'’-; of
their ability, prououneed lii\ ease hopeless,
and said they could do no mote for me.
A friend, learning of my tumble, -stmt me
a bottle of Ayer's ('hern IVc oral. v. bi<'h 1
was ureath
began to take, and ven soon
relieved. By tin* time 1 lia<l used the whole
l-oitle. 1 was completely cured. I have never
had mueli of a co\ic.!i sim-e that tinx and I
firmly believe that A>ei1
11V Bocteral
saved m\ life."—AV. 11. W\\Kl».
Quimby
Ave.. Lowell, Mass.
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Journalistic

a

Son.

RESTORED MANHOOD

OR. MOTT 8
NERVERIN*

PILLS

The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous
diseases of the generative organs of either sex, such art
Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost Manhood, I in potency,
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, winch lead to Consumption and Insanity. With every $5 order we give a written
fSold at tjjtl.OO
guarantee to cure or refund the money.
per box, 0 boxes for $5.00.

conundrum.

editor, is a good fellow, a
good newspaper
and, we had supposed,
a good American, yet he permits himself to
be responsible for the most un-American
newspaper, with a single exception—the
Evening Post of New York.—that is published in the United States to-day. [Bath Times.
Holmes,

Thompson &

Conundrum.

The Boston Herald is really

John

J. C.

its

man

BEFORE AST) AFTER l SING.
FOR HALF BY R. H.

nR. MOTt>S <II|T|I<\I, <<>..» In.liiml, Ohio.

MOODY, BELFAST, MAIVK.

water,

far away from their boats as
throw anything, for the fun

as

women

disseminating Sunday thoughts through
the week.
It is lifting up the whole nation. It is itself a liberal education. [Rev.
H. (I. Temple, Congregationalist,
Seattle, Wash.

can

of seeing them dive like
and seize the coin

bottom, shouting

lightning

flashes

before touching the
its value before

they

Circumspection. To walk circumspect is to walk with head up and eyes

rise to the surface.
Not until lie is

fairly ashore does the
stranger realize the actual sleepiness of
Funchal; then he soon learns to walk on
three legs, as does the true Maderian,that

Sift 1 qnart flonr, 1 salts’^oocfnl salt. 1 saltspoonfnl ground nutmeg or muamon, 2 round in g teaBpooufuls baking powder, together. Beat 2 eggs;
add 1 cup sugar, 1 cup milk, 2 teaspooufuis melted
Cotlolene. Stir these into the Hour, roll and cut
into shape. Have kettle *4 full of < ul lolcnr—at
just t heri;Jit heat—and try the doughnuts in it for
<

is, he assists nature with a staff on all
occasions, literally “the staff of life,” as
it may

3 minutes.

are

] Vr frying, Cottolene must be hot, but don’t let it
To find if
hot enough to smoke or it will bum.
s hot
throw
into
it
a
enough,
single drop of water.
hen at just the right heat, the water will pop.
marks—"Cottolenr" and steer's
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of this open roadstead. There is a breakwater, which terminates at Loo Rock.
The
singularly picturesque eminence,
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sea exposure that reaches probably to
the South Pole; yet ships lie here all the
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approach to Funchal. The port is only a
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lwvC5t.
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of juniper wood.

many and good, all situatthe northern slopes of the steep
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dozeu

others,

them.

none

ciliated in

English
shillings a day.

sea.

You

and be

t

Luck

Pluck.
There is no such
thing as luck. Luck is pluck. Luck is a
foolish doctrine of fate; it is the silliness
of superstition; it is the cynicism of fools,
You never
incompetents and failures.
hear a real sensible man talking about
luck; he knows the philosophy of success
too well; he knows the meaning of patience and painstaking
care, of energy and
economy.
[Rev. J. G. Rust, Baptist,
Nashville, Ct.
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disap-

EPITOME

OE

one

minute.

Hating

Adays.

Never

Hurry

»

I'sualiy.

When the food passes into the vs' phis
swallowed)
tlie
voiuniaiy
agus
t of the process ceases, 'file r; -t iiu\oluiuary. you can’t hurry it a mite.
Hurry before retards now.
If you hav e hurried, eaten too mm h.
."
of’the wrong kind, a dose of
.Mediciue ior Hitters) is the onlv .-’.or
relief.
■

Labor Strikes.
I do not believe in
strikes.
It is not the way to settle diltieulties bet ween employer aid employe. A
strike does harm to both parties, and then
it gives a chance to lawless people to do
evil.
[Kev. J. \\ .Sullivan, Baptist, Philadelphia, Pa.

35c.

liottlc.

ci

NASAL

be

cured

pleasant remedy
is

l»y

5°

and J,

CIS.

a

bottle.

SCOTT &

BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

ic

giia fe&^£S<?&llSP
_

Js the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhica, Psoriasis, Scrofula Liver
and Kidney Diseases,
a positive Cure effected in from 6 to id days.
FOB SALK B1 A. A. HUH I

S

A (U.

THE NAME OF 1 HE NEXT

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES
WILL

UK

AX NOU N

KI>

IX

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
OF

NOVEMBFK 4tli, lJ-Oti.

Public interest will

steadily increase, and the question how the men whose
election, are satisfied w ith the results under the adminthey elected, will make the campaign the most intensely exciting in the his-

vote turned the scale at the last
istration

tory of the country.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
leading Republican family newspaper of the United states, will publish all the
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of party

the

affiliations.
Also

general

news

the world, an
ports which are
of

man,
lie may be, but the instinct of humanity
does seem to call for the wiping out of the
very name of Turkey from the register of
nations.
[Rev. X. C. Fetter, Baptist,
Doylestown, Pa.

OHE YEAR FOR OFTLYT $2,00,
C££H m ICVIKCE.

1 mI’KUFF.ctioN.
No person’s faith or
love or reverence is perfect.
The trembling fears and hopes and anxieties of life
have not trembled to tin ir final poise and
No man's work is done.
rest.
A sense
of imperfection still lingers in all noble,
earnest souls.
There is imperfection in
our judgments, a want of charity; there is
a lack of self control, a want of patience, a
lack of steadiness oi purpose, which destroys our identity; a want of deliberation.
\\ e act first and then think.
We do things
too rapidly.
[Rev. E. L. Rexford, Uuiversalist, Columbus, O.

a

wliieh

applied directly into

nostril r. Heine
it
absorbed
quickly
$ri\es relief at once.
the

ELY’S

Intelligence.

sleep

the day and refreshing
at night.
Don’t let you child get thin and
Give
Scott’s
worry along.
Emulsion; insist on a generous amount of out-door exercise;
and the vigor of youth will return.

Republican

c hangres.
an

system, giving

activity during

(The regular subscription price of the two j ap* is is >;;.<n.)
In all the past socieSocial Purify.
demanded purny on the part of
St use nit’TIoNS MAY TSi-.tilN AT ANY 11MK.
A woman's crown is her purity.
1
It she loses this (.Mown it is almost an im- ! Address all orders to
j possibility to reinstate her in surety. I hit
j society has been s<> constituted that, a man The
Journal
Me.
eouhi be vicious iii eonduet and depraved
in
and
lind
an
to
entrance
life,
yd
good
;
it is high time' that society Write jour name ana address cn a pcsU I cere, sere it to Cco. W. Best, Rccm 2
; society,
1 should demand the
same purity of a man
T ibune Building, New YorL Oty, and a sample copy of 1 Hr M- W YORK WEEKLY
as is demanded of a woman.
[Rev. F. A.
I RI .ONE will be mailed 'o you.
S', olield, Methodist. New Haven, Conn.

Ik* result of colds and
sudden climatic

It

mental

! tv has
! woman.

CATARRH

CATARRH
I'

i

Meal if Avoidable.

Better Go Without

Scotti Smilstcru

of Cod-liver Oil, with
hypophosphites. The cod-liver oil
nourishes the body and makes red
corpuscles for the blood.
The hypophosphites are tonics to the nervous

.=

Now-

Is

O.

The glory of God is inthe kind of intelligence
that comes merely of scholastic training.
A man may be worldly wise and yet a fool
for saying there is no God.
Intelligence
is priesthood and not anything of the
earth earthy.
[George Teasdale, Mormon, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Art

Of

Sellishress is the worm
that eats the divine life < ut of the heart
ot man.
Selfishness is the giant that battles with Christ lor the souls of men.
: Rev. C. s. Sargent, Congregationalist,
St. Louis, Missouri.

seph Rennie, Presbyterian, Covington, Ky.

Lost

Art

: isitNi:ss.

Happiness.
The true secret of happiness is giving what, costs us something—
w hat we sacrifice something for. It makes
no difference as to the value of the
gift—
it is giving with love in the heart w hich
makes the true recompense.
[Kev. Jo-

A

The

Filtke Pinisiiment.
It matters not
whether there is an extraneous torment
in the future life or nut.
The suiiViiug
of tin* unrepentant soul tor sin w ill he infinite and terrible.
[Rev. E. il. Dorn-

not

in

S

Aton em ent. The essence of the atonement is a fathomless plan worthy of a loving God whereby he is able to forgive Ids
penitent creatures and do no injustice.
[Rev. F. W. Luce, Methodist, Davenport.

telligence, but

cure

Do the children go to school? And are
they joyous
happy ? Is school-life a pleasure? And is progress
being made ? Or is the opposite true? Does the close of
each day bring a headache ? There is no
appetite and sleep
is imperfect. The color gradually leaves the cheeks and
only a little effort is followed by exhaustion. To continue
school means to come to the end of the year with broken
health. What is the best thing to do? Take

and

in attractive form, foreign correspondence covering the news
agricultural department second to none in the country, market rerecognized authority, fascinating shoit stories, complete in each
number, tbe cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman's attir*, with at
varied and attractive department of household interest.
The -New York Weekly
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than tha of any other
weekly publication in the cmintiy issued from the office of a daily, harg*-changes
If ever there was a putrefy- are being made in its details, tending to give it greater life and varied. and
Turkey.
,••• tally
ing carcass in the shape of a nation, it is more interest to the women and the young people of the household.
the so-called Turkish Government, over
which I hope, at this moment, hover the
:
.1 SPECIAL C 03 7 BA C T enables us to offer this sph
; and
1 /. *,
eagles of God's avenging judgments: not
j mi
that 1 mean to he merciless u> the india hi i ra n Jcv v a l" f o r
Ri])
vidual
black-hearted and hrural as

WEEK

OF YAIUOl

llasher, Lutheran, Springfield,

Toothache Drops

Pike’s

THE

OE

Education.
No country is saved by a
multitude of books or school houses.
A
man is in danger of being roasted alive
who at this time of day will dare to utter
such a heresy, but it needs to be uttered.
Knowledge is power, indeed; and so is
dynamite, but you need to be careful as
to the hands to which you intrust it. And
education needs to be sanctified by religion to make it safe.
[Rev. P. S. Henson,
Baptist, Chicago, Illinois.

■

neglected.

If you have ever tried Hale’s Honey of
Horehound and Tar you know what a
safeguard it is against throat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists.

Thoughts

SERMONS

1

are

The rates are cal-*

1*Y EMINENT CLEHGYN1EN
I>ENOM I NATIONS.

AND

t© school

and

Clara Barton.
In a dozen disasters
Clara Barton has rendered aid. Now at
the time of life when most people are seeking rest and ease, she is to cross the ocean
on the most perilous
mission of her life.
A soul like Clara Barton’s belongs to no
nation, no sect, no religion. She is greater
than any nationality or human institution.
Her heart is as large as the world, her
spirit as broad as the universe. [Rev. B.
F. Eaton, Worcester, Mass.

HONEY

and lungs

money at from eight to
Fannie B. Wai:l>.

Religious

Ski

j

thfTthroat HOREHOUND

command-

may have your choice between the Royal
Edinburgh, the Hotel Hortas, the SauC

AN

j

are

hills, with handsome gardens
ing glorious views of town and

15

HALE'S

his richest

end of it is the quaint
old fort with small peaked turrets and at
the other an ancient cathedral with a
at

Cant.
The talk that comes from
mouths of people who look wise but are
not is nothing. A man may be a
commu
meant, may be regular in prayer, and be
a very bad man.
I hate this cant that
passes itself in name of piety; the disposition to do things on Sunday and never
think of them again until the* next Sunday.
[Rev. John Heal, Episcopalian,
Rochester, N. Y.

reaps

mahogany and Indian fig trees. It occupies the middle of the main street of the

must

way out, to be loaded
by means of lighters, the

Gbover Cleveland.
He lias been
from his place as a statesman
to
down
the level of the political leeches
that surround him.
IJy one breath of his
mouth he threw millions of the people’s
money in the maelstrom of financial ruin;
in another breath lie piteously invokes
his Congress to avert the crash he has
called down upon our heads.
[Rev. H.
E. Cotton, Hagerstown, Md.

dragged

consumption

beautiful aveuue of sycareach the Praca, shaded by line
a
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entire absence of wood.

an

banish her criminals for

it

through

Lieutenant Governor re-

yea is ago. Portugal, in looking around
1 u the dreariest {dace to which site could
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h mountains.
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recent

of

is grown, but all the
requirements of the inhabitants

very little

simple
brought

vol-

by

and

are
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the Atlantic

his

only village, called La Villa.
G unproductive, with almost

its

water

no

■

fr*.in

The

The island

«»n

fits

1

a

stationary population

a

at

maturing

shorter passage to Iudia.
It
parish of the Madeira colony

a

more.

Portuguese word, sides

was

Municipal Government.
The chief
end of the existence of a city corporation
is to afford protection to person and to
property. In other words, the chief end
of a city is to maintain righteousness and
to put down wickedness.
Some people
think the city belongs to Councils and the
thinks
it
countryman
belong to the policeman with bis brass buttons.
[Rev. P.
H. Mowry, Presbyterian, Chester, l’a.
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remaining

falls. The streets

severe

used often to read the newspaper aloud
to my wife.” said Bert Robinson, “and once
I was fairly taken in by a patent medicine
The seductive paragraph
advertisement.
began with a modest account of the seabut
ended
by setting forth the virserpent.
tues of Dr. rieree’s Golden Medical Discovery. which, it was alleged, was a cure for
all Bronchial. Throat and Lung troubles,
to the walls that border the
steep incline. and would even cure Consumption, if taken
The nearest approach to a wheeled vehiin time. The way I was taken in was this :
1 had lang disease, and I bought a bottle
cle used on the island are the ox-sleds
of the rem 'y; I was a stranger to it. and it
above referred to.
The drays are mere
took me in—and cured me.” Robinson’s
experience is identical with that of thouslabs of wood, 15 to 18 inches
wide, sands of others. .So true is this, that after
strengthened by a rim on the upper edge; witnessing, for many years, the marvelous
rures of Bronchial. Throat and Lung affecand they are drawn by oxen, guided
by tions wrought by this wonderful remedy,
leathern throngs passed through the tips
its manufacturers feel warranted in saying that t’nis remedy will cure gS per
of the horns.
The hacks resemble our
cent, of all cas'-s of consumption, if taken
old-fashioned covered sleighs, except that j in the earli*
stages of the disease. This
the runners are of wood alone and a crossmay seem like a bold assertion to those
the means generally in
with
famiiiar only
bar rests on the floor inside for the supuse for its treatment; as, nasty cod liver oil
port of the feet when climbing or descend- i and its filthy emulsions, extract of malt,
Whiskey, different preparations of hypoing the steep streets. The driver carries:
phosphites and such like palliatives.
a
The photographs of a large number of
grease-bag, which he lays at intervals in
front of the runners.
One of the charac- I thos- cured of consumption, bronchitis, lingering cone iis, asthma, chronic nasal catarrh
teristie cries of Funchal is the yelling of
and kindred maladies, have been skillfully
the ox-drivers—“Ca, para mi, boil Ca,
reprodue.-d in a book of 1000 pages which
will be nviih d to you, on receipt of address
ca, ca, ca! O-O-O-ali,—which you soon
and 21 cents in stamps. You can then write
learn to translate as literally “Come here
tlio-e cured and learn their experience.
Address lor Book. World’s Dispensary
to me, t)h oxen! here,
here, here to me!
Mi.i u;\i
Association, 663 Main Street,
Whoa!”
Buffalo, N. Y.
The city of Funchal shows many evi- |
dences of wealth anil comfort.
Passing
up

may the sunbeams play in brilliant nunbo A’S.
by sailing vessel from the j The island is valuable because of a limein jo days, if all goes reastone quarry upon it—a geological pheand of eourse in a good deal nomenon in the
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slipperness ic increased by friction and by the grease-bags of the oxsledges until they have become smooth
as glass and treacherous as ice.
You find
yourself sprawling once or twice on your
way to the hotel, and afterwards clinging

tin.

wreath—on every

cotton-plant

save

paved with small round pebbles, whose

natural

CHICACO. 224 State Street, BOSTON. PORTLAND. ME.

>la<leiras.

I'ht*

head in

open.
Regs and head and eyes and heart
all at work examining the
past, searching
the present and scanning the future. Not
looking back only, not looking up only,
but looking up and down and back and
forward, looking all around. That is
what circumspection is.
[Rev. E. 15,
Rogers, baptist, Springfield, 111.
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Opposite Windsor Hotel,

SOUTHWORTH,

Proprietor.

Opens and cleanses the
up on the beach by immense
Nasal Passages, Allays
Pain and Inflammation,
capstans called “crabs.” There are vesHeals tlie Sores, 1 rotects the Membrane from
v
and all the terraces are covered i
sels of all sorts in the oiling, floating the
Colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and Smel.. !
Faith and Doubt.
Faith is the naturFI'I!XIK!!El) TO OKDFK NIGHT OI! DAY.
most luxuriant
verdure—the
The Balm is quickly absorbed and gives relief at 1j
of
al attitude toward truth and our fellowiiags
many lands, Portuguese, French,
once.
Price oO cents at Druggists or by mail.
■tv of
sugar-cane, the daik green
ELY BROTHERS, f»t> Warren Street, New York ! men.
Doubt is begotten of experience.
the bilious-looking banner of,
and orange groves, and the (human,
Trusting God is not stranger than trustCapital and Labor.
With passion
Brazil and the white hawk of the Azores,
u;l;
from
faour
dearest friend.
which the
Faith is the root.
Orders jsy Tei-edisoue Peometi.y Fii.i.f.d.
ing
vineyards
on the one side and capital on the other—
even
the British Union Jack and the
It is not believing a set of propositions
vine is made—-every shelf of rock
with a nation in danger of being cut in
about God that makes the Christian,
American Stars and Stripes.
Among the twain by these battles between the upper
••-t spot of soil between them he- i
but it is believing in God himself.
Faith
and lower classes—the only way to settle
ated to the utmost. Sugar mills motley collection we noticed a brig from
in God is trusting him, just as you would
Sierra Leone, laden with peanuts, and these quarrels is by the intervention of
trust a surgeon with your life, only in a
i-presses dot the shore, and aj
law and justice.
[Kev. Lyman Abbott,
several from the coast of Africa upon
higher degree. When one believes in the
'■stjue road winds around the whole
Brooklyn, N. Y.
! things in the Bible, when one trusts his
whose decks are strange dark men, crates
following the innumerable curvlife and eternity in God’s hands, then is
of tropical fruits and cages of parrots and
Theologians.
You have not made a
f the coastline.
In places it is a
faith true.
The object of faith is not a
Native boats of the smallest man a lawyer when you have furnished
at
monkeys.
or creed,
doctrine
but believing.
shelf cut low dow n on the face of
him with license and code.
[Rev.
You cannot
insets,
Over Thirteen Millions ($13,000,000) Fire Insurance
size venture all over the bay, in spite of
McCliutock, Presbyterian, Burling: anon it mounts far up to
make a physician out ot a box of pills and
j Dr. Io.
dizzy
k
Fire
Fire
Insurant
Co..
State
Fire
and
Granite
the high swells and long rollers.
Springfield
ton,
Marine,
They a ease of instruments. Neither can you
then creeps around rocky headAssociation of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
are queer little craft,
Little Vanities of Cats
long and narrow, make ministers of Christ with ecclesiasNational Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn
through tunnels lighted by narrow
tical ritual and vestments.
[Rev. Dr.
•v
slits blasted out of the solid rock; pointed at both ends, with triple keels
THEY
ENJOY PRIVILEGES AND DECORA- DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT KATES.
Vance, Nashville, Tenn.
iin it leaps from crag to crag, on rising higher than a man’s head above the
TIONS AS MUCH AS FOLKS.
Travelers Life and Accident Insurance Co.
Power
of
at
both
the
Cats
are
and
Church.
The
saloons
If
for
conwant a watch now
susceptible to little* attentions,
prow
stern,
of masonry at the edge of the sea. gunwale
you
exist
as
such
of
a
or
a
cushthe
Christo-day by permission
TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, a( low rates on buildings acceptable.
spreading rug
laying
this wonderful road from ship- venience in hauling them upon the steepis the time to
tian Church, and every other evil lives beion for them, and exceedingly tenacious
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
and
ly-shelving
shore;
gaily painted green, cause Christian people tolerate it. The
you may be sure we promised ourof their rights of possession.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
never
them
as
low
w
ith
streaks of white, Church of to-day, would she but use her
Besides their baskets, each of mine has
that, please Heaven, when once blue, black, orange,
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
scarlet or purple around the top.
a cushion w hich is kept in one place, on
The power, would mold public sentiment;
not much time should be wasted
in and see
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
would outline State and national legislawhich she is trained to ie, to prevent her
beach
is
crowded
with
*toOotl contf
and
a
them,
we traversed every rod of it.
^^-Correspondence solicited.
very
tion, and control the business in the
how
a trade you can
covering the furniture with hairs.
riding Point San Lorenzo, the east- Babel there is among the boatmen and the marts of trade. [Rev. J. F. Hartman,
Lalla has so exclusive a sense of propat
>t end of the island, the green terarmy of yelling, bare-legged roustabouts Lutheran, Altoona, Pa,
erty in hers, which is in the corner of a
S' fa, that if she sees a human
being restdeep valleys and sloping sierras required to load or lauuch each lighter, to
Unity.
The peoples of the earth are
ing his head or elbow on it she posts hersav nothing of the vociferous tones of the
the
mountain spurs
•■lily disappear,
self on the floor before him, looking him
coming closer and closer together. The
drivers of ox-teams, coming down by standards of
: iting in sheer
out of countenance until he moves.
precipices, some of
citizenship and character are
w ives and
as well
the
scores to get the cargoes, and the everOnce a visitor threw her cushion into a
universally rising. We are coming to a
-,000 feet high -their cliffs of lava
common tongue, or else to a common unchair and sat on it.
As he disregarded
roar
of
the
brothers—are
the
surf,
husbands
and
most
sons,
as
the
<
color of old red sandstone, seam- lastiug
her mute protest she walked away, but
derstanding of all tongues. The elements Belfast National Bank
Funchal, seen from the sea, lies on a of religion are coining to be
di black and streaked with burnt
would
lie
not
on
it
for
weeks
afterward.
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to
recognized as
(/*. O. Square.)
It is a habit of the house, whenever
>■’
and bright vermilion.
No words slope of extroardinary abruptness, rent universal, and the old religious hatreds
of
NAL
this
It is made and edited at
class
is
a
are dying out.
there
has
been
a
wash
the
S.
B.
Unipaper
day among
cats,
[Hev.
Stewart,
■scribe their grandeur of form and into three divisions by gorges whose sides
to give them a party in the evening; they
tarian, Lynn, Mass.
are
no
i ews—no
and
vertical.
At
the
home—contains
of coloring—with fleecy clouds
rugged
nearly
have hows on their necks, and are all
The Press.
The press of to-day is extheir summits and surf casting its head of these ravines,immediately behind
brought to the drawingroom, where their
in
It is the
balls are thrown to them, and as they are
the city, tower the mountains, from 4,000 ercising a tremendous power. It arraigns
iest high up the jutting rocks.
A
in a state of hilarious excitement
out corporapolitical
always
parties,
straightens
homes.
to
miles to the southward and a proini0,000 feet high, seen through rifts in
when the first sleepliness of the bath goes
tions, unearths crimes and discusses stratature in the glorious view are the their canopy of clouds. A gray old castle,
It even
off, a general frolic follows.
egic points in statesmanship.
...WILL GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO...
REPUBLICAN
on
a
collars
Some of them do not like the bow at
irate
assists
the
theological disputants. It
projecting spur,
rocky islets known collectively as perched
first and try to twitch it off, but soon
a
mission for the church by
Maine.
Desertas,” rising from 1,000 to ;>,- eye to realize the suddenness of these pre- opens larger
come to take pride in it, like the bellfeet, and so narrow that they look cipitous ranges aud greatly adds to the
wether.
a
winding wall. Presenting lofty prospect. One end of the beach is flanked
Czarina, a true Parisiau in that respect,
_DEALER IN....
had love of adornment and showed excesipices on all sides to the sea they are by the Governor’s residence and a noble
sive complacency in her neck ribbon, but
••asily accessible, and violent squalls avenue of palm trees; the other by a To buy, easy
j
shall be at my office in Memorial building Satat her kittens’ first party, when they ran
'• 'ii
to
take
and
and
an
old
/A
red
fort
with
urdays from 10 a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 p. m., I
from
unannounced
the
praca
to meet her, after kissing them in turn,
(park,)
cliffs,
spring
All persons who wish to
until January t, 1896.
she saw that each had a bow, and boxed avail themselves of the discount of two per cent-bug mariners to exercise unusual peaked, pepper-box turrets, behind which easy in effect,
IS
on their taxes must pav by January 1. 1896.
characterall
are
their
ears
around.
11 ion in their
vicinity. Off the end of rise the cliffs of Birzen Head and the lstics
H. F. MASON, Collector
She had a little brass and velvet collar
peculiar IS
"
Belfast, Sept. 1,1895.-29tf
soft, violet outlines of the nearby Deser- to Hood’s
•>, the northernmost island, is a giwith a bell which she was allowed to wear
VP
t ie needle
Agent for Waldo Courtly for an for the rest of the day after a washing;
nearly 200 feet high, which tas. After an unusual amount of fuss Pills. They w
Much resembles a ship that it has been with the health officers and suspicious ■ re
automatic burglar alarm when the bell was jingled she would run
small,
and hold her neck to have the collar
‘tned “Sail Rock.” The island known customs officials, we are permitted to go tasteless, and
and wants a few working fastened and then trot about to be seen
A story and a half house, pleasantly located; No man it) Waldo County can sell a better
Deserte Grande is the largest, being ashore in one of the queer little boats of
purely vegeaDd heard.
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
[Temple Bar.
W’^MZ
agents.
3iu48
article than \ will for the money.
table. They act gently but thoroughly
>> miles
fine
cellar, citv water in house ; nice garden, under
followed
a
mile
a
and
many colors,
closely by rickety
long by barely
wide;
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
and satisfactorily. They do not Irritate
HOOD'S
PILLS
cure
Liver
Ills,
GEO. T. HEAD,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
ISAAC S. STAPLES,
!{i‘uio, the southernmost one, is yet taller tub of naked youngsters clamoring for or Inflame the intestines, but leave them
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
M. C. DII.WORTH,
an,i narrower.
We threw small coins into the
in natural, healthy condition. 26 cents.
All are overrun with cats, silver.
46 MAIN STREET
BELFAST.
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
44tf
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CHARLES A.

The eountry is stil!

waiting

for

Bayard’s

resignation.
The Presidential party brought home 30
ducks from the latest hunt; lint no one is
aide to say how many were victims of the

Blanding

of

Bangor
his candidacy
is

ceiving strong support

re-

in
for commissioner of inland fisheries and
game and is well qualified for the posiIlls

tion.

journalist friends wisli him |

success.

I

Yesterday,

VVeduesday evening, Feb. 5th, was enjoyed
by a large number of young people-Boss
Carr of Palermo was in town recently....
Revival meetings are being held at the Tripp
schoolhouse_Shingle stuff is rapidly being
hauled to the mill belonging to Charles
at

Ferguson sat among her guests, at
the head of the table, handsomely dressed
in black silk with corsage bouquet, her own
natural hair pasted smoothly on her forehead, s e presented an ideal picture of the
A lady of education and
“evening of life.
refinement, she has kept herself in touch
with the world, and one can hardly spend a
more agreeable hour than in the presence of
tins entertaining lady, listening to her bright
and witty conversation and admiring her
needle work, which is something quite re.
As Mrs.

Prt sideut’sshot gun.
Edward JI.

Freedom. Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jones of
East Palermo were in town recentlyMr. and Mrs. A. Brown of North Palermo
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. Andrews.
.A spelling school at the Davis schoolhouse,

glad

are

to

learn from the Waldo-

bon

News that the shoe factory in that
town will continue business.
It lias as-

a severe

More
More

More

re-

More
More

from

More

fined to the house_Mr. and Mrs. T. D.
Eaton attended the Waldo County Vet erans’
Association at North Searsport last week...
| Miss Ada L. Waiker returned from Portland
j Friday and will remain at home the rest of
! the winter-Quite a delegation from Garfield Lodge, I. O O. F., visited the lodge at
Monroe Friday night_Mrs. R. A. Rich has
gone to Rock port to visit her brother, S. J.
Treat, Esq. ..Edwin Fleinant is still quite
ill-Mr. E. S. Fernald aud his bride arrived home on Saturday’s boat....The baud
have moved their quarters to George Blake’s
;

More

received a telegram Monday announcing the sudden death
of his brother Lewis at Ins home in New
Jersey. Much sympathy is expressed for
the afflicted family.... Mr. B. P. Hall remer feeling that lie was a “silent partner”
ceived the notice Saturday of the sudden
in the affair as it was his seventieth birthAfter dinner lie was presented by Mrs. death of his sister, Mrs. Waugh, and accom-

a

a

1

stii.i.

vuvrk

reasons

given why you should take

I

meeting this, Thursday, evening.
Lieut. Peary, the Arctic explorer, has been
made a Mason in Kane Lodge of New York,
named after Dr. Kane, the Arctic explorer.
The north pole degree in that lodge is said
to be extremely thrilling.

process,

which makes it peculiar to itself.
people are employed and more space occupied in its I nboratory than any other.
wonderful cures eli\-:l!-d and more testimonials received than by any other.
sales and more increase year by year
are reported 1 v druggists.
1’ 'pie are taking Hood's Sarsaparilla

today than any other, and mere
taking it today than ever before.

Francis H. and Matthew W. Welch went
Portland Tuesday to represent Belfast
Division, Uniform Rank, Knights of Pythias,
at a meeting for re-organizing the Order in

to

are

j

the State by Regiments and Brigades,
The following officers have been elected

might be j in Belfast Division, Uniform Rank, Knights
of Pythias: Capt., F. FL Welch; Lieut., W.
A. Kimball; Herald, F. W. Patterson ; Guard,
W, M. Welch; Sent., W. H. Clifford; Rec.,

Hood’s

N. J. Pottle; Treas., F. G. Mixer.

of the Patriarchs
Rockland
this year, on June 4th. The Belfast Band
| has had a letter from Canton Lafayette ask.*1; six for $5. j iug their terms for playing for the parade
I and at the ball in the evening. The full band
IS and
The annual field day

Militant of Maine will be held in

Sarsaparilla
The One True I'lood purifier.

■

building-George Grant

North port
Miss Annie Shaw is
Rockland this week.

WITH

The officers of Timothy Chase Lodge, F.
and A. M., will be installed at a special

It costs the proprietor an l the dealer
but it costs the consumer less, as he
gets more doses for Irs money.
curative power is secured by its peculiar

combination, proportion and

been

Thomas Atwood has

The regular meeting of Phcenix Lodge, F.
and A. M., will be held next Monday evening, Feb. 17th.

Medicinal value in a bottle of Hood's Sarsar
pardla than in any other preparation.
Mora skill is required, more care taken, more
expense incuVrcd in its manufacture.

Portland, where he has been
j serving on the grand jury-Mr. C. A. Mol Kenny is quite ill_P. C. Rich is again cou-

WiNTKRroRT.
turned

Feb. 13th, was the anniversary of Abraham Lincoln’s birthday.tIt markable. She does the finest work and is
was observed for the first time in New
I constantly busy; many of her friends are
I ork State as a legal holiday, and four kindly remembered by specimens of these
other States show this honor to the mem- priceless gifts. Among those present were
B. and
ory of the martyred President—Illinois, Miss Jaue, Messrs. Albert, Jonas
John W. Ferguson, with their families, ExNew
and
Minnesota,
Jersey
Washington.
Swan and daughter, Albert GamA hiii is now pending :?i Congress, intro- Mayor
mans, wife and daughter, Mrs. Otis Patterduced by Senator Ilale, to make Lincoln’s
son, Mrs. Samuel Sleeper, Miss Jane Otis
birthday a national holiday.
and Mr. ,J. \V. Frederick and wife, the forWe

home with

More

eoufined
cold for several days.

Hutchins.... D. T. Dow has

A SHAMPOO

Secret Societies.

County correspondence.

Event

The ninetieth anniversary of the birth of
Mrs. Lydia B. Ferguson was duly observed
at her residence on Church Street, Thursday, February (5. A score or more of relatives and friends assembled to do homage to
their venerab\e hostess and offer their congratulations. She was the recipient of many
beautiful gifts and choice flowers. At twelve
o’clock the guests sat down to a bountiful
dinner, the excellence of which was amply
tested. 1» was admirably served by her
granddaughter, Miss Louise Ferguson and
Misses Maud Gammans and Annabel Swan.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1898.

Republican

Notable

A warm shampoo with CUTICURA SOAP, followed by gentle applications of CUTICURA, the great skin cure, will clear
the scalp of crusts, scales, and dandruff, allay itching, soothe
irritation, stimulate the hair follicles, and produce a clean,
healthy scalp and luxuriant hair, when all else fails.

and orchestra is wanted.

cents.

The line officers of Uniform Rank, Knights
of Pythias, assembled in Portland Tuesday
afternoon and organized a second regiment for Maine and formed the two regiments into a brigade. The following officers
were elected : Brigadier General, Wesley G.

News.

visiting friends

!

in

Mr. John Smith’s illness was so severe
last Sunday that Dr. Williams of Isles boro
was called to attend him.

LADIES ARE ASSURED
that to cleanse, purify, and beautify the skin, to allay itching
and irritation, to heal chafings, excoriations, and ulcerative
weaknesses, to speedily cure the first symptoms of torturing,
disfiguring skin humors, nothing so pure, so sweet, so w ole-

Smith, Portland; Lieutenant Colonel First

day.
Regiment, II. D. Stewart, Bangor; Major
Ferguson with a piece of her exquisite panied by his niece, Mrs. H. P. Simpson,
There will he a variety wedding and pic- First
Regiment, TL B. Johnson, Bath ; Major
sets
\ (r('inliabilities, and the present needle work, completed only three days be- went to Levant to attend the funeral.
nic supper at J. J. Shaw's Pioneer House, Second
Regiment, John T. Grady, Iloulton.
cn.hailassmcnt \\a> •••’used by a large fore.
Stockton Springs. The school party at Temple Heights, Feb. 28th. All are cordial- In the
some, so speedily effective as warm baths with CUTICURA
evening, at the banquet, which was
Two other guests deserve special men- the
amount of shoes slnpptd and on hand
Grange hall Thursday evening, Feb. (>th, ! ly invited,
and
SOAP, followed, when necessary, by mild applications o'
Carnaliam
largely attended, Maj-Gen.
’.s1 ich are not paid for.
The shoe busi- tion: Mrs. Charles Moore, whose fourscore was well attended, considering the weather.
Mr. S. S. Chapman and Mrs. R. T. Her- others delivered addresses.
CUTICURA
(ointment), the great skin cure.
one
sit so lightly on her that
A short program was given, after which ice
ness is an important Maine
industry and years and over
rick returned the first, of the week from a
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug and Chemical Cobpobatio’c, Sole Proprietors, Boston,
needs the assurance of the family record to cream and
finished
The
Belfast
Ice
Co.
the
•’ Itb t i
cutting
British
F.
Nhwbkby
& Sons, 1, King Edward-st., London, E. C
cake
were
served.
At
the
close
depot:
better imes sure to come we exvisit to their frieuds, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
establish the fact, and Mrs. Iluldali Cam- of the
lower pond, or that portion below Goose
program Mr. Willard Berry, in behalf
El well, at Rockland.
pect to see it pj osper generally.
mans who is as bright and active as many
River bridge, Tuesday afternoon.
They “A New Broom
of the scholars of the High school, presented
~v.
Mr. Emery Brown having secured a per- have about 7,500 tons in the houses. The ice
!lei fast pe< ;>le 'nave a right to feel a ladies much younger than herself. Mrs. their teacher, Miss
Payson, with a very pret- manent
Cle-’rr’
Sweeps
has
decided
situation in Rockland,
is very clear and varies from 17 to 19 inches
Ferguson, whose maiden name was Brooks, ty ring as a token of esteem and friendship.
-i■ < < ia1 i tit erest m the ingenious and amusto sell his property here. So any day we ex- in thickness.
IS A X 'll.U
K. 151T I II K
was born in Princeton, Mass., in 180b.
She
....The village schools closed last Friday.
n .’ story,
*A Footless truest,1? which is
1
came to Belfast to teach school in 182b, makpect to hear that his fine residence at the
Miss Payson lias given excellent satisfaction
Fuind on tin- tirst page of this week's
South end has been sold, aud the town lost
\
uur f/itfnii are really
ing a journey which in those days meant far and it is
her
be secured
services
hoped
may
i >ml
up;mi(Ui. The father and mother mor- than now. Railroads and steamboats
a highly
loir r in jtf ;e ifsnn rt r and
respected resident. His residence,
for the spring term. The scholars not absent
*i the
i: u- (Mr. Koberl I'alfrey Utter) were unknown here, and her
IS <'l, 1C \ N 1- ltnM THE START.
a* fin* in i/ualify.
journey was one-half day were Evelyn Colcord, Susie known as the Roadside cottage, is delightfuli:t 1
.vdl kno n hero, Mrs. Utter be- accomplished from Princeton to Boston by
We take pleasure in aic.mm cinR
ly situated,and in excellent repair. No place
our friends in
Truman
Cousens, Madge Clifford,
Lathrop, in town
and
Belfast
viei
tha:
we
have
fern
d
(•■>a
if.y
offers such a splendid opportunity to
ll- a da .gl:ter of the late i’ev. Uazneau
private conveyance, thence to Belfast in a Elman
Don’t fail to write to
Dickey, Frank Patterson and Edgar
] artners .ip under the firm name of
f )ur
m A- of
us for sample suits.
Fev. David Utter, small coasting vessel with its attendant Colcord. In the primary school, Miss Liz- anyone who wishes to keep boarders, or to ARE
F.dlu-y mi wife
Just.
us a postal
and
when
her
destinasecure a quiet, place for a summer home for
privations
dangers,
drop
zie Berry teacher, those not absent were
•low
>ait i.ake City, Utah, who sue
his family.
tion was finally reached by a walk of some
stating w li a t you
Ida Davis, Fausta Davis, Alice Johnson,
ceeded Mr. I'alfrey as pastor of the UniYOU
want, we will ship
two or three miles over a lonely and unfreEast
week
Annie
the
friends
of
Miss
HatSarah
Maud
Moulton,
Merrithew,
many
eui
n
tai
ii.
The younger Mr. Utter is
them by first express
quented road.
tie.
R.
Woods
of
were
has never been so complete, ami we
Fred
Dorchester,
Mass.,
Merrithew, Harry Shute,
C. O. I), with privi- and that a new store at the corner of Chnreh and
Lanpher,
say
risludent at i i a v ird ,uu I hi* ii i»i .ii) v>wik
Franklin streets, (i’ieree huiidin.-, opposite the
Two years later she married Mr. Moses
t<* physicians that we keep supplied
Norman Griffin, George Fletcher, Ralph grieved to learn of her death of consumption GOING
lege of examination. Post Office) has bee;
firted up expressly for our
for Tae ( i'inmillion ami other leading W
Ferguson, with whom she lived happily Stowell and Arthur Colcord. Ethel Colcord Feb. 1st at the early age of 24 years. Miss
with
aii
Mi*;
new
on
the
preparations
purpose. We are prepared to slimv you the best
line of
peri.-dmals shows him a worthy descend- for nearly sixty years, their home being at was absent
market..
only on account of sickness- Woods for a few seasons past has visited
ant of two sterling families.
six
are
still
Of
seven
children
TO
Citypoiut.
here for the benefit of her health, which
Mr. William Cleaves is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Tin
living: Albert of Sears port, Captains Jonas
seemed to improve during her stay, hut it
Another hot of that
and all Roods usually carried in a first-class
!
The io view of i.< views for February B. and John W. and Miss Jane W. of this Frank Cleaves in North Searspoft... Miss
stove store, ever shown in Belfast. In ad
Emma Hichborn after spending three weeks appears that the benefit, was only -tempor- BUY
contains an article which, in the compass
dition. we deal in
Dslicats
city, Mis. Hannah E. Grimes of Princeton, in Belfast returned home
Monday night- ary, for on the first of the month the long
ot two pages, makes perhaps the most Mass., and Miss Lvdia. a teacher of lanFurnaces,
looked for change came and the patient
Mr. Ellie Dickey is visiting friends in BelSteam or
and
telling and effective exposure < 1 the re- guages in Mrs. Hayes’ popular school on fast.Fred O. Hichborn has arrived home sufferer closed her earthly existence for a A
Hot Water
Marlboro street, Boston. Our fellow townscent darkish massacres that has yet been
from Portland-Charles Bagley of Boston far more glorious one in a world where
Sizes 4 to 8, with
Boilers,
the late Hon. Geo. B. Ferguson who
Perfume
wide sailor collar,
attempted in the English language. The man,
arrived Feb. Otli and is visiting Dr. and Mrs. pain, sickness and distress are never known.
Pumps,
trimmed with line
article :> based upon lull accounts of the died three years since, was also her son. James A. Pierce-Leonard Bowden of Born with a frail constitution, she was ever SUIT
Piping and
At 'Jar, tin ounce, just received.
Mrs. Ferguson G the oldest member of the
Mohair braid
to
Plumbing.
of Boston is visiting liis mother, Mrs. Ray active in the discharge of every duty to God
massacres, written on the ground by
match goods.
Congregational church, having been a life- Bowden... .Howard Buzzell of
and to humanity.
What endeared her so to
Also 4 f z Screw Top da rn
trust worth
and
was
intelligent persons,
We can handle any
FOR
Bangor
long member of both the city and Head of 111 town last
job from a
waek_Mrs. Clara Griffin en- the people here was her activity in church
French, English, Ameiican, Turk, Kurd, the Tide churches. Her
$3.00,
declining years are
tertained a whist party last'Thursday even- affairs and her zeal in impressing upon the
V iseiine at
BATH ROOfl
$3.50,
and Armenian—who were eye-witnesses made
and
devotion
of
her
happy by the love
minds of the young a better understand- YOUR
to a SEWER.
<•

■

|F

YOU ARE

Stoves,

Reefers

Ware,

lasting

of the terrible scenes.
mates

The article esti-

the number of killed in the

thus far at

massa-

.">0,000,

the property destroyed at >dd,000,<>00 and the number of
starving survivors at 0d0,000.

cres

and

The offei of $502.'.»«‘»8,450 in gold in response u» the call for one hundred millions shows that there is plenty of gold in
<ini:iry, and abundant confidence in
the rieJit <T tin- government.
Many of
(he national banks will use t lie bonds thus
tin

<

obtained

as

,i

New

i-'ii.

basis

additional circula-

England

m

of 111e bonds, allotted

as

...

-NOS

'!*• I-liiml..
! lump-iiire

—

_

...

:;4o’<m»o
108,500
112,000

'e-monr
< Innm'cii'nii

60,000

'r' !;<l

.$10,287,100
I’he Hellas; Naiional l>ank
bid, through
Huston brokers, for $105.000 of the bonds
and

allotted

which $50,000
will be used for additional circulation.
The >e:irsjM»rt National Hank secured
$5,000 of tlie bonds.
was

!»<>(),

The

of

lee Outlook.

the Penobscot river ice firms have
•inished cutting, and others are just beginning. Tin niiality of tlie ice is said to he of
the very lies:—from 12 1-2 to 15 inches thick,
dear blue and entirely free from snow anil
The it will he less than usual
anchor i<*e
.$“a.of

<

this
was

inter, owing to the fact that some ice
left over in nearly all houses from last

w

year
ice

harvesting

on

the

Kennebec

was

inter-

rupt'd by last w eek’s storm, but no material
damage was done, further than the loss of
iin*

Some of the

companies complain

of

a

The Richmond Bee reports
hat it the Thwmg's Point houses 14,000 tons
are m the buildings, 11,000 in the Lincoln
houses ind 7.000 tons in the Modoc houses.
With favorable conditions a large amount
will be harvested.
(Joniiicting reports come from the Hudson.

scan

it,y of

Recently

'iien.

the

Ice

World, published

in Al-

bany. sent out a bulletin which stated, briefly, “Hudson very had.” Since then there
have

been

of

fair

crop, and the
usual large surplus is carried over from last
It is thought that Thursday’s gale
season.
must have had a damaging effect upon the
Hudson fields.
The Connecticut ice crop is reported as a
total failure.
reports

Waldo Co.

I'eop

e

a

in

IJruuswick, Ga.

have a
the
latter at the residence of Miss Lizzie Kelly
in East Belfast. Teams will he ready at the
Universalist vestry at 7.15 o’clock.
The

peanut hunt

taining

was a

will

evening,

unique

and enter-

Universalist Sociable
at the vestry Feb. 5tli.
Frank Peterson
found the greatest number of hidden pea
nuts and was declared the winner. Other
interesting features made the evening an
feature of the

enjoyable

one.

No one can doubt that a “Canning Club,”
organized by the ladies of the Unitarian
parish, would hr a success. The new organization is. however, a “Chauniug League”
meeting weekly for work and study alternately. The church parlor was the place of
meeting this week, Wednesday, beginning
at 2 JO.
The subjects were “Boston Unitarianism,” by O. B. Frothiugham ; “The Days
of Auld Lang Syne,” by Ian Maclaren, and
“Current Events,” followed by a half hour’s
social enjoyment.
The ninth annual ball of Belfast Division,
Uniform Rank, Knights of Pythias, is destined to be one of the besr ever given by
that organization. It will take place at Belfast Opera House next Wednesday evening,
Canton Pallas, Patriarchs MiliFeb. 19tli.
tant, I. O. O. F., will be present in uniform
and they, with the newly-elected BrigadierGeneral of the Knights of Pythias, will be
formally received by the Belfast Division.
The Belfast Band will give a concept with
the following program:

Overture, Semiramide,

Selections, from Carmen,
The Jolly Blacksmi h, (descriptive vocal

Rossini
Bizel

polka),
Suckley
chimes, 4 o’clock.
Daybreak, bird calls.
The blacksmith begins work.
Singing, anvils, etc.
Southern Patrol,
Voelker
Xylophone solo, R. I*. Chase.
Lenz
Gypsy Serenade,
Sambo’s Wedding, medley jig,
Gaston
for
The music
the dance will be by Sanborn’s Orchestra. Supper will be furnished
by E. A. Jones of the Revere House.
Church

Wedding

Ceils.

Fahrow-McDonald. The following was
Capt. Henry G. Curtis of the, ship State of taken fr m the
Daily Banner of Carthage,
Maine while on a
visited
his
furlough
under date of Dec. 4th:
Missouri,
brother, Capt. Samuel Curtis,at Brunswick,
There was a quiet wedding at the resiGa., and among the various places and dence of Mrs. T. C. Orr, last evening. The
things of interest visited was a duck hunt contracting parties were Mr. Charles Farby steamer. The steamer Sassacus, owned row, city attorney and Miss Anna McDonald
late of Effingham, III. The ceremony was
by Capt. W. M. Tupper, with Capt. Ralph
performed by Rev. F. M. Benuett, pastor of
B. Tupper at the wheel and the engineer of the Unitarian Church.
The guests were
the Ocean Chief, Daniel H. Devereaux, at limited to relatives and intimate friends.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Farrow will occupy apartments
the throttle, with Capt. Samuel Curtis as
in Garland’s Block.
pilot, assisted by E. O. Elliot as striker,
Mr. Farrow, a bright young man, is well
spent one day in and about Brunswick har- remembered here, and is a son of Mr. Joshua
Farrow of Main street. [Winchester, Mass.,
bor shooting, and returned reporting a good
Star.
day's hunt. Capt. Curtis returned home by
Indigestion is often taken for consumpMallory ship Rio Grande, much to the retion. The word consumption means wastgret of his many friends and new fouod acing away, and dyspeptics often waste away
quaintances.
as badly as consumptives.
The reason people waste away is because
Captains W. M. and R. B. Tupper, Samuel
they don’t get enough to eat, or they
Curtis, H. G. Curtis and D. H. Devereaux either
don’t digest what they do eat.
are from Searsport; and E. O. Elliot, and
If the latter is your trouble, take Shaker
his brother Charles L. Elliot are from Digestive Cordial. This will help you to diFrankfort and have been in Brunswick six- gest your food and stop your loss of flesh.
Snaker Digestive Cordial is made from
teen years.
herbs, barks and juices of fruit, by the wellknown Shakers at Mount Lebanon. It posProspect. The fi rst vessel to loadstone sesses great tonic and digestive powers.
Shaker Dige tive Cordial has cured fciany
this year here is at Sargent's wharf loading
cut stone for New York.
Among her cargo supposed consumptives (who were really
is 21 large platforms... .E. L. Warren has a dyspeptics,) by simply helping their stombridge job and has quite a large crew of achs to digest their food, thus giving them
men at work at his quarries.
D. H. Hooper nourishment and new strength.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottles 10 cents.
has charge of the quarry.

were

Benjamin Leathers,

one

make

a

of

Brown, Jr., and will see if he can
profit in running it-Lots of hay is

being hauled

to this station-The Tilton
Elliott store, and shop is being fitted up
for the lodge of Knights of Pythias, which it
is expected will be instituted here next Friday evening-Frank Quimby has been
laid up all winter with a sore hand, which
lie cut very badly the first of the season....
M. J. Dow h.as hauled a lot of split granite
from South Brooks to be used here at the
village.... Dr. A. W. Rich has a horse reported to !>e a son of the great Nelson, which
he is driving in his practice-One of the
very rarest and prettiest sights of the season is to he seen at the farm of Hon. Isaac
G. Reynolds at South Brooks, whose docks
of fine sheep always attract attentiou at the
County and State fairs. In one pen there last
A.

!

week

days
ged.

we saw'

to

a

fewr

nearly fifty laiuhs, from a few
w eeks old, all strong and rug-

He has not

yet lost

a

single lamb of

the dock, which is remarkable considering
We very much
the season of the year.
doubt if this thing can be equaled in the
State of Maine this season... .Mrs. W. A.
Fenlason has been visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Kimball, in Jackson-Miss Rebecca
Rich of Jackson has been visiting her friend,
Lena Chase of Brooks-Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Hussey of South Va-salboro have
beeu visiting Mrs. Hussey’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Lane....Mrs. John C. Lana
has been spending the past wreek in WTaterMiss

ville_Several members of Brooks lodge of
Good Templar will visit the District Lodge
at Belfast next Saturday.. .Fred W. Brown,
Jr., Esq., who was admitted to the practice
of law in this county at the last term of
court, is having quite an amount of office
work to do_County Commissioner M. S.
Stiles, assisted hv Mr. Flint of Belfast,
made a survey of this village last week in
the interest of the insurance companies.

A SECURITY REDEMPTION

$5.oo

ing of the need of taking greater interest in
the spiritual side of life. To her untiring
efforts the people are indebted for the

given last Friday evening at Elwell's
hall, under the auspices of the Six Associates, who tendered invitations to a certain
number of their friends to a hop and a social
time. Just, enough were present to make

—B O N D—
antees

a

reliable

Trustee, guar-

Every Share of the Petit Manan

Land & Industrial Company’s,

—STOCK—
Therefore to lose money in the stock
is impossible. To make money is abso-

utely certain.
cent,

quarterly

This stock pays Two per
dividends.

^*er

Over

/Q

annum

A
It will pay you to investigate,
postal card will bring you all the information the most conservative can require.
per share—as many shares as yon
like, or if you prefer, there’s big money in
purchasing desirable cottage lots. Maybe

$10,

you would like

a

summer

Better write for

cottage yourself.

particulars

to

the

PETIT MANAN LAND 4 INDUSTRIAL CO.,
Street, Belfast, Maine.
Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.
55 Church

or

SPRING?

(the good kind) write

! r OREGORY
& son,

Jr b

j

Baggage Insurance,
S

I

GRANTED BY THE

Ituiou Jjjblarinv Siisitrunce
©tmtpany, liimited,
Of
Stock

Liverpool, England.

Company.

Elijah

M.

POOR. & SON

JOHN F. SMALLEY

-THE COLBY
SHOPPING AND
I
INFORMATION

UNITED STATES

BRANCH,

New York.
51 Wall Street,
JONES & WHITLOCK, Managers and Attorneys.
UNITED STATES BRANCH STATEMENT,
December

31, 1895.

ASSETS.
Stocks and Bonds, market value,
Cash in Bank and Otti. e.
Interest due and accrued,
Due from Reinsuring Companies,
Premiums in course of collection
and Bills Receivable,
....

Total

selves into

a

corporation under the

name

A CA

of the
B

As we

•.

and

public.

spectfully
$539,804.80
11,119.74

DRY GOODS.

Respectfully

457.80
2,402.01
37,320.59

yours,

J. M. AHES&50N,

R1ADY-MA0E GARMENTS,

S. B. MERRITHEW.

FURS,TRIMMINGS, MILLINERY.

assets,.$591,104.94

$147,015.71
444,149.23

surplus in United States,

All persons

having

BAGGAGE and Personal Property INSUR=
ANCE against all the dangers of loss incident to travel, being in Hotels or away from
home.
Can be

procured of TICKET AGENTS of
Maine Central, Boston & Maine, and other

accounts with

respectfully requested

us are

settle the

to

same

their earliest convenience.

at

$591,104.94

20 KILBY ST.
BOSTON OFFICE,
JOHN C. PAIGE, General Agent.

J. M. AMES & SOX.

All persons having accounts with

respectfully requested

are

same

at

to

me

settle the

their earliest convenience.
S. B.

Stockton

Springs,

Feb.

MERRITHEW.

10,

CARPETS AND RUGS.
UPHOLSTERY GOODS.
FURNITURE. WALL PAPER.

BRIC-A-BRAC. PICTURES,
and other wo? ks

MoNMenger^M

you do—evedoes. It is the
staff of life. You want
the best, too, and you
can't have that with
poor flour. One brand—

in

PILLSBURY’S BEST
Is made by the best millers In the
best mills and by the best machinery.

IT

Is

now
cure

IS

THE

Sule

Agents for Maine.

Roll

beau'iful designs for the
are being received,

season

and will be sold at the very lowest

Not

thk Siikhii k <-k Wai.dc
of Maim:, Waldo (or vrv ss.

Cnrvrv,)

[

\
February (5, A 1). 189(5.
give notice that on the 29th dav of
1> 189b, a Warrant in ln-olvcn. v
January,
was issued by (b-o K Johnson, Judge of the (
art
of lnsolvem v for said countv of Waldo, against
to
A

■

the estate of 11IUAM A. Ill Sl t s J Mono
in
said county, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtm
on petition of said Debtor, which petition w
fileil on the 29th dav of Januan A. 1>. 1890,
to which date interest on claims i> to be com
pitted that the payment of any lebt to or to
said Debtor, at <1 the transfer and ceiiverv of any
property by him are forbidden hv law; that a
meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
their debts ami choose one or more assignees of
his estate will be held at ;■ < ’< nrt <d Insolvency
be liolden at the Probate Office in said Belfast*, on
the lltli day of March, A. D 189(5, at two o’clock
in tlie afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
GEO. II. ORDWAY,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of In2w7
solvency for said County of Waldo.

prices.

A. CLEMENT,
Opposite

Belfast,

National Bank.

HEINZ PICKLES !
The

only pickles In this country put up in pure
malt vinegar

Fitting
the

of Glasses and Diseases of

Eye

atd Ear

a

Specialty.
MAINE

SEARSPORT,
13vf

.....

A. A.

HOWES Sl CO

For Sale.

BEST.

Hortoa-dupman Co., Portland,

a

Early buyers seopen.
GREAT BARGAINS.

New and

coming

course

rybody

Papers

A t33

INFORMATION BUREAU.

Offu-kof
Statk

.OF.

Do You
Eat
Bread ?

art.

THE COLBY SHOPPING AND
3m3*

This is

Wall

of

In fact anything which you cannot got at your
local shops and requires expert judgment.
We do not charge for getting samples, but
charge five per cent, on all purchases. Remittance must accompany all orders, or goods can be
sent C. O. D. if desired, except those known to u».

1896.—7tf

flY REMNANT
BARGAIN SALE

Railroads.

Of

D.

have hid a lar.:
ur friem:
customers outside
i-queutlv a-',
us tM buy goods, get saurnl
advix* ami gi\
general and deiaiietl in:• ma> imi. in regard
Gowns, Goats, Garments, Wraps, and .Materia:
where it lias been impossible lor them t-’ come t<
Boston, a ad where the nature of such purehaseand enquiries required good taste, knowledge
take this opportunity to inform their cus- styles, and judgment, and, while offering to pa
^ us well for such trouble, we could not undertak
We also desire at t he responsibility without detriment tn our e-tab
tomers and the
lished business as Dressmakers, with the fm-ib
this time to thank our valued patrons for j ties which we had then Having recently acquiree
such additional facilities as t«> make it* perfect!'
their generous support in the past and re- practical to undertake such business in coujunc
tion with our Dressmaking and Tailoring, we ap
solicit a continuance of the now at your service to do such shopping as v< u
require in
same in the future.
:c.

Unpaid Losses,.$80,259.75
Reinsurance Reserve,
45,851.15
14,904.81
All other claims.
Net

Boylston Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

formed them-

LIABILITIES.

Pease,

Belmont, to Emilus A. Wellman, do.; land
Lineolnville. Chas. Dissel, Wynnewood,
Penn., to Mary G. Dissel, do.; land in Northport and Lineolnville. Oscar W. French,
Lineolnville, to Antilla Sherman, Camden ;
land and buildings in Lineolnville. Annie
E. Choate, Montville, to Joseph B. Bartlett,
do.; land in Montville. Albert Choate,
Montville, to Joseph Bartlett, do.; land in
Montville. Geo. W. Hall, Freedom, to Jo- !
seph B. Bartlett; land and buildings in
Freedom. Geo. W. Hall, to Hannah T. Hall,
Freedom; land and buildings in Freedom.
F. E. Spratt et als., Palermo, to P. H. Kane
do.; land in Palermo.

undersigned, having

•.

Incorporated in 1863.

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Feb. 12, 181K>: Benj B.
Merrill, Brewer, to A. A. Jackson, JefferWin. M. j
son; land in Stockton Springs.
Woods et als., Belfast, to Samuel Oiis, do.;
land in Jackson. Mary Edwards, Jackson, j
to Elma R. Dodge, do.; land in Jackson. C.
C. Hamilton, Boston, to J. R. Littlefield, i
Brooks; land in Searsport. J. R. Littlefield I
to Josephine E. Webber, Searsport; land in !
Searsport. James A. Robertson, Swauville, 1
to A. E. Nickerson & Co., do.; land and
buildings in Swanville. Fred E. Wyman,
Searsmont, to Leroy Marriner, do.; land in
Searsmont. David W. Potter, Bangor, to
Stillman C. Archer, do.; land in Islesboro.
Orah Palmer, Montville, to Town of Montville; land and buildings in Montville. Win.
Bassick, Searsport, to C. F. Treat, do.; land
in Searsport
M. M. Knowlton, Liberty, to
W J. Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in
Liberty. Harriet Wentworth, Waldo, to
Hattie E. French, do.; land and buildings
in Waldo.
H. H. Gove estate, Liberty, to
Celia R. Nelson et al., Palermo; land in
Liberty. Geo. L. Gilmore et ah, Winterport, to Simeon E. Gilmore, do.; land and

Wiuterport.

prescrip

Belfast, Dee. 10, 1805.—3ni.*)l

The

Wyman Faxon, Mr. Raymond
Smith, Mr. S. S. Chapman, Mr. Wm. Smith,
Mr. W. Chapman, Mr. Byron Elwell, Mr.
Forrest Pendleton, Mr. Frank Smith and
Mr. Charles Beach. There was not a dull
moment, those not dancing finding hearty
enjoyment in social talks and happy greetings. All was life and merriment. The affable floor director, Mr. Wyman Faxon, was
at his best, and every guest received his
courteous attention, and every lady
was
si.re to be supplied with a partner.
The
Associates all did everything in their power
to make the evening a most delightful one,
anil how well they succeeded was amply exprtssed by the many congratulations extended to them by their guests. At 12 o’clock
refreshments were served, and after a few
more steps were taken the company departed, feeling greatly indebted to the Six Associates for the splendid manner they had
been entertained and the good time enjoyed
through their kindness.

in

I'crsonnl attention to
tions.

BUREAU,

Mr.

buildings

§S"5§Don't stay on’ when you cansnrr
money by ceminy in.

355 & 357

Mr. Joseph ileal, his
son, and Mr. Howard El well furnished the
music. Dancing began about 8 o’clock, with
nearly all on the floor. We noticed among
those present Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Hayes,
Mrs.
Jeannette Harmon, Miss Blanche
Carter and Mr. Andy Knowlton of Belfast;
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Patterson, Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Drinkwater, Miss Martha Pendleton,
Miss Abbie Batchelder, Miss Annie Shaw,
Miss Flossie Drinkwater and Miss Carrie

Real

A. K PIERCE

ROCKLAND, He.

dancing delightful.

Smith,

We have a corps
of first-class ami
conip-M ent workni“n, who are capable of doing any
kind of a job in
our line.
We cordially ask you to
visit our store and
examine our stock

For Boys’ Clitles

THIS

Of all the dances here this winter, and
there have been many, none, probably, have
proved so enjoyable and so exclusive as the
one

both t/rcat sellers.

and $6.00.

BOY

and esteem of the p ople, and long will her
memory remain sweet and fragrant in the
hearts of many friends who knew her as a
lady of pure Christian character and noble
attainments. Though her familiar form and
smiling countenance be seen no more, she
has left behind her an influence that will
long be felt.

Transfers in

Certified by

tOc.,

$4.oo,

served.

Fred W.

sociable at the parsonage Wednesday evening, Fete.5th, the prizes
for the best spelling were won by Janies
At the Methodist

The Kingsbury Social Aid
sleighride and sociable Friday

ss.isr.,r>oo
723,300
(j;»7 s<i()

Maine.....
Kii

ladies of the Universalist Parish had
vestry last evening.

follows:

Mr.

cake

this town, died last
I
Sunday at the farm where he had lived for organization of the V. P. S. C. E., which now
many years. He was the father of Deputy
has become a permanent as well as a growSheriff
Isaac
Leathers.Mrs. Daniel ing society. Its
weekly meetings are largeDickey is still very ill... .Mrs. Elizabeth W. ! ly attended and in/icli interest is manifested
Dow is somewhat improved in health....
by the young people. Gentle, kind and afBert Rackliff'e has leased the harness shop of fectionate Miss Woods at once won the love

supper at the

Dee,ring and Miss Lillian Spinney.

'ii..
M;iss:i. ;.u>e:
side

Brooks.

Season.

tired ten millions

Post,

■

The
a

Social

and

cream

the old residents of

useful life.
The

Ice

ing.

chiluren and children’s children, who in the
fu'ness of their hearts “arise up and call
her blessed.” May many more years of
health and happim-ss he added to her long

Six

(6) shares of Belfast National Bank stock.
Address, with offer,
riARY O.

lw7

RUSSELL,
565 A Halsey St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
FIELD

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

tfT

MAINE.

^

of be fast.
|UK news
Commissioners are bolding
,,} term at the Court House this

:

\

irilley Combination will give
m the People’s Course Tues-

!',•

,,

5
j

very striking calendar
Premier Typewriter Co. It
.I

Following

a

one

/jj

some

sixty days,

for

:■

;-i

in.

■

d ..ke

\

humorous

readings, and
the

years
;ly the same,

find

lowest

that

point

28.58 inches,
"S-together, viz: Jail. 30,
F»*b. 0, ‘‘.Hi.
r

,1. W. \Vi kins of Thom-

|

a

B.

popular]
ft
3

in

day.
LEt O.,

drawing

V._rlW\

town

BEST
PainKillerIf?T*IE
CXJIJ
IviiltJ
cdy known for

*

City Marshal Kimball had

Pain-Killer

a

lively

race

!|E”sTr/Went
It brings speedy

MADE.

and permanent relief

In all cases of Bruises,
Bcrere Burns, Ac.

Pa in- Killrr

Cuts,

Sprains.

18 the weI1

trIed *nd
aiIi"AIIIt/ trusted friend of the
Mechanic, Farmer, Planter, Sailor, and
In fact all classes wanting a medicine always at
hand, and safe to use internally or externally
with certainty of relief.

paiuting, will have an exhistudio in the McOlintock block,
corner of Main and
High streets, this, Thursday, evening, from 7 to 9 o’clock, to show
the work of her pupils. A cordial
invitation
is extended to
everyone, and of course the
families and friends of the
pupils will he
present. Miss Jeukins lias many pictures
of her own on the walls of the
studio, and
these with the work of the pupils will make
a most attractive exhibition.

/S RECOMMENDED
By Physicians, by Missionaries, by JJfillisters, by
Mechanics, by Nurses in Hospitals.
BY

EVERYBODY.

Medicine Chest In
Pa in— Killer !8
itself, and lew
a

*

vessels

leave port wiihout a supply of it.
Jj®“No family can afford to be without this
Invaluable remedy in the house. Its price brings
It within the reach of all, and it will annually
save many times ils cost in doctors’ bills.
Beware of imitations.
Take none but the
ftnuine ‘•Perry Davis.”

WHAT?

early

j

business

engaged

for the

coming

season.

Fleece Lined
Shirts and Drawers
At 59c. Each.
.a.

UMawwiiw

Never sold before at

less

■

D. P. PALMER’S,
Temple,

It Is
the Best

"•

■

take up
w

their residence in North

they

ere

have

bought

a

farm.

Stevens are well known in
! -re they have many friends. Mr.
the late John Stevens and was
iery business here at one time.
>
sister of Frank M. Staples of
and of L. M. Staples, Esq., of

Mrs
w

-i

and

s

wn

in

Boats. Considerable activity
the North Haven boat shops,

at the

i'S. each 32

build
Thoroughfare
over all, one for Dr.
will

feet

Meld, the other

for Vinalhaven parBrown at the West district is at
a 24-foot sloop for Fred Greenlaw
build another the same dimensions,
W.

ii

smaller ones. C. F. Brown has
ikcij the contract for a 22-foot, catboat
ker Daland of Boston and a 35-foot
Hibert Smith of Vinalhaven. He
build two row’ boats for Mr. Wlieel1’he cat yawl that Amos Barrett
vo

!

Boekport are laying down, is a thor-

up to date construction. She will be
feet 1. vv. 1., 20 feet o. a., 8 feet
beam,

■

draft.

Week’s Storm. The storm which
the Atlantic coast last week was of
duration here, though the wind blew

■■l.'- while
came

it

on

lasted.
with

Thursday afterand ram, the
during the even-

snow

reasing gradually
the first half of the night the
1 iilew
a gale from the southeast, but it
■1 about midnight. The rain continued
nervals through the night aud most of
1
lay Friday. As it was low water at the
cut, of the
gale, but little damage was
in the harbor. The schooner Sarah L.
■a
parted her moorings and swung
Siunst another vessel and the
bridge, but
: in)
damage. The steamer Penobscot
I- left here
Monday afternoon put into
*'■'
l.stnouth where she remained until Thurs'<
She left Boston at 5 p. m. Friday, but
■c

I’uring

'■

•’•ug it very rough outside put into Glou’’' r

aud remained

over

night, arriving

at

fast at 5.30 p. m.
Saturday. Steamer
‘'fence was late in getting down river
!
usday, and left for Rockland, hut after
■’’"•■ceding a short distance was obliged to
"'"in to Belfast and remain over
night,
damage on land was of a minor characbrokeu trees, signs blown down, etc.
""
storm about spoiled the sleighing, but
'"
three inches of snow fell Sunday and
“d the
roads in good condition again.

and

bring

your

friends,”

says

Col. Kimball.

Railroad Sparks. The freight train on
the Belfast branch is crowded witli work.
The shipments consist principally of
pulp
wood, hay and potatoes from the stations
the
and
along
line,
shoes, produce and general merchandise from Belfast. The phos-

phate shipments from Belfast will begin
very soon, and large quantities of corn, feed
and Hour are coming in
constantly. An
extra train of 16 cars came down
Sunday,
w hich greatly relieved the
line, but freight
is gaining and extras will be needed often.
....The “pay train” came over the branch
again last Saturday arriving here at 12.30 p.
-u. and leaving at 105.
All the hands conwith the local trains, station and
section, with two exceptions, were at the
depot and were paid off inside of 35 minutes.
nected

....Nearly

100

meu

are

now

employed

on

the extension of the

Sebasticook & Moosehead railroad from Hartland to
Harmony.
Work is being carried on this winter on the
cuts of which there are quite a number.
Tlie construction crews are at work replacing the covered bridge at Burnham with a
new irou one,
Steamer Notes. Freight is
accumulating
various points along the line of the B. &
B. S. S. Co. and an extra
trip will soon be

at

necessary to carry the bay at the different
landings. Monday the Penobscot had a full
cargo of general merchandise and there
were 90 tons of hay on the wharf here.
The
Camden anchor works sent a large
shipment
of anchors to Boston the same day... .Beginning March 13, 1896, steamer Frank Jones
will leave Rockland at 6 A. m. on
Fridays
for Castiue, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
Brooklin,
Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Bar

Harbor, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport. The Frank Jones will leave Bar Harbor at 1 p. m., arriving at Macbiasport at 7 p.
m.
Returning will leave Macbiasport,
weather permitting, on Mondays at 4 a m.
for Jonesport, Millbridge,
Bar
Harbor,
Northe'vt Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Brooklin, Sedgwick, Ileer Isle, Castiue and
Rockland, arriving at Bar Harbor at 10 A. m.
and at Rockland at 5 p. m_The Maine
Steamship Company of Portland has voted
to build a fast uew steel
steamer, 310 feet
long, to have speed of over 18 miles per hour.
The new boat is to be the finest as well as
the largest coastwise steamer running into
Maine waters. She is expected to be ffnislied.in 1897, ready to use in 1898 on the Portland and New YorK route.

Sunday with general

from Boston_
Sch. Fannie & Edith arrived from Boston
Sunday, light. F. G. White is to load her
with hay at Sandy point for Boston_Sch.
Jouathan Cone, in getting under way from
Swan’s wharf Monday afternoon, collided
with sch. J. H. G. Perkins at anchor in the
stream. The Cone’s jibboom was broken,
and the Perkins had her main boom and gaff
broken off and lost. The accident was
caused by the stern line of the Cone parting
before she had paid off enough to clear the
cargo

other vessel.

The Perkins had just arrived
with a cargo of dour and feed for L. A.
Knowlton-Schs. Marcellus, Minnetta and
Winslow Morse arrived Monday from Boston to load hay, the Marcellus at Sears’ Island for Boston parties, the Minnetta for A.
M. Carter and the Morse for L. T. Shales....
Sch Florida, built in Belfast in 1872, went
ashore on Salisbury Beech, Mass., Feb. 9th
and with all hands was a total loss. She
wras owned in New York, and her crew of
men
were
foreigners with the exception of the mate, who was R. McCullough of Maine.Sch. Miantonomah
was taken from her moorings at the
bridge
load hay at L. T. Shales’
Tuesday
for Boston-Sch. N. E. Symouds arrived
yesterday morning from Turk’s Island writh
salt for Swan & Sibley Co_Sch. Maria
Webster, which has been hauled up a few
weeks, is fitting for business.
and is to

FREE

TREATMENT

a

famous for beauty, durability, stream!and speed.
Cost, $100.
••

A
Plnenix.” unless abused, needs no repairs a
consideraole saving !
Kv<-r\ V> improvenien-. inc mb
ing re ini''or.-eel joints, large and dusi-|.r:.ui heerin-s
barrel hub. ami hanger, anju-.tai.le handle bar. etc.
—

.S'

;/

/

Caiaifu

m>-

—

matted free.

STOVER BICYCLE MNFG. CO.,
OPERA HOUSE,

Friday Evening,
(Fattie)

Feb.

14.

Stewart’s

.with.

J. C. STEWART
....AND...

PAUL DRESSER
TWO

by

Assisted

AS THE

JOHNS.

Strong Company of Comedians, replete with Bright and Sparkling IVusic, New Up-to-Date
a

Specialties.

GRATED
HORSE
RADISH.

by

the

Beserved

seats

at

City Drug Store.

Belfast National Bant
Maine.

Spring

(Fatty) Stewart and Paul Dresser appear as
“Johns.” These funny fat men have

the

'

A,ONE

Dress Goods ^IN PATTERNS ONLY,

have

just arrived, enabling our customers to select and
control the patterns at 25 per cent, less than they

can

be

purchased abroad.

*

#

*

MAGNIFICENT DISPLAY OF--

Imuk.
S. L. Sleeper’s fish market at tlie
westerly end of the lower bridge was burned Wednesday morning, Fei>.
Pith, at about
2 o'clock. The building was
totally destroyed with all its contents.
Mr. Sleeper bad in
a stock of fish, clams,
oysters, cigars, candy,
etc., worth about $200, and the building and
fixtures were valued at about $250 more.
The property was partially insured. The
s.oop yacht Ralph, owned by W. E. Page,was
hauled up near the building and was moved
away as soon as possible, but not before her
starboard side was badly scorched.
The
cause of the lire is unknown.
Mr. Sleeper
locked the place at 8 o’clock Tuesday evening, everything then being apparently ail
right. He knew nothing of tin* lire until be
was notified by a boy
living in the neighborhood, as he was eating his breakfast Wednesday morning. The fire department responded promptly but did not put on water
as the building was
nearly consumed when
the lire

was

will meet

your eye on this occasion

We have been quietly
tor the past year, and

disposing

of

our

prepared

are now

accumulated stock
to show you

ELEGANT NEW GOODS

j

>

at prices within re. eh of all.
W
viy-

...SHALL SELL...

24 Misses & Ladies' Winter (torments
AT SI 50 EACH.

discovered.

Corporations.
ganization have been
New

Certificates of orrecorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, as follows: Front
Brick Works of Belfast. The purposes of

the corporation are
manufacturing brick,
tiling, lire proofing and any or all other clay
products, and constructing buildings and
other structures, and
doing such buying,
selling, bolding real estate, etc., as is necessary to carry

on said business.
The amount
of capital stock is ,$100,000; par value of
shares $100.
William H. Hall, Cyrus J.
Hall and Horatio P. Thompson are directors :
Wm. H. Hall is president and C. J. Hail

j

The sleeves are somewhat smaller than the extreme
of them sold from $10.00 to $15.00 each.

style, but all

Wg“Only 18 Jackets left

style.

of this winter’s
shall sell them at half their value.

Remnants in every

department

and sold

at a

great

of

We

stock will be measured
sacrifice in prices.
our

GEO.W.BURKE’ FT.

This corporation is to operate
the brick works formerly owned by the
Messrs. Hall at Contee, Md_The John M.
Ames Company of Stockton Springs. The
objects of this corporation are to carry on a
business in general merchandise, buy and
treasurer.

sell

real

estate, aiso manufacturing. The
is $10,000, par value of shares,
The directors are John M. Ames,
$10.
Simeon B. Merrithew and Albert M. Ames.
J. M. Ames is president and S. B. Merrithew,
treasurer.

capital stock

New Advertisements. Don’t forget that
at the White Store, 81 Main
street, Charles
O’Conuell proprietor, you eau be suited to
clothes not ouly in style and fit but in price.

Big bargains for everybody.... A. K. Pierce
& Smalley, corner of Cbuicli and Franklin
streets, have a full line of stoves, tinware,
furnaces, steam or hot water boilers, and
can handle any job from a bathroom to a
sewer.
They invite an examination of their
stock-J. F. Gregory & Sou, Rockland,
have a word to say about boys' clothes_
H. H. Larnson publishes a card as a licensed

Does Not Grow

Hard

or

Lumpy.

TEMPTED_
Like every one else by the great variety of oar ;{<•, Remnant
500 Rolls.
Call and set for yourself•

Payers,

THIS

.....

WEEK.,

1896 Papers

_

We have

undoubtedly

CURTAINS
Eastern Maine.
and

the largest tine of WALL PAPERS

attempted by any one retailer in
Hamburg-Bremen Fire Insurance Co., of
and
the
Hamburg,
Royal Insurance Co of
KIP'"Largest and best lighted room in the. State in which to display
Liverpool, England, represented in Belfast
these goods to our cu toniers. Please remember these goods are for sale.
by Field & West-J. M. Ames & Son, the
cash grocers of Stockton Springs, have with
a

ever

CARLE

corporation under the name of the Johu M.
Ames Company. See their notice in another
column-See statement of the Springfield
Fire and Marine Insurance Co. of Spring*
field, Mass. Policies written in this old anu
reliable company on desirable risks by Fred
Atwood, agent, Winterport.Burkett's
bargains are again to the front, and his an-

G21 Main

.TONES,

&

Street, Belfast, Maine>

another column will be read
interest throughout Waldo county.
While his sale is for to-day those who come

nouncement in

with

later will be

sure

to find

bargains worthy

of

The sale includes ladies’
underwear, bamburgs, novelty dress
patterns, fancy silks for waists, and Misses
and ladies' winter garments. Remnants iu
every department at a great sacrifice.II.
A. Starrett, Main street, Belfast, is
selling
winter goods at 3 4 to 1-2 their value to close
out. This includes cloaks, shawls, etc.
A
big hue of bleached cottons at 5 cents. New
dress goods and wash fabrics for spring and

MADE

wear
received daily_Carle &
Jones, 21 Main street, Belfast, invite attention again to their sale of 500 rolls of
remnant papers at 3 cents. They have 20,000
rolls new style, 1800, paper for sale cheap;

and fixtures_Six shares of
Belfast National bank stock for sale by Mrs.
Mary O. Field Russell, Brooklyn, N. Y_
Free treatment by Nutriola has been extended to Feb. 22nd. See what the advt.

RIGHT
CHEWS

RIGHT
SMOKES

RIGHT

also curtains

Open

from 9 to 12 A- M.

From

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

SOLICITED.

41tf

says.

NOTICE.
As I

How’s

This!

about to leave town to live elsewhere,
all persons indebted to me are requested to make
immediate settlement.
1 shall be at my office

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.

Saturday afternoons for the

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
honorablejin all business transactions and finan-

am

next

four weeks.

My

residence is for sale.
at

Liberty,

DR. E. A. PORTER.
Jan. 20, 189^.—4w4

Hot Water Bottles.
A

full

line at

loiv prices.
A. A. HOWES & CO.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L. A.

KNOWLFON,

President.

FRANK ft. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited.

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

28. 1891.
$34,353.49
March 5, 1895.
$83,978.53
Feb.

*■

May 4, 1894.
#41,989.54
May 7, 1895.
#119,325.50

These figures are taken from
of the, Currency, Washington,

July 24, 1891.
$59,180.29
July II, 1895.
$123,085.58

Dec. I», 1 *94.
2, I $04.
$7 4,532.52
$7MS0.5tt
Dec. 13, 1895.
Sept. 2S, I $95.
$1 4W.1 4 7.4S
*ltiO,H3$.l 7
Oct.

statements to the Comptroller
the above, dates,
their firm.
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw interest
pavablo JanuWest & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the tir t three days of errri/ month draw interest from the f<rtt
ol that month. This department offers much </renter seeurif ij -a depositors than Savings Hanks i'r atWalding, Kixnan
Marvin, Wholesale Drug- inucli as every deposit is a fonu to the tuintc, and all deposits in our Hank are nun rnnteed bv
twice tl •
amount of our Capital Stock.
gists, Toledo, O.
This Hank being the latest established Uink in Wal lo County, our vault has all the latest
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
improve
moots in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering >jrenter security to
depositors than anyJ other
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of bank in this
county.
the system. Testimonials sent free. Price 50c.
We still have a few *3.00 StFK BRPOHIT BOXRS. All our
boxes,are now equipped with extra
4wt>
per bottle, bold by all Druggists.
locks, so they may be taken to auu from tile Bauk if desired.
ljB

cially able t

A. A. HOWES & CO.

of

IW^UNDERWEAR'

ported by an excellent company, appear as
“The Two Johns.” The Baltimore Sun says
of the production:
Do you want to laugh? If so, see “The
Two Johns” at the Lyceum Theatre. J. C.

summer

CAPITAL,

Dated

SOMETHING
NEW and
NICE.

display

cotton

Prices 35 an.l 50 Ceuts.

Belfast,

Three counters will be devoted to the

Commissioners.

“Two Johns.” Fun is in order at the Belfast Opera House to-morrow,Friday .evening,
when J. C. Stewart and Paul
Dresser, sup-

their attention.

meant—cases where doctors and patent medicines

tried doctors and patent medicines until satisfied
they cannot he helped by them. We want more,
so extend the offer of 25 days free treatment,
until Saturday, the 22nd day of February. There
will be 11c extension after that date. Don’t deceive yourself. If doctors never have cured
vou, why do you think they will? On what basis
do you reason? NUTRIOLA cures cases where
ever) thing else lias failed. We know it, if we
did not we wouldn’t offer free treatment. However, we don’t want your case unless you are
tired of the old way of treating diseases.
Call at the Nutriola Company’s Office in person.

The County Commissioners have approved
the location of the highway across J. F.
Smith’s land near the Waldo town line, as
built by the committee on highways, which
varied slightly from the hounds first laid

S. B. Merrithew formed themselves into

A FEW DAYS MORE.

had utterly failed. We wanted thirty cases,
enough to demonstrate the wonderful power of
NUTRIOLA to everybody in Waldo County. We
have got just eleven, everyone of which have

Burkett’s window.

His post office address is Freedom, Me....The Belfast Marine railway is
offered for rent-See statements of the

The Star of

Hope-—though doomed to sink in
utter night—still shines in many a poor mortal’s
breast. People hate to acknowledge that doctors
and patent medicines cannot help them. It seems
like giving up their last chance. They clutch at
straws, cling to the old way, until Death loosens
their grasp. We advertised to give free treatment
to hopeless cases— that is practically what it

a remarkably
intelligent
dog, one of his tricks being to spell the
word “candy.” Last week Mr. Paul was
presented by a friend with an oil painting
of “Nix,” by Sanborn.
It may be seen in

auctioneer.

57=;,*t7'7 Mr.-ism Are.. New York.

JNO. C.

MVELTY DRESS PATTERNS, #
SILKS FOR WAISTS,
w,occur
Thursday, Feb. 13.

J. G. Paul lias

Tobaco

Her ballast is to consist of
ii <>f lead,
placed below’ the keel....
Boring of Rockland has built two
tiie barkeutine McDonald & Brown
»"ity are building for C. Morton
<-V Co., Baltimore, and has four boats
1 b-r the vessels now on the stocks in
B,can’s yard, Camden.

b-et

The hotel offers special rates,
while the tickets to Portland will he good
for return on or before Feb. 24th. “Come

evening.

gton. Me.

ted

The Kimball excursion reunion occurs at
the West End hotel in Portland,
Washington's Birthday, Feb. 22d, and invitations to
attend have been received by parties here
who have had the pleasure of
participating
in the Quebec and Montreal
trips. The banquet will take place at <5 o’clock Saturday

Ladies’ Cotton Underwear, Hanirgs,

pug

out

w

formers.

WHY A CASE OF

k

17 prisoners in the county jail
yesterday, and the sentence of 7 will expire
Saturday, The work on the wood-pile is
finished and all are at work on the garden
ditches, hence one superintendent will he
able to care for them.
were

supporting company is a good one, including a number of clever specialty per-

school received

j

GIGANTIC SALE

The

than 75c. and a good trade
quite a scare Monday by one
Sanford Howard lias taken charge of the of the boys cutting a
and
finger
severing a j
at that.
ittcnded the Cleveland Minauction store on High street recently man- blood vessel that bled
very freely_One of
15- fast- Opera House last
Jacob
H.
Havener.
In addition to the teamsters at work on the ice plows on
aged by
Remember, Shirts 59 cents,
differed widely as to the
;i
keeping goods for sale lie does general wood- Goose River Pond led his horse off the edge
entertainment. Considering work repairing, saw-filing, etc. Mr. Havener of the ice T
Drawers 59 cents.
lesday and narrowly escaped
was a good house.
Some of j is painting new scenery for the Belfast
Opera going into the water himself. The horse
'pers had given the company ! House,
representing parlor, kitchen and was rescued with difficulty. The teamster A BARGAIN AT
while a Bangor daily of Thors- other indoor scenes.
denies that he was asleep at the time, but
'he entertainment severely— |
The Railroad Commissioners held their those who saw the accident can account for
n ion of many not altogether
it in no other way.
regular monthly meeting Feb. 5tli, in Auminstrel part was certainly
j gusta. A hearing, on petition of the
of
city
Shipping Items. During the storm last
ai and instrumental music as j
Belfast, was ordered to be held at the Bel- Thursday the schs. Daniel B.
t iie average—and it was only j
Fearing, Yale
fast station of the Maine Central Wednesand Daylight, ail outward bound, were anthe “end men,'’ one of whom j
Feb. lb, at 11 a. in., for a
of
day,
crossing
chored in Boston upper harbor_Sch. Mary
■in, was particularly good. The I
the highway over the railroad at the locaMasonic
Belfast Me,
L. Crosby, which arrived at New York last
Arabian athletes and the feattion of the proposed new bridge.
week
from
that
Jan.
Savannah, reports
Mapanese were decidedly the
20th,
Hinn & Field have put in at their store a
about 40 miles from Hatteras, was run into
die entertainment, and worthy
National
cash
with
the
latest im- by a schooner, breaking her jibboom and
register
Had the performance closed i
It
not only
registers the bowsprit. On the 21st she was run into by
wearying the audience with ! provements.
amount of each sale but prints a cardboard
the British steamer Sicilian and had the rail
ailed burlesque
"Trilby” it;
slip for the customers, showing the amount broken-Sch. Maggie S. Hart, Capt. John
fii better satisfaction.
g
and date, keeps a record of the total
sales, Farrow of Islesboro, has arrived at Camden
Mass., Times gives an a<- and prints a continuous slip of paper show- with 400 thousand feet, of hard
pine for H.
pticn recently tendered by ing the amount of each sale and
numbering M. Bean. The new four-master is now tim- plan, in buying a wheel, to avoid the
"! Bed Men and Council of
the sales consecutively.
bered out, and the launching will take place
new and untried makes.
Buy one that
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Stevens,
has stood the test of time.
We recently published an item from a in May, if all goes well. The keel for a
For seven
men! from the
manage ment of
second
to
be
built
for
vessel,
Capt. John years our “be-sure-you-are-right-andStockton
correspondent concerning Mr.
!ar;u.
The evening was pleasHolmes
of
New Jersey will be \faid in
then-go-ahead
Norton, the famous hunter, and his capture
policy has made the
; ii music, vo< al and instrumenMarch. She will be a four-master, about
of some very large frogs.
Tuesday Mr. Nori.
onverse, and when the couiton brought to the store of R. H. Coombs & 1,200 tons....Sch. Volant, still keeps busy
heir homes at a late hour they
carrying barrels and casks to Rockland_
Son a silver gray fox, a victim of his gun.
m- me
pretty souvenirs of their It. is a
tine specimen and Mr Norton said he Sch. Superb arrived Saturday to load generand Mrs Stevens will spend a
had been offered $25 for it. If not other- al cargo for Mt. Desert-Sch. Lady Antrim
visiting relatives in Chicago, wise
disposed of Mr. C. K. Coombs will arrived Saturday with phosphate for L. A.
tlier western cities, after which
Knowlton... .Sell. James Holmes arrived
mount the fox.
probably

GEORGE»W. * BURKETT’S

j Rev. I. H. Holt will deliver a temperance
; lecture at the church in Morrill next Sunday evening.

made themselves famous the world over and
their laughable personality has made the
play equally famous. There is no bloodcurdling and mysterious plot in the play of
“The Two Johns.” Just simply a case of
mistaken identity, and the resemblance
which two fat men bear to each other, which
gets them into all sorts of ridiculous scrapes.

>

where the railroad runs near the soft-I
I wood forests. Conductor Cook
took an ex- |

elothsiiiies thief last Friday night.. tra train from the
Dexter branch to Watershe will c»nuect with a
The police are after the offenders of this
, ville
Sunday, 15 of the cars being loaded
.«!-:•* comrades to the State.
kind aud if the business doesn’t stop short
with puip wood.
Parties are loading ears
B tngor.
The steamer will there will
soon he a reception for their benat all the stations along the Belfast branch,
:lit 1 o’clock p. iu., and the j
efit at which Hon. R W. Rogers will
pre- tlie largest quantities
a
being at Unity, ThornBangor about 5.MO. The side.
dike, and Leonards’.
.i n
Thursday morning. The
Arthur Burgess, a member of Cleveland’s
•i;< will he >1.25.
A'c< idkxts. Elijah Howard, who broke
negro hind, skated into a hole on the Keuuehis leg October 23d by a fall on the school
o
I: is its program for the i bec river at Gardiner
Sunday and was
broke the same leg again Tuesday
'iiow arrange! and is hav- drowned.
Burgess was but l.‘» years of age common,
a
rehearsals. “Our George” and belonged in Cincinnati, Ohio. He was afternoon. He had recovered from the forj
mer injury enough to lie able to walk out
a.
ii
by
a solo alto player in the band and the
ngs for the entertainpet of
the aid of crutches, and attended school the
w
i h<- no lack of local hits
the company.
first time Tuesday forenoon. In going up
i
st "I our abundant local |
The Merchants' Marine Railway of this
town in the afternoon his crutch slipped on
i:!.st* (1, and the band will |
city is offered for rent. This property pre- a knot in the
sidewalk on High street near
ntal music of the highest
sents a very desirable business location. The
the Windsor House and he fell, breaking
ns for seats have already ;
company has always done a good business, ! the
leg anew, and involving the former
11
in
out of town, although I
ami the railway is capable of taking on vosfracture, or about (5 inches above the knee.
i*
not
deperformance,
yet
self* up to 1,000 tons.
There is already some
-The scholars at the Upper Grammar
Ir w :i 1
be
in
a

Sea

Sickness, Sick Ileadnclie, I’nin in the
Back or Side, Rheumatism and Neurit Icia.

tions

after

a

Chills, Diarrlitrn, Dysentery, Cramps.
Cholera, and all Bowel Complaints.

and

following Waldo county towns report
debt: Liberty, Lineolnville, Morrill, Searsmont and Unity. Isleau Haut is
1 ulp \\ ooi>
in the same happy condition, anil a few
Capt. Charles Baker has
begun shipping the pulp wood which he
Maine towns have a surplus.
in this vicinity during the. fall.
The
Fei ruary 17th Rev. J E. Cummings will bought
amount is not so large as lie
expected, the
speak in the Baptist church. Mr. Cummings
available stock being too far from the. railis a returned
missionary from Burmah and road lor
profitable hauling. The buyers
an interesting speaker.
He has been heard
'iiong the line of the, railroad are shipping
i by
many of our people who were very rnueli
considerable quantities, especially in seej pleased with him.

st-amer

cure for Sor®
Pa in=KiHerJ».asure
is I\ MAIL'I Throat.
Couchs.

*dl

bition at her

The

no

ft a rery remarkable remedy, both tor IN*
TERNA L and EXTERNAL use, and wonderful in its quick action to relieve distress.

us

Exhibition. Miss Mira Jenkins, who
lias been giving instruction here this winter

Popkins’Thanksgiv- I

most
writers of the

menus sent

Art

The catch of lobsters at Monliegan lias
fallen off considerably of late and some of
the fishermen are taking up their traps, as
their catch is not sufficient to pay expenses.

II., has received
Catherine will leave j
Mi>mlay, Feb. 17th, for j
<!. A.

st,

>

will send you free
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old times.

Frederick & Co. have noted
idenee in the state of the
keep a record of all un-

\\

per, and

book,- “Mrs.

checkers between the
is of Belfast and Stockton
j-l.iv ed at the Elm City Club
m
The contestants are
,ad Frederick W. Brown of
(<
Lambert and Levi Griffin
me

never

delicious fruit cake. Get the genuine-take no substitute.
Send your address, naming this pa-

concerned. Mr. B. said lie
down a hill before for 40

-a

convenient—always
spoils on the shelf; jj
that it is economical —a 10c. package II
makes two large pies, fruit, pudding,
ready and

or

recently enjoyed an even.1 with the boys, much to

,i'ks
si*

that it is

so;

1

72 persons in the cotn<1 at the Revere House.

ia.■

E.

indicate that the table
meets the most
exacting requirements. It
was here that a
banquet was given to President Cleveland when he visited the
Atlanta
Exposition. That Mr. Rivers, by natural
qualifications and experience, is well fitted
for his responsible
position none who know
him can doubt.

will prove. You will find that
it is clean—it could not be more

Minstrel troupe came to
regular train, with two extra

iml

»v

Mr.

Feb. 19th is Ash Wednesday and April 5th
Easter Sunday.

There

Mr. W. B. Rivers is no\\r steward of Hote

Police Court gave a
•.
the tramp fraternity Monug one to hard labor at the
mi

Hersey;

is

noon.

Aragon, Atlanta, Ga., the palace hotel of*
the South.
It is certainly a magnificent
structure, judging from the pictures; and

,.f the

1

Mr. Wm. I.

!

Our clubbing arrangement with the New
York Tribune is still in force, and a list of
names will be sent on this week, to include
all subscriptions received up to Saturday

Wyman.

.-presentation of the Smith
is

a

Inn;

Hopkins;

Jj]

trial of

is

list of letters remaining in
the Beltast post office for the week
ending
Feb. 8,1896: Ladies—Mrs. Wm. H.
Burns;
Miss Cora E. Dodge; Mrs.
Mary Durham
Moore; Mrs. Jennie Mixey. Gentlemen—
Mr. H B. Bradstreet,
Chas. A.
Crosby

should be honestly considered by every housewife. It \
has great advantages, as

will be interested in the
f Cats,’’
page, and “An
War 1 tinner," Oth page.

uial.

EVERY FAMILY
SHOULD KNOW THAT

The voting lists for the spring election are
posted at the various ward rooms throughout the city.

Mince Meat

Mth-

1

'i-

L. C. Morse, Esq., of
Liberty and Pittsfield was in the city yesterday.
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Does Your Back Ache ?

Daniel to the Turk: for we w ill notice
the time when this king of the north was
due to come against this inlidel power,
lie was to collie against him in a period of
time called “the time of the end,” which
period lagan at the close of the papal
persecution in the year about 177S, and as
the .Sultan was the ruler of {Syria and the
surrounding country, and as ever since
Alexander’s time the one that ruled this
dominion has been styled in this prophecy
the king ot the north we think it proper to
say .hat the Suit-in is the one here referred to, and fin flier he is the only one on
record in this world’s history to whom
this prophecy can he applied. The course
he took aftei he deleated the French, the
countries he took and those mentioned
that he would not take, “even Edom and
Monk”
Elg.\pt shall not escape,says the prophet;
also lie shall have power over the treasures i.f gold and ot silver.
Who but. the
£>ultan of Turkey has had this powei?
If veil ii- w while England has a protectoial< .,\ti Egypt it is by the Sultan’s consent and he leeches from its treasures a
tribute ot ovi r
(>,000 a ye ar.
'I lien again the king ol the north must
be so situated that tidings can eome out
of the east and out of the nonh to trouble
him.
W e know that \sia Minor, the seat
ol the pi< sent trouble, is to the east of
onsiaii(
ilussia
is
the
nojile. and
Tui V
iiemy at the north, and so we
eoui'i ca*.
it on: and the more w e study
this ijnesti• ii the moie certain it is that,
the 1 in k is the one heie mentioned. There
isnooiliei nation hut the 'lurk that ausw
is ail* t lies*- marks of identification ; so
we
tn sa\
with safety that our conelu>i< 11s an* correct.
In studying tins propl »< > t" see what the l»i hie says the final
of
outcome
he Eastcvn Question would be
thus tar we have been examining one
witness who claims to know.
We have heard what he lias to say about
things connected with it as found in the
1 Dli of Daniel.
We have compared it
w ith w hat historians
say on the same subject and we find they agree perfectly,
but we have leached a point now where
v. e are obliged to
step out beyond the historian, for he can record events no faster
than they transpire, bo we will have to
rely wholly on the testimony of the
prophet, but 1 think we have examined lib statements enough to have perfect
confidence in what he predicts.
It should be remembered that it was no
moie difficult
for the prophet to know
wiiat would be the final settlement of this
than
it was for him to know of
tpiestion,
the rise and fail of ,Julius Ctesar or any
other of the kingdoms he has described so
perfectly. This one chapter alone should
be enough to convince any one that God
had a hand in it, and a purpose as well.
but we have other testimonies as strong
or stronger to show that the witness that
we have been
xaminiug is reliable. If
we turn to the 2d chapter of Daniel we
will find there a most remarkable symbol
ic prophecy, beginning at an earlier date
than the one just considered;giving the
rise ami fall of the great universal
powers
down to the present time.
Then, if we
should turn to the Ttli chapter of Daniel,
still another line of prophecy beginning at
a dillereiit date and differing
greatly from
the "tin s two in character.
it
A
hough these three lines of prophecy
begin at different times and differ in e.harac’er. they agree perieetly with history
relating to the same facts, and they come
* mi
out
oi
at the same time with the!
saim
prediciioiis and refunding the same
ot

J^flobbs

neys

strong and

“cause
Cparaeus
“g*
'?£/££&&

f^.il

the

kidneys to filter

all uric acid and
other poisons or

i,nri«*jtie5
tAidneyPiS's the
blood.
J

Cure Rheumatism, Gout, Eczema, Anaemia, Pimples, Bad Blood, Bright’s Dis=
ease. Malaria, Backache, Kidney Pains,
Dropsy, Pain in the Abdomen, Frequent
Urination, fnflamation of Kidneys, etc.
^
Are not a secret remedy, but contain
[
highly concentrated extracts of Asparagus, Juniper Berries, Buchu, Corn
Silk, Part-ira Brava and Uva Ursa (all
:
kidney healers) and are scientifically
Z compounded.
Dr. Hobbs Sparagus Kidney Pills are
£
endorsed by physicians and druggists.
50 cents a box. Valuable Book Free.
Hobbs Medicine Co., Chicago or San Francisco
k

have not the space to trace the
sounding of these trumpets through to
show the reader when the sounding of the
fifth trumpet was, we will merely state
that it was when Justinian, Emperor at
Constantinople, issued the edict to unite
all men in the Homan Catholic faith, and
which was enforced with such terrific
fury, and as proof 1 take many of the
eminent commentators.
Now we will look at some of the symbols that John saw and see how very appropriate they were to teach us what (rod
As God was the
intended they should.
author of these symbols we should look to
linn for a correct application of the same.
We find He has not. neglected to give us a
key to every symbol found in the Bil.de,
whereby we may interpret it correctly.
Somewhere in the Bible we find an illustration of each symbol, so we may know
the proper application of that symbol.
Surely, the Bible is its own interpreter.
Now we will take the word key as found
in the first verse; we know it is a symbol
to denote something, but what?
If we
turn back to the first chapter, the 18th
verse, we find the word key used emblematic of power.
We find a star signifies a messenger, and
they are also called angels, and if one falls
they become fallen stars or messengers.
The bottomless pit is a most appropriate
symbol of tlie system of doctrines held
by the church of Home. They having no
foundation in truth are bottomless. Now
1 think we can properly apply the symbols
that John saw in the first and second
verses.
He introduces a period of time
which he designates as sounding the fifth
trumpet, and which history would term
the “Dark Ages.”
This period of night
and sorrow to the followers of Christ was
caused by him that held the key of the
bottomless pit, or the one who had power to force the false or bottomless doctrines id the Roman church upon the
world with great fury, so much so that in
consequence the “sun” (light of the gospel), “was darkened or nearly hid by it.”
How perfectly these symbols represent the
dark and awful days of the persecution of
the eastern or Greek empire.
The Revelator says that out of this
smoke (not out of the pit) that the locusts
came.
As the Turk, whose religion is
Mohammedan, came upon the field of
action out of the smoke of the conflict of
persecution, then the locusts must symbolize the Turk, and how appropriate the
destructive onward march of the locusts
to
represent the course of the Turk at
that time.
We may see by the fourth verse that
these locusts were to represent something
Subject.
that was to consume men, and not grass
i him mi in *ur study we have had two and
vegetation, and the 7th verse would
w
v
>.-« s
Kirs' we would take the proph- give us to understand that these locusts
et >
Mints
what would he, and “looked like horses prepared unto battle,
tin
'mi
historian's n-c. id of the same and oil their heads were as it were crowns
sab
want
ims been: but now we like gold," and so it goes on. giving a perba\t e t
wiii'ii1 we are obliged to drop fect symbolic description of the Turkish
the hKwn iaii. t>*r w« hav reached the end
cavalry as it would be seen coming from
of hi-; >:\ on this subnet.
1 think it
the east to establish the Turkish power
wonid be l*iit fail and just to rail in an- i in
Europe.
ot i.ei w i; ness t hat claims to know about
If we could place ourselves back where
j
the future to take t in place ot the his- ! John was when he saw those
strange
ti-rian witness.
sights we might describe many of them in
Jim if a new witness is called to testify about the same language that he did. We
with Ikmiel, whom we have, been examinwould see a vast body of cavalry coming
ing to tin past three weeks to see if bis toward us, the nun would have on their
test inn my or predictions arc reliable, we
heads the Turkish turbans and would also
will have t* examine cm new witness in have long hair and beard, and they had
like maimer, and ii he proves reliable we
fighting weapons hitherto unknown,
will then proceed wit a the two prophet
(gunpowder). We would see the flashing
witnesses and find out what we first, start- of the powder over the horses head. Well
ed for, viz: What will become of the Turk could lie say that the horses seemed to
and his dominion*.’ The new witness that emit “lire and brimstone from their
we will introduce is .John the
lievelator, mouths,” and that their riders wore
and liis testimony on this subject will be golden crowns, and that their faces were
found in the dth chapter of Kevelath r,, as the faces of men, but they had hair as
w inch reads:
the hair of women.”
< HAITI-:U I\.
This is such a perfect picture of the
less pit. whose name in
Ami
ilit* tilth angel the Hebrew tongue /'s Turk when he came from the east and essounded, and I saw a Abaddon, but
in
the
tablished himself in Europe that nearly
star fall
irom heaven Creek tongue hath /ns
unto the earth
and to name A pollyon.
every expositor from Luther’s time has had
him was given the key
12 Cue woe is past; the same mind and
appic.d this prophecy
of the bottomless pit.
fi"/. behold, there come
1 think we have fully idento the Turk.
2
A nd he oj ened the two woes more hereafter.
tified the Turk with this prophecy, and
bottomless pit and there
13 And he slxth anarose a smoke out of tin- gel sounded,and 1 heard
now we will consider the most important
pi!. is the smoke of a a \oiee from the four
part of it, viz., the length of the Turk’s
great furnace: and the In u'us of the golden altar

As

we

1

sun and
the air were w hieh is before Cod,
darkened by reason of
14 Saying to the sixth
the smoke oi the pit.
which had the
angel
Ami t here came out
Loose tin; four
of the smoke locusts up- angels which are bound
on the earth
and unto in the great river Euthem was given power, phrates.
as
the scorpions of the j
If*
And the tour anearth have power.
gels were loosed, which
4
Ami
it
was
com- were
prepared for an
manded ’.hem that they hour, and a day, and a
should not hurt the grass 'month, and a year, for to
ot
he cart h. neither any Islay the third part of
green thing, neither any
tret
but only those men
lt>
And the number
whi. h have not the seal of the army of the horseof (.oil in their fore- men tern two hundred
heads.
thousand thousand ami
f» And to them it was I heard the number of
given that they should them
nut kill them,'hut that
!7 And thus I saw the
thev shouhi he torment- horses iu the vision, and
ed five months and their them that sat on them,
torment mis as the tor having breastplates of
luent of a scorpion, when tire, and of jacinth, and
he striketh a man.
brimstone :and the heads
b
And in those days ol the horses in-re as the
shali men seek death, heads of lions: and out
and shall not find it
and >1 their mouths issued
shall desire !«> die, and tire and smoke and brim
death
shall tlee from stone.
them
18 lc these three wras
7 And the shapes of the third part of men
the locusts m rr like un- killed, by the lire, ami
to horses prepared unto by the smoke, and by
battle; and
on
their the brimstone, which isheads m <■> as it weie sued out of t heir mouths.
11> For their ] ower is
crowns
like gold, and
their faces mn as the in their mouth, and in
face.- of men.
In ir tails for their tails
H
Ami they had hair "v
like unto serpents
as
the hair of women,
had heads, and w ith
and their teeth were as hem t hey do hurt.
(hr (rrlh oi lions.
20 And the rest of the
*.» A ml t hey had breast- [men which were not killplates. as it were breast- e.I by these plagues yet
the
plates ol iron and ;he rej ented not <,!
sound of their \\ ings mis works of their hands,
as the sound of chariots that
they should not
of many horses running ’worship devils, and idols
to battle.
of gold, ami silver, and
1') A nd t hey had tails brass, and stone, and of
like unto scorpions, and wood which neither can
there were si ings in their see, nor hear, nor walk
21
Neither repented
tails; and their
vos to hurt
men five they of their murders,;
inont,. s.
nor ol
their sorceries,
11 Ami they had a nor of their fornication,
king over them, ohirh is nor of their thefts.
the angel of the bottom-

reign.

[trumpet.

»

Jmen.

[and

1

An

[to

he

Animals’

continued.]
New

Year

Dinner.

A number of ladies and gentlemen met
invitation yesterday at the Home of
Rest for Horses, Friar’s place Farm, Acton, to witness the distribution to horses
and donkeys in the institution of a special
New Year dinner, supplied through the
munificence of an annonymous contributor.
The menu consisted of apples,
bread, carrots and lump sugar. The meal
[ was evidently to the taste of the animals,
for, with the exception of one of the
donkeys, they all rapidly consumed the
fare provided. The donkey just referred
to left the daintiest portion of the meal,
the carrots, till the last.
One of the objects of the home is to enable the poorer
classes to procure, on moderate terms,
rest and good
treatment
for animals
which are failing, not from age, but from
overwork or any other accidental causes.
A second object is to provide animals for
poor persons for temporary use while
their own are resting in the home, a small
amount being charged for such loans and
a strict guarantee of good treatment being exa< ted. A third object is to provide
a suitable asylum for
“old favorites,”
which would suiter by being turned out
only to grass, but whose owners, instead
of destroying or selling them for further
labor, desire to place them under good
treatment for the remainder of their days,
paying a remunerative charge for such accommodation.
The total income of the
home is about £1,500 a year.
[Loudon
Times.

by

power]

Iii going through this chapter we
will not notice every detail, but will only
try to get at a general application to show
that it applies to the Turk.
Please bear in mind wre have under consideration a description of what the He delator saw in a vision, and what he saw
He saw
were symbols of something else.
the representation of things and not the
When he saw the
things th mselves.
things recorded in this chapter it was
after the sounding of the fifth trumpet,
and as trumpets were blown among the
Israelites to mark the divisions of time,
so the symbolic trumpets of this book are
blown to mark certain prophetic eras in
he Christian dispensation.

Literary

Vessels.

CHER'°4N’g

SHIPS.

OK?

[Continued from last week.]
It might he well to examine this
phecy a little closer and see if we are
rect in applying- the last part of the

Water

Deep

Laid

A^lde

his Crutches.

“I am 75 years old and have always been
and rugged.
About 10 years ago I
found that I had catarrh in my head.
I doctored lor it for a long time and grew worse
instead of better. Six years ago 1 was taken
with striatic rheumatism and kept growing
lamer until 1 was obliged to go with the aid
of a crutch. I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and when I had taken three bottles I
felt that I was improving. 1 keep on with

tough

Hood’s Sarsaparilla and am now feeling like
a new man.
1 have no pains in my limbs
unless I over-do and I have not used my
for
over
crutches
a yeir.”
S. E. Smith, 33
Davis street, Lewiston, Me.

j
[

At the annual meeting of the New England Fair Association in Boston President
Appleton of Peabody, Mass., cordially endorsed tiie candidacy of Hon. Thomas B.
It was voted to
Reed for the Presidency.
hold the next meeting at Rigby park,
during the second week of September.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, arrived at
New York Dec 20 from Hiogo.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at New
York Jan 23 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, W alnutt,sailed from New York
Aug 25 for Shanghae; spoken Sept 8, lat 30

N, Ion 38 W.
Alameda, Chapman,

at

Sydney, NSW,Dec

OwdSK

Georgia

Pulsifer Porter says, in the
“I wonder if the
readers of this column are familiar with
The American Kitchen Magazine.
The
issue for February, like all of the numbers of this magazine, is replete with information that every housekeeper should
know.
Those who have had the pleasure
of listening to Mrs. Mary J. Lincoln, author of the famous cook book, will be
more than ever interested in this
magazine; for Mrs. Lincoln is one of the editors of The American Kitchen.”
The
Journal joins in this commendation.

CONDITION POWDER

Therefore,

In the Supreme Judicial

John (i. Brooks anil Dana B. Southworth In Equity
vs. Hie niy of Belfast and Heirs of Mary E.
So 11'll wo rlh, laie ol Belfast, alorcsald, deceased.
It appearing that Medora .1 Simpson and Alphonzo >impson reside in Chelsea, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Danii l S Simpson
in Everett, Massachusetts. Mrs. Ralph Durham
and Frances (Jilin,hy in Milini, Massaehuselts,
William Merrill ami Samuel Her set in Toledo,
Ohio, Florence Hill in Denver. Colorado, Edwin
l\ Hudson in IF,"ton, Massachusetts, francos A.
Eidyrerwood in Manchester t enter, Vt Aid.it* A.
1 uey .1. .Morrill
Wilson in Manchest.ei Ceiitei. V t
in Manchester ('enter. \ .Caroline E. S. Porter in
in Weiser,
S.
Chase
Eneii
Stonjrhton. Mass., and
Idaho. Caroline M. .Joimson, San Ralael, ('alii'.,
on application of the pdainnll's, an order is hereby entered requiring said defendants t" appear
and answer the bill uiihin 1 wo months from the
lirst Tuesday in February, 18‘.K>.

Infants

for

Bangor Daily News:

mix
no matter what kind of food you use,
with it daily
Sheridan's Powder. Otherwise, your profit
this fall and winter will be lost when the price for eggs
Is very high. It assures
food
perfect assimilation of the
elements needed to produce health ami form eggs. It is
by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or bv mail.
gold
Single paek. 25 ets Five SI. Fargo two-lb can >1.20. Six
cans. S5. I at,.
P' st Popt.tky Pavkk free
snrnplo
1.8. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.

WALDO SS.
Court.

Notes.

contains an instructive article on the many varieties of
“Sore Throat” and much other medical
matter of interest to young mothers, such
as “Menus for Children Under Five, “The
Care of the Teeth,” “Remedies for Malarial Fever,” etc.
Many valuable suggestions will be found in the departments
of “Mothers’ Parliament” and “Nursery
Occupations and Pastimes. $1 a year.
Babyhood Pub. Co., 5 Beckman Street,
New York.

It will keep your chickens strong and healthy. Ift
will make young pullets lay early. Worth its weight
in gold for moulting hens, ami prevents all diseases. It
is absolutely pure.
Highly concentrated. In quantity
costs only a tenth of a cent a day. No other kind like it.

_

and

Babyhood for February

.CONDITION

14, for sale.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York Oct 28 for Shanghae.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived at New
York Jan 12 from Baltimore.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Hong
Kong Jan 13 from Philadelphia via Nagasaki.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Jan 23 for New York.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, cleared from Philadelphia Oct 25 for Hiogo; spoken Dec 3, lat 22
S, Ion 29 W.
Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at Boston
Jan 4 from Manila.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
from San Francisco Oct 19 for Liverpool.
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, sailed from Sau
Francisco Feb 4 for Honolulu.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, arrived at
San Francisco Jan 1 from New Y ork.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New
York Jan 27 for Shanghae.
Llewellyn J Morse, Clapp, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 30 from Kanuk.
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
from New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong;
spokeu, Dec 10, lat 8 N, Ion 29 W.
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, arrived at
Hiogo Dec 27 from Philadelphia.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
San Francisco Oct 7 for Bristol; spoken Dec
9, lat 55 20 S, Ion 03 09 W.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
Hiogo Jan 7 for New York.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, cleared from New
York Nov 20 for Aujvr for orders.
S P fiitchcock, Gates, sailed Irom Honolulu Nov 9 for New York.
S D Carlcton, Amsbury, arrive d at London Jan 1 from Sydney, NSW.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
Francisco Jan 5 for New York.
St David, Carver, sailed lrom New York
Nov 2 for Amoy; spoken Dec 8, iat 18 11 S,

News
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Children,

and

Do You Know

most remedies for children

composed of opium

are

Bo Yosi Know (hat opium and morphine
no You Know that in
without

most

countries

are

stupefying

druggists are

not

narcotit

poisons?

permitted to sell narcotics

labeling them poisons?

unless you

or

your

permit any medicine
physician know of what it is composed ?

no You Know that Castoria is
its

Paregoric,

morphine?

or

no You Know that you should not

The Youth’s Companion begins the New
1 ear with several noteworthy changes,
which include the use of larger-faced
type, the addition of departments devoted
to Current Events and Scientific Items
and the enlargement and extended scope
of the Editorial department.
The character of The Companion is, and will
be,
unchanged. Three generations of young
people have approved it. Three gem rations of American parents have learned to
trust it.
Its ability to entertain its readers of ail
ages will be maintained and promoted by tiie same enterprise and thought1 u 1 care that have governed its columns
during the many years in which it has
sought the confidence and the favor of the
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sey. Esq., recorded in Registry ot Deeds for sai
by mail,
Waldo County, commencing at the southerly cot
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O
north, 88 degrees east, 22 rods to a cedar stake
DO YOU KNOW
tier of land now or formerly of A. J. Cook; thenmarked 1868; thence south, 70 degrees west, 24
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy46
OR. FELiX LE BRUN S
rods to the hank of the. tide mill pond; thence
southerly, three and one-half rods to Lot No
thence westerly, to a proposed stieet; theme
westerly by said mill pond to first named hound, j
BEST LOT OF
#
:■>
:>
northerly, on said proposed street to the corn
containing eight acres, more or less; being the
at
of lot No.‘J; thence easterly, on line with lot n
same real estate conveyed to the said Ellen M.
the original and only
9. to place of beginning, containing twenty eight
Panno by Nancy Berry by deed dated January 29, j
safe and reliable cure
MiENCH,
Waldo
of
in
the
recorded
i
square rods, more or less.
1887,
County Registry
;
t .e market. Price. #1.00; sent
Dated this twenty third day of January, A. D
Deeds, Book 221, Page 72.
:;<>n
In the market and selling low.
by mail. Genuine wold only by
189(5.
Dated this 6th day oi February, a. I). 1896.
Annual oal. a more than 6,000,000 boxes.
3w5
SA MB EL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
3w7
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff, j
R. H. MOODY* BELFAST.
A. HOWES &. CO.
A

entirely

during

V/—

last,

eight

suddenly,
found, unpublished,
Field, concluding

Children

work,
presented
printed
Journal,

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

articles,

ly

by
January

Age

way;”
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Living

You will find

Among
Salisbury,” by

Filon;
by
by
Lepel Griffin;
Man-Lifting
by

Don’t Lei

CTAD?
a

Constipation

Kill You.

PURE, SURE CURE

in

“Kashmir,”
Car,

va^cCteYit

by

Bent;
China,” by
“1020,”
Beview,
thoughtful
importance
thought.

represented by
Hardie,
Hooper,

Gandy Cathartic Cure Gonstipation.

February

plates

landscape,

by

So nice to take,

plate

suggestions

colors,

j

so

mild,

effective.

Violets,” by

druggist

druggists,

Chicago.

thoroughly

supple-

designs
china, wood-carving,
painting
embroidery.

i^O-TO-BAC-::;T^:'.

Maine Central R. R

Arrangement—In

Tainting,

^heriff^s

Elementary

Sale.

1

Wood-carving, Embroidery,
practically

....

draughtsmen

leading

study, by

Heraldry.
Publisher,

Montague
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~
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^

^
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ought

FOR

“steady company”
although they

j

FARMERS.

girl
actually engaged

Maine IV!utual Fire Insurance Co

they

NEW
LIFE

<

!

by

j

|

..

Lebrun,

S.‘Ellis;

<

<

give

Tuesday

telegram

directing
Saturday

Capt.

charge

altogether unexpected by

anything

TURNER, Secretary,

Boston & Basgcr S. S. Os.

JONES,

Trips

ready
protested

Thursday.

they

engaged

thing.

long
happened

LE BROW’S

CURB

elapse

j

Ai

jHi s

difficulty presented
days

nto-ceiery.

B

difficulty

SHERIFF’S SALE.

suggested
performed
delay.

JOHNSON, Liberty,

Accordingly
people
respective
passed through
l/over,
Thursday
clergytelegraphed

C

1

PILES!

Saturday

couple
Bordeaux,
home,”—after they

Beecham’s

pation

Pollock Pish

| book

go

by

pills for consti-

10$ and

your

25?.

Get the

druggist’s

and

ATWOOD, Agent.

LADIES

Steel! Pennyroyal Pills

it.

|

of

Years

Wedded

CAUDNER
HEIR friends

Life.

DR.

LUDWIG OF PORTLAND

1

j

h

1(F

n"

BRILLIANT

A

iSs.

m

and

many

CON-

PARTY.

veiling, Jan. 28th, the spacious
Dr and Mrs. Gardner Ludwig
>.|iiare was brilliant with lights
iit»«
of well known citizens
t<» congratulate the doc,tor
;.n attaining the sixtieth anWhen the fiftieth
:.led life.
reached on January 28th,
was duly celebrated and the
tsion will never forget it
nterrible ice storm that
Hie elements were more j
at nr occasion, and a more
ui.l n<»t hav e been de.a mg

..

<

;

ii

GREENE’S

NERVURA.

Ulobe

Alexander Salvini, the Great Actor, Says Dr. Greene’s Nervura Cures. What
he Says Means Health to you if you Use This Grandest and Surest of all

Medicines,

Dr. Greene’s Nervura.

■

;i ied the air with fragrance
nc-rry voices rose above the
ns of Chandler’s
orchestra
Di. and Mrs. Ludwig
iii
press end of the front parlor
guests, assisted by Mrs.
a uaid ami Alderman Charles
idle usiiers, Messrs. James
:.u
Whipple and Dr. Marine visitors as fast as they
two
hours, there was a
liters, old and %oung, the
•iic and
the more youthful

cafe frappe was served
and chocolate frappe
kett.
In the sitting room
place 1 a punch howl that
I.id wig's grandmother and
.1. W. W
and also a repangel of death carrying off
acre

*•

1

George Washington,

•.

wife is kneeling.
ii “sacred to the

It

than

at

also

]ilaee 11»
grandfather came

p's

intry and

was one

state,
from
of tin*

he Revolutionary army.
': at! ip' w as Ii.»rn m Waldo;_•• farm there, and was
; v tin ring the greater part
■; es' iited the, town in the
tor
was horn in
the
Jo- ii, 1X12, ami after nreivc
education, entered the,
>
bool, graduating in the
I s five- brothers all l>ut
poysiemns, but lie survives
2S, ix.;ti. Dr. Gardner
AI.KXANIMIU SAI.V1N1.
tad was united in marThe word of an illustrious a tor, like that
ie
t.f tlie bride’s parents in
life, the thief of comfort, the destroyer of
d ss Kii/, theth Lotlirop.
The of a great general or statesman, comma inis
happiness. It is the height of folly to suffer
ri
iiiieti ity a Methodist the attention of the world.
when a cure is easy, sure and speedy by
Alexander Salvini, son of the greatest using Dr. Greene’s Xervuta blood and nerve
Searsport. In 1 x.')2 Dr.
iti 1 *oi'T laud. and
lias since actor that ever lived, is rapid’v taking his
remedy. Dse this great and wonderful
Ih
and M is. Ludwig have | father’s place in the minds and hearts of the rem dv and the nervous, irritable, weak and
*rs
Beltast and are i people.
Every word of his, therefore, like trembling feelings will di appear; your sleep
the utterances of Jefferson or Irving, whom
wiil be natural, calm, restful, and you will
> of ..111 people.
lias ht-en lUe'llifietf for many
everybody honors and reveres, will be, r=-ad wake mornings feeling strong and vigorous
Samaritan Assn nation of with deepest interest and profoundest atteninstead of fired and exhausted; all gloomy
hi-i II Its president.
tion by all.
The
depression and sense of anxiety will fade
*• !
Mr. Salvini writes to the people;—
I.
the direct ion of
from the mind, your nerves will become
t he p; esidcn t, and M rs.
“Travelling as I do. i < annot fail t notice strong and steady as steel, your strength,
iicms-iv.-s the loving la- 1 the great use of Dr. Greene’s Ncrvura blood
energy and ambition will he restored, ami
i•* i.
health take the place of weakness
ption, and math? it ! and nerve remedy, and especially among my P-*rt«
I'm;i
is and
and debility.
directors inends and acquaintance,*.
s
“From iiiv own experience, I can strongly
'This remarkable discovery, Dr. Greturn’s
g vc her ;i superb cut
Am ng the floral gifts were recommend it as a most excellent ari l reX.-rvum blood and nerve remedy, should
m
liable family remedy, especially for rheuma- not he classed with ordinary patent medi: :lov, ers and bouquets
mis
A bock of poems tism and neuralgia, nervousness and all ner- cines.
P is the prescription of the most
1
vous affections. which illnesses in our pro!’rank Hill of Cincinnati.
successful specialist in m-rvous and chronic
in -degant c<*stume of
fession, we ire most, liable to contract.”
diseases, Dr. Greene, of :>| Temple Placet
!c -s lac
Weak nerves, poor blood, low vitality, Poston, M iss and he can he consulted by
and diamonds.
>t ..nt si cam of visitors, and
rheumatism and neuralgia, are the bant: of all without charge, persona ly or by letter.
live
hundred
•niug nearly
!
Dr. and Mrs. Ludwig,
Scrofula lurks in the blood of nearly every
was an early
caller.
He. one, hut Hood’s Sarsaparilla drives it from
gag* mi nt, but deferred it, the system and makes pure blood.
ibi;• to add his congratulaA Popular Fad.—Gadzooks—The craze for
Whan Baby was sfck, wo gave her Castoria.
a ispes itt those of tlie other
•mu a
b and greatly honored athletics seems to be spreading among
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
women.
1 >i. Blau hard, pastor of Dr.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Zounds—Right you are; 1 believe that 1
and Rev. Mr. K immc.ll
p
even Miss Antique would jump at ail offer.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
niters.
The occasion was
-.ini!} informal as possible.
Dandruff is due to an enfeebled state of
11g the following poem, the skin.
Hall’s Hair Renewer quickens
uid Mrs
Henley of Califor- the nutritive functions of the skin, healing
v.ay effective way by Mrs. and preventing the formation of dandruff.
t

■

J

■

j

■
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I’m not exactly engaged, but I I
have the refusal of two or three girls.
She—What a capital way of putting it! I 1
suppose you have asked them, and they have ;

He—No,

AN1> MRS. LUDWIG,

morning,

.tv

II
<-

■

.lew of promise
: uid blossom,
s silver carols
w ..rid wit h
music,

said “No!”

P u tunes pledging,
and bridegroom,
ith yout !i and beauty
Aid and trustful,
<•

w
■i

]. urney.
1 Gil my
valleys

i:

gladness
isteps wandered,

b..

>I

J'S

m.1

..

_i.i
fa-ts,

1

1 together.
like raindrops
uili fresh blossoms,
is

>

ns

-1.1

tided

disagreeable discharge; if soreness in the
nose and bleeding from the nostrils is often
experienced; if you are very sensitive to
cold in the head accompanied with head-

—

gins have showered
< tious.
.anged and changeless
asped together

ache; then you may be

■

journey
1"ng pathway.

ag

uive

•m
a

:>s

faltered

grow

n

and onward
trod serenely—
'bn; milestones
past illuming
ake of glory ;
at, holy Father,
groom beloved—

“to steal a bicycle.”
“And you nobly resisted the temptation?”
said the lady, as she cut another slice of pie.
“Yes’m, 1 did. I don’t know, though,”
continued Mr Dawson, “whether 1 would
er not, ef it had been one of them self-pro-

noble, cherished!
s hill of
beauty
sun st .1! linger
angel’s bidding
day he lengthened!

A

*

beautifying,
city.

Connell

Habeas Corpus Case.

lil- BEFORE
NEll

CHIEF JUSTICE

RETURNED

PETERS.

TO JAIL.

bief

Justice Peters in Bangor,
',rb. there was a liearing on a
a- as
corpus issued a few days be>if of Daniel
O’Connell, a Belfast
O’Connell was accompanied
MSel, Norman Ward well of Bel1 ty
Attorney ‘Ellery Bowden of
appeared for the State. O’Connell
1

> arrested for liquor selling in
was sentenced to four months in
He could not
pay if. tine of >400.
and the alternative sentence of
additional in jail was imposed.
applied for a writ of habeas eorpi-Miiid that O’Connell was inear■'bout a warrant, and tliat the
not issued until his sentence
i

1

!

"Tire

Peters said that the extra
"'•Id not legally be imposed in
1
line; that, if O’Connell could
Me he should serve out the first
<
ntence, four months, and that
■iou of that time he could make
liability to pay and be released
mis note for the amount of the
‘■be plea that the alternative
part
iicc
being void, the whole beChief Justice Peters held that it
'''Mg to regular precedent that
'1

>,
v

i'Art of

a

sentence is

good

and

an-

1,1

s

(.

ways found the very best results follow its
use; that he would not be without it, if procurable. G. A. Dykeman, Druggist, Catskill,
N. Y., says that Dr. King’s New Discovery
is undoubtedly the best Cough remedy; that
he has used it in his family for eight years,
and it has never failed to do all that is
claimed for it. Why not try a remedy so
long tried and tested. Trial bottles free at
A. A. Howes & Co.’ Drug Store. Regular
sizes 50 cents and $1.00.

Learned

Mnemonics.
Professor A.—Do
you know, I Hud it difficult to remember the
ages of my children!
Professor B.—I have no such trouble. I
was born 2,300 years after Socrates, my wife
1,800 years after the death of Tiberius Ciesar;
our sou John 2,000 years after the entrance
into Rome of Titus Sempronius Gracchus
for the re-enactment of the “leges Liciniae,”
and our Amanda 1,500 years after the begin-

ning of the Folk-wandering—that is perfectly simple, you see. [ Fliegende Blaetter.
Did

the matter under advisemeut
VV1" he decided later on, wliile
guns hack to jail.
[Bangor Daily

;tSH

^Stine’s

<
t
w
1-,
t

i|
f..
v,

ii

Ever

Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for your
troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get
relief. This medicine has been found to be
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of
all Female Complaints,exerting a wonderful
and direct influence in giving strength and
toue to the organs.
If you have Loss of Appetite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
Spells, or are Nervous, SI iepless, Excitable,
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells,
Electric Bitters is the medicine you need.
Large bottles only fifty cents at A. A.
Howes & Co.’ Drug Store.

Misapprehended. “Miss Barretts,” said
suddenly, “I must see your
father concerning something very dear to
me; something that may affect my whole
the young man,

candidate for Councilman
more than four weeks age.
Do you think he
will vote for me?”
[Chicago Dispatch.

my

name

To

fj;,

Yo

invalid, the good, part holds;
four months jail sentence is
issuing of the warrant it life”yC*-it The
the clerk of courts might not
“Dear me; this is so sudden!” said the
'hat promptly, hut that circum- young woman.
1
gbt easily be explained.
The
“Why, not so very sudden. I announced
Tbe

i

Treasure.

Canajoliarie, N. Y., says
that he always keeps Dr. King’s New Discovery in the house and his family has al-

homeward journey,
feet shall enter
1

Household

1>. W. Fuller of

louds of sunset
wings about them,

"terual

[Indianapolis Journal.

pellers.”

m

ag.

ca-

Centennial

pitching pennies

con-

Yeast—Yes, I believe it is.
Well, I see a New York drygoods store
has two cologne fountains as attractions.”
“Certainly.”
“Well, why do they allow them to throw
up a cent?”
[Yonkers Statesman.

You make, no mistake, when you buy daltu.n’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
dalton's family pills.
says so,
and “what everybody says must be true.”

Everybody

“We
church

to

mean

penny social at the
Watts.
Mr. Watts.
gives a penny for every

try

a

time,” said Mrs.
“And what’s that?” asked
next

“Every

woman

year of her age.”
“Better make it a penny for every year
she is under seventy. Then the contributions will be long instead of short.”
[In-

diauapolis Journal.

No-To-Bac, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.

the

His Source of Bread and Butter. “Are
you going to support your party in its new
platform?” asked the anxious inquirer. “I
support my party?” said the professional
politician. “My dear sir, you have got things
mixed.
What I expect is for my party to
support me, as it has done for years.”
[Washington Evening Star.

of

M

<

you have

Crimsonbeak—Is
sidered gambling?

Burklen’s Arnica Salve.
Exertion Required. “1 had the best kind
chance,” remarked Mr. Dismal Dawson,
The Best >alve in the world for Cuts,
as he held out his cup for a little more coffee, \
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

silent

silence dreary—

eie

sure

tarrh; and should (immediately) resort to
Ely’s Cream Balm for a cure. The remedy
will give instant relief.

d t.lieir

si.

Newlywed,

Important Facts.
If you have dull and heavy pain across
forehead and about the eyes; if the nostrils
are frequently stopped up and followed by a

have deepened
idesw ept onward

sunsets

Mr.

were

“there will only he twelve,
[ as my wife and I are one.” [Detroit Free
Press.
;

lioont

'MS

■

row

-.ippointmeiiT,

■

i-

eleven people at dinner when
Mrs. Newlywed arrived.
said
the hostess, “there will be
“Oil,”
thirteen at the table!”
dear
"My
madam, you are mistaken,” said
There
Mr. and

eet

and
'■

fPick-Me-Up.

It’s all over town now and I’m a victim!
What.
The Grippe!
Well who’s afraid ot
the Grippe when they have Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam in the house. Take it
and help to get the Grippe out of town.

loves’ altar,

'•

Celebration.

'"'pcs to have the only man, so far
ii..mi, who bears the same name aS
its centennial celebration this
's
coming clear from the other
being a member of the
Parliament.
The Rockland
'i i/. t t,*
hears that a year or two ago
1,1 vi«ited
! V1"
England and France
could lind any relatives, and
'"tdand
he, by chance, picked up a
I
'n that found an article on the
,_>lstine written by Noah Brooks.
"'cutely wrote Mr. Brooks the facts
,loncd. An invitation has been
attend the anniversary and he
d possible.

Agriculture.

at

For

keeping everything
bright and clean about
the

a

member of the

A choice
cake of Olive
Oil Soap will
I found in each paek=
age of IVORINE

/

Pow=J
j/
der.

for

of

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered .‘
..§
Loans on bond anti mortgage (first

liens)

as

the

a

Sufferers

of Rheumatism.

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
time in my practice I take great pleasin saying that it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
only one I have found for the cure of this
disease in all its various forms.
6m41
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
some
ure

1

Winter of 1835.
March 31, 1H35, Rev. Caleb Bradley, who
resided in West-brook at that time, now
Deering, made this entry in his diary: The
last day of March, a summer-like day, Mrs.
B. and I went to Falmouth in a sleigh, a
Been quite good sleighvery pleasant ride.
ing since the 23d of November, four months
and eight days.

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
1795.
A

drowsy drone;
garden sweet;
And, all alone,
A

kirtle neat,
So deft and prim,
To guide the reel,
With sunshine in her dovelike eyes
The maid Priscilla daily plies
Her wheel.
1895.
A noisy street,
Or lane or park,
Where cyclists meet
By day or dark ;
In bloomers clad,
From heel to heel,
And resolution in her eyes,
The modern maiden deftly plies
Her wheel.
[Monroe H. Rosenfeld.
In

Cascarets-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed to
Cure Constipation, sold by Kilgore & Wilson.
Her Voluntary Act.

“You sign this deed
of your own free will, do you madam?” asked the notary public.
“What do you mean by that?” demanded
the large, liorid-faced woman.
“I mean there has been no compulsion on
the part of your husband, has there?”
“Him?” she ejaculated, turning to look at
the meek little man sitting behind her. “I’d
like to see him try to compulse me!”
[Chicago Tribune.
An Old and

Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr46

An

occasional

..

the company

Xo man is smart
when lie is drunk.

enough

a

to be

Every married
talked too much

man

realizes

vitality, that it

Hoiyoke

was a

of

Salem,

after his wife dies does a widentertain new thoughts of
love? Some people say a widower is just
as unreliable in this respect as a widow.
soon

begin

to

190,267 31

_

Blanding

Levi Spkahi

k,

Pres. Low

.\1 .Ti

aiui

99

KK.Sccy

Loans on
>i'Mis,
.> 1 t'.l .CidQ
Stocks and bonds owned bv the company, tuarket value
354.854
Loans secured by collaterals.
23,150
Ca-di in the company's principal office
and in bank
42,252
Interest due and accrued.
7,4.5i1
Premiums in due c mrsc of colled ion.
22..592
Personal loans
7s sop

$41,424,758 00.

...

..

Estate...§ 52,275 00
Mortgages
Io6.25o no
Ronds, stocks, etc.
683 24o 25
Interest accrued, etc.—..
11,6 15 :;s
Premiums, due, gro-s..1,728 no
Cash.
10,729 v>9
§808,838

...

..

Aggregate..: all the admitted

08

of the Co

LIABILITIES.

Ref erred for re-insurance..§309,405 40
Unpaid losses
1,57002
Commissions
l. 1 97 50
Guaranty Capital.
inn,000 00
Dividends and return premiums, due,
2,395 85
SurplusTjver all liabilities. 454,109 59

at

j

I>

oo
00
00

02
75
44
oo

assets

their actual value

Ll A HI LIT I ES

S«;p'».7:;x 21

31,1X9.5.

it I >1 it l'l;

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
1,010 54
Amount requ'i.-d
safeiy re insure
ail outstanding risks
.I29.S'Jl 2t>
AH other demands against the eoi ipany. viz: commissions, etc.
7.:’, 1 1 49

...

..

..

Total

amount

of

liabilities, except

capital stock and net surplus
33-S.S19 29
Surplus beyoml capital.. ...51,91 s >2

43

..

This

Company pays .lie following dividends:
On policies for one year...25 per cent.
On policies for three years.5o per cent.
On policies for five years.70 per cent.
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast, Me. 3t6

Aggregate amount of liabilities, in
eluding net■surplus...
..o-c.io.TP.X 21
J A TIES PATTEE, Belfast,

Agent.

•>

Ab-traet of Hie \nnual Statement of I lit

Metropolitan

The

Plate Glass Ins. Co.

/ETNA

of New York, N. Y.
Incorporated and Commenced Business in 1874.
Eugene H. Winslow, l’res.
S. Wm. Burton, Secy.
Capital paid up In lash, $100,000 00.

RHEUMATISM
for which S.S.S. is the most reliable cure. A few
bottles will afford relief where all else has failed.
I suffered from a severe attack of Mercurial
arms and legs being swollen
to twice their natural size, causing the most
excruciating pains. J spent hundreds of dollors
without relief, but after taking a few bottles of
I improved rapidly ami am
now a well man..completely cured. T can heartily
recommend it to any one
sneering from this painful
disease. \Y. F. DALEY,
Brooklyn Elevated R. R.
Our Treatise on Blood and Skit; Diseases mailed free to anv
address.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Ga.

31, 1895.
Real estate unincumbered.§150.non
Stocks and bonds, market value. 212,671

On the 31st dav of December, 1895, made
STATE OK MAINE.

Cash in office and in bank
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection,
Plate glass on hand to replace losses,
Accounts due for glass sold
..

Aggregate of all the admitted
of

the

Co. at

I

State of Maine.

the

miimencel Business 1819.
Wm. B f'LAKK, President.
" H. Kino,
Secretary.

00
50

Capital Paid up in Lash. $4,000,000.00.

38.557 76
383 33
45,926 5i
1.477 18
890 12

assets 1 >i:<-1: mkhr 31, 1895.
Ileal estate owned by the emupany,
unincumbered.
..290,000 00
Loans on bond and mortgage 1 first
liens;.
30,000 00
Stocks and bonds •.wiied by the company. market value..'. 9,.'>2H,of>s 00
Loans secured b\ collaterals
5 i:id 00
< ash in the
company's pme-ipal office
and in bank
752.512 97
Interest due and accrued..
197 m
Premiums in dm- course of collect ion.
5:4,ni •.*♦»

assets

theii actual value.§449,906. 39

LIABILITIES OI.I I.MEEK

to

Incorporated 1819.

ASSETS D EC EMB ER

Rheumatism,'my

INSURANCE COMPANY,
HARTFORD, CONN.,

..

31, 1895.

Net amount oi unpaid losses and
claims
2,000 < >0
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks.
132,759 58 |
All other demands, vi>.: commissions,
etc.
17,261 061

...

Aggregate of all the admitted
of tin* company

j

their ac-t

at

n

liabilities i»i:n:jiBEi:

asu-ts

tl

a

uc.sii

gg

d.

-—

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
s
:59s.-.7519
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks. ..;/>77,89S 78
All other demands against the company, viz commissions, etc
103,17981

j

|

....

Total

familiarity

amount

liabilities, except

of

capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash
Surplus beyond capital
..

3.012.051 78
4,000.00000
;.112.*02 10

Aggregate amount of liabilities in811,1)55,513 88
cluding net surplus
FIELD & WEST. Agents, Belfast Me.
5
....

Bangor

!
j
i
I
;

The Nose and
No.

’44!*

Throat,

Newbury St.,

(Near Corner

of

Fairfield St.)

BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by
Oct., 1895 lyr45*

history
study
Bangor

establishing

liabilities, ineitid

31, 1X9,5.
bond and mortgage (first

Maine,

nal,

of

Traders & Hechanics Insurance Co.
of Lowell, Mass.
Incorporated and Coinm-nced Business in 1848

j

Bangor expiring
April.
Blanding
everything pertaining

ing

■

ATWOOD, \irent. Winterport.
JA.1ES PATTEE,
Belfast.

§808,838 08

}

185,458 60
200,00 0Q
:;u,3«l 39

ipital.

Assi-ns ni■:*.i;mhi;i:

Contingent assets. §607,414

•——

8,<i58 61

I RI;I)

Real

Is the result of the usual treatment of blood
disorders. The system is filled vs ith Mercury and
Potash remedies—more to be dreaded than the
disease—and in a short while is in a far worse
condition than before. The common result is

20,3;o 05
150,473 94

surplus.<415,839

CASH ASSETS.

Restores Health

<■

A "<;• tv irate amount
in^r net

Com’y j

WALDO SS.- To tlie Sheriffs of our respective
j Total liabilities,
Counties or either of their Deputies,
except capital stock
l.s.
and net surplus. 152,02o 44
Greeti m;
We command vou to attach the goods
loo,non no
Capital actually paid up in cash
or estate of JOSEPH STOl’SLAM) of Stockton
Surplus beyond capital. 197,885 95
Springs, in said County of Waldo, or late of said !
Stockton Springs, now out of the State, to the
Aggregate amount, of liabilities, invalue of thirty dollars, and summon the defendcluding net surplus .§449,906 39
ant, (if he may be fo nd within your recinct to
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast.
3t.6
For Fish and Game Commissioner.
appear before ourtoJustices of our Supreme Judicial Court, next
!>(. holden at Belfast within i
NEW
INS.
CO.
HAflPSHlRE
FIRE
and or said County of Waldo, on the third Tu s I
EDWARD M.
BLANDING OF BANGOK A !
day of October, A. 1» 1895, then and there in our
of Manchester, N. H.
CANDIDATE FOIi COMMISSIONER OF INsaid Court to answer unto the inhabitants ofjsaid
Incorporated in 1869.
Stockton Springs, in a plea of debt, for that the
LAND FISHERIES AND GAME.
Commenced Business in 1870.
saiil Joseph Stousland, on the first day of Apri
At the suggestion of friends Edward M. A. I). 1893, at said Stockton
Springs, was an in- J no. C. French, Pres (1e<>. E. Kendall, Sec.
of
has decided to be a habitant of said town Stockton Springs and liable
Capital paid up In ( ash, $800,000 00
candidate for Commissioner of Inland to taxation therein; and was then and there the
owner of real estate situate in said town, and in
Fisheries and Game for the State of
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
possession of the same, and then and there Josiah
the term of Commissioner Wentworth of F Hicliborn, E. H. Crocker and E ('. Berry were Real estate unincumbered.$
44,250 00
the
elected
and
duly
legally qualified assessors of Loans on bond and mortgage (first
in
said t »wn, and did duly and legally assess upon
liens)..$ 689,476 (50
Mr.
is an enthusiastic lover of the real estate of said
defendant twelve dollars
Stocks and bonds, market value— 1,374,085 0(5
and fifty-four cents as his proportion of the town
to the rod and gun,
Loans secured by collaterals
66.70000
has made many trips into the woods, has taxes, and the one proportion of the state and Cash in office and in bank.
100,345 (‘>7
county taxes alloted to said town for the year then
Premiums
in
due
course of collection
15
168,061
an intimate
with Maine’s lead- current, and the said assessors
thereafterwards,
sporting regions, and has given much to wit, on the eleventh day of May, A. I). 1893, did Aggregate of all the admitted assets at actual value.$2,342,918 48
time and thought to the protection and make a perfect list thereof, and* of a’l the taxes
of said town under their hands, and did commit
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
and preservation of the game of the for- the same to David N.
Berry, who was then and
ests and the fish of our lakes and streams.
there the duly elected and qualified collector of Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
123,632 54
Natural
has been for years a favor- said town, with a warrant of that date in due
form of law, under their hands. And the plainAmount required to safely re-insure
ite
with him and at his home in tiffs aver that
all outstanding risks.. '.
payment of said taxes had been
867,664 33
he has one of the most extensive duly demanded of said defendant, by said collec- All other demands, viz: commistor, prior to the commencement of this suit.
sions, etc.
33,(512 23
private museums in Maine.
Whereby and by reason of the statutes in such
The Industrial Jour- cases
Upon
Total amount of liabilities, except
made and provided, an action hath ac
with which Mr.
has been crued to the plaintiffs to have and recover of
capital stock and net surplus. 1,024,909 10
said defendant the said sum of twelve dollars and
800.000 00
Capital actually paid up in cash...
associated from its inception, he
cents with interest thereon. Yet though
Surplus beyond capital
518,009 38
rated a Fish and Game department, it be- fifty-four
often requested, the said defendant the same has
Aggregate amount of liabilities, inthe first department of its kind in any not paid, but neglects and refuses so to do; to the
cluding net surplus..$2,342,918 48
Maine paper. About two and a half years damage of said plaintiffs, as they saw the sum of
FIELD & WEST. Agents, Belfast.
3t0
thirty dollars, which shall then and there be made
the to
ago he was instrumental in
appear with other due damages. And have vou
UNITED STATES BRANCH OK THE
Maine Sportman, an illustrated
there this writ, with your doings therein.
Witness John A. Peters, Esquire, at Belfast,
devoted to fish and game, and is on its ediWESTERN ASSURANCE COHRANY
the sixth day of July, in the year of our Lord
torial staff.
lie is Vice-President for one thousand
of Toronto, Canada.
eight hundred and ninetv-five.
Maine of the National Game, Bird and
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
Incorporated and Commenced Business in 1851.
Fish Protective Association and is a memGeo. A. Cox, Pies. J. J. Kdnnv, Vice Pres.
Waldo ss. Supreme Judicial

The worst thing you can say of a man
is that he is a thoroughbred: it means
that he will stay up when he wants to go
to bed, and drink whisky when he does
not want it.
[Atchison Globe.

Surplus beyond

Mass.

=

...8115,839 99

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus.
Capita! actually paid up in cash

4',406 21

.....

Risk,

of

assets

their actual value

at

1.1 A B1 l.I I IES I»I < E M HEI{ 3 i, 1895.
Xetamoum of unpaid losses and claims,
Am -nut required
salelv rc nsntv ..II
outstanding risks
All other deniiindsa^ainst tbe compan •,
viz: commissions, etc ..’

..

After a man has been sick a week, his
wife looks worse than he does, from taking care of him.

iiow

the company

Incorporated in 1843.
Amount at

Dr. Miles’ Nervine

tells you a story lie thinks is
and you do not laugh at it, he will
hate you.

ower

Aggregate of all the admitted

992,091 43

JTutual Eire Insurance

A deaT friend

a man

When you tell a man a secret, and say
to him, “Don’t say anything about it,"
you simply give him notice that he knows
something to tell.

265,Ml

of
their actual value.. .$2,242,203 45
DECEMBER 31, 1895.

FIFTY-SECOND ANNUAL STATEMENT
January I, |s!*6.

question if I could
advised me to try
go
Hr. Miles9 Restorative Nervine.
I took 2 bottles and am happy to say, I am
in better health than ever. I still continue
Its occasional use, as a nerve food,
as my work is very trying.
A letter addressed to Milwaukee, Wis., will reach me.”
Juno 6,1894.
Mrs. Laura C. Phoenix.
Dr. Miles’ Nervine is sold on a positive
guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
All druggists seli it at $1,6 bottles for $5, or
it will be sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, ind
my

funny,

Watch any man awhile, and you will
discover that he has a hone hidden somewhere that he runs off every little while
to dig up.

1

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus ..$2,242,203 45 !
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast, He.
5
I

I became so debilitated and nervous
from sleeplessness and the drafts made on

he

A man can’t talk back when a woman
abuses him, hut he does something which
is worse: he remembers.

1.1,211

amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus
1,228.365 05
Capital actually paid up in cash.
500,1 00 00
Surplus beyond capita!
513,838 40

Listen to any man talk five
minutes, and
you will learn that he is being imposed
upon.
If

..

118,76118

assets

always hope
wile.

..

Total

“LaGrippe,”

re-

hear that a man is sick, we
that he has a good natured

Phoenix, flilwaukee, Wis.

The inmates had the
and I was one of the first. Resuming duty
too soon, with the care of so many sick, I
did not regain my health, and in a month

men.

we

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Real estate owned by tin* company, nnincum ered..
.§ 8,70000
Loans on bond and mortjrajre first li ns i." 47,480 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.
.'. 209.841 00
Loans secured by collaterals.
4.000 00
Cash in the company’s principal office
and in bank...
'32,.'80 85
Interest due and accrued.
2,030 31
Premiums in due c urse of collection...
50,6(183

1,596,155 14
o,930 00

amount of unpaid losses and
clail»S.
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc..

“Matron of a Benevolent Home
and knowing the good Dr. Miles’ Nervine
has done me, my wish to help others, overcomes my dislike for the publicity, this
letter may give me.
Iu Nov. and Dec,, 1S93,

during his engagement.
It isn’t* man’s good qualities that get
him into swell society: it is the
scarcity of
When

Capital Paid up in Cash, $200,000.

48,219 86

.....

funny

that

Commenced business in 1885.
Frank .Tones, President.
A. F. Howard, Secretary.

Net

man

If you want to be a man, your lirst
solve should lie to pay your debts.

at

LIABILITIES

on.

M^SS,
appointment onlv.

—

A RHEUMATIC CURE

Blanding

inaugu-

THAT IS

ing

ber of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and
Game Association.
He has also been
prominently identified with the Board of
Trade interests of the State, having assisted in the organization of the State
Board of Trade, and is at present Secletary of the Maine State Board of Trade
Bureau of Statistics, as well as Secretary
of the Bangor Board of Trade.

ers

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Court,)
January Term, 1896.
j
Inhabitants of Stockton Springs vs. Joseph

St oustand.
And now it appearing to the Court, that the defendant has not had sufficient notice, it is Ordered, that notice of the pendency of this action
be given to the said defendant by publishing an
attested copy of the plaintiffs’ writ, with this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publication
to be not less than thirty days before the next
term of this Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for the County of Waldo, on tlie third
Tuesday of April, 1896, that he may then and there
appear and answer to said suit! if he shall see
cause.
Attest:—TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
A true copy of writ and order of Court thereon.
3w6
Attest:—TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

TREASURER’S NOTICE.
Non-ltesldent Taxes In the town of Liberty, In the
fount) of Waldo, for the )ear, 1894 :
following list of taxes on real estate of nonresident owners in the town of Libert), for
the year 1894, in bills committed to A. P. CARGILL, collector of said town, on the 28th day of
September, A. I). 1894, has been returned by him
to me as remaining unpaid on the 28th day of
September, A. L). 1895, by his certificate of that
date, and they now remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury of said
town within eighteen months from the date of
commitment of said bills so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges will,
without further notice, be sold at public auction
at Mathew’s & Young’s store in said town, on the
22d day of February, 1896, at 2 o’clock p. m.
B. C. Knowlton. Homestead, State farm, Mass.;
District No. 2; 150 acres; north by land of „T .<>
Knowlton. J. W. Knowlton and L. F. Ludwick;
east by Walter Knowlton -r unknown; south by
land of L. F. Ludwick; west by pond; Atwood
lot, 25 acres; meadow lot, 14 acres; amount of
tax, *36.17.
Maria Edwards.
Homestead. Libertyville; 55
acres; District No. 4; value, *600; amount of
S. T. YOUNG,
tax, *4.80.
Treasurer of the town of Liberty, Maine.
January 4, 1896.—3w5

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value_'_ $1,108.107
20,000
Mortgages.
Cash in the company's principal office and in bank.
214 304
Premiums in due course of collection
274,740
Bills receivable.
33,977
...

A

..

FIELD &

THE

SALE

BY.

,V. HOWES A: CO.

The BULL EXILE OF BEL! AST, V>. 41.400,
American Jersey Cattle ( lull Register, is
my
stable in South Belfast forservier
Terms sl.(X),
lb- is b\ ('..nma's
to be paid at time of service,
Exile; lie by Maine's Exile, "JO.Olid, .up «*t' Fine
Tree Corona, "»4J>0B Maine’s Exile is b\ Exile of
St. Lambert, out of Exile’s sweeps. Pine Tree
('orona is by BuiVer’s S.m, 21,1(51, out I Pine Tree
Farmers wishing to improve their
Mary, IC..BLU
Bm4
stock should give him a call.

98
00

25
25
50

ELIJAH PHILLIPS, South Belfast.

31, 1895.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks
All other demands, viz: commissions, etc.
Total liabilities,except capital stock
and net surplus.
Surplus beyond liabilities.
3t0

CURE.

.FOR

Aggregate of all the admitted assets of the company at their actual value.,. .’.$1,651,129 98
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

A

!

starting
monthly

For upwards of two years the publishof McClure’s Magazine have been
quietly gathering material and pictures
for a new life of General Grant.
They
believe that they have made a larger
collection of portraits of Grant (many of
them rare)and other pictures relating to his
life, than has ever been made before. This
Only One Difficulty.
biography will bring out the real Grant
in the same vivid, thorough, and interestWith their usual lack of a good subing manner as Lincoln is present in the
ject for conve rsation, a group of women “Life” now
running in McClure’s. They
were discussing lately what death
they have been fortunate in securing the cowould prefer to die.
of Col. F. D. Grant, who has
One preferred drowning, another heart operation
most of his father’s papers.
disease, a third strangling. One who
poses as very clinging and soulful said,
with a Beardsleyesque languish, that she
1,557 Bottles in Three Days.
thought she’d “like to be kissed to death.”
The sales of True’s Pin Worm Elixir,
The remark was repeated to Mrs.
manufactured by Dr. J. F. True & Co.,
Craigie, who was immediately extremely Auburn, Me., for
the first three days of 1890
curious to see the woman who said it. amounted to
1,557 bottles. The manufacture
One night at the theatre Mrs. Craigie’s of this old, standard family remedy was behostess said: “There, in the second box, is gun nearly a half century ago and the demand for it has steadily increased until in
the woman who wanted to be kissed to
1895 there were sold nearly 40,000 bottles.
death.
What do you think of her?”
These
figures speak volumes for the efficacy
“That worann,” exclaimed Oliver, “I
of the Elixir in curing diseases of children,
should think she’d have trouble to find
and of the faith that the mothers of America
au executioner.”
[New York Herald.
have in it.

Children

Aggregate of all the admitted

CATCH IT.

drubbing does

Of Portsmouth, N. H.
Incorporated in 1885.

193,414 20

..

Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.
Loans secured by collaterals..
Cash in tile company’s principal ofiice
and in bank.. ...!..
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection,

In “Charley’s Aunt,” the real aunt
tells a story when the women are assembled alone after dinner that is
very silly
and flat, hut which is supposed to illustrate the kind of stories women tell.
Don’t you for a moment believe it. When
women get together who are
congenial,
which means they can see a point without
Sitting shocked, they tell stories that
would make the
men
scream.
And
they know barrels of them, too.

good.

Granite State Fire Insurance Company

Conn.

Capital Paid up in Cash, $500,000.

legislature.

MEN

Hartford,

Commenced Business in 1872
Charles B. Whiting,
President.
a
m
J
ks U. Taintok,
Secretary.
Howard W. Cook,
Asst. Secretary.

The notion

T1IE

wa.w

The J. 15. V* 1LT.IAT*iS <'<).. (iln^tonbury, €onu.(
Ma'.ers of Wi!!i.ims* Famous Shaving Soaps.
G3“hist of Choice I’r
in I'r>
Rr.jnest.
;.;i

ORIENT INSURANCE COHPANY

during leap

NOW

i

I

j

\ Washing

A woman has the same unsatisfied feelfor a. man who was once sweet on
her,
and then discontinued his
attentions, that
she has for a love story that she was'
preveuted from finishing.

A.NI)

\
l*e\

\

Charity Suffereth Long.”

Mrs. Laura C.

—

fvorine

jf

/

Incorporated in 1867.

that women only propose
year, is a mistake.
Every
woman who is
married, has a great deal
to do in
it
about.
The
men are
bringing
great chumps with women: a smart woman
can marry
any man who will call on her.

Pans

NOTHING* EQUALS

arranged
Thursday, February 20th, at Topsham;
Friday, 21st, at East Poland; Saturday,
February 22d, at Turner Center.

“For

Clothes,

—

Floors,

and Pails

evening meetings.

Institutes have also been

house

Dishes,

ing

called Broad
tii ! "i' many years and repm
u f te (ienerai Court.
11e
then

a

of

There are few things that women
agree
upon, but one of them is that any old Tuan
who takes a young woman for liis second
wife, ought to be ashamed of himself.

memory

this

in

Board

anyway.
A woman who occasionally finds somenew
to
thing
eat, and cooks it respectably,
lias a greater show to
distinguish herself

.llgtoll
.'Miss

Maine

A two days farmers’ institute will be
An ugly woman can get uglier than
held in Town Hall, Union, February 18th
any
J
other thing on earth.
and 19th, with the following programme:
Tuesday, 1.30 p. M., “Dairy Form and
We wish we were a woman: a
woman
Breeding,” illustrated by the use of cows
can improve her looks so much.
upon the stage, by Prof. G. M. Gowell of
It is all right for a woman to
keep a Orono.
cow who also
7.30 r. M., “Dairy Feeds and Feeding.”
keeps her husband.
by F. S. Adams of Bowdoin.
A woman marries a man not
because
Wednesday, 10.00 a. m., “Dairy prosshe loves him, but because she is
poor.
pects,” by Secretary Melveen.
1.30 P. m. “Dairy Methods,” by Ernest
When a woman gives a
party, she also
gives the neighbors an opportunity to talk Hitchcock of Pittsford, Vermont.
7.30 P. M., best methods of handling
about her.
milk and cream for the farm or the creamWhenever tlie women rave about a
girl
ery, by Prof. Gowell.
and say she is pretty, it is a
sign that she
Exhibit of Dairy Implements by Kenis not pretty.
dall & Whitney and A. L. & E. F. Goss
Exhibit of butter to be sampled and
No girl in love is pretty: a girl in love Co.
begins to show some worry that distin- scored by Prof. Gowell.
Public
cordially invited. Good music
guishes a setting hen.

A woman might as well
propose, for
after she has been married
eight or ten
years, her husband says she did,

Kithorn,

i•

Women.

FIRST, OF COURSE.

Almost all married men are better off
than their old bachelor friendsthe women deserve some credit.

prettily decorated in laven-

s

Men and

financially

parlor coffee was served by
il
Sargent anil two assistMtnng room fruit punch was
Mrs. Charles A. Ring.
The

I

LADIES

at

When a woman goes off to visit her kin
she is sometimes iniiuenced more
by
hunger than by affection.

to-day.

"l

Sights

176.744 86

916,780 75
35.835 67

take orders on the road during
WANTED
the coming spring and summer.
Unequalled
chance for beginners and experienced men. VV0

■

1,129,361 28
521,768 70

§1,651,129
WEST, Agents, Belfast.

want your help and
ally for it.

98

I)o not fail

to

write

will inq to pay liber-

are

2iu2

at once

for full information.

WHITING NURSERY CO.,
457 Blue Hill Ave.,
BOSTON, MASS
~

British America Assurance

Company

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed aielief
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator jn.ss
the estate, of
"„

THF.

of Toronto, Canada.
P. H. Sims, Secy.
Cox, Pres.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Stocks and bonds, market vaine
$ 946,550 52
Cash in the company’s office and in
bank.
30,493 98

Geo. A.

Interest due ami accrued
Premiums in due course collection,
Bills receivable.

9,365

Hannah RIC LARDS,’ate of

00

177,720 50
16,089 52

Aggregate admitted assets of company at their actual value.$1,180,219 52
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims. .$ 149,294 4(5
Reinsurance fund.
594,587 93
All other demands, viz: commis41,970 54
sions, etc.....
Total

amount

of liabilities.

Surplus
FIELD &

WEST, Agents,

785,852 93
394,366 59
3i6

Belfast.

Searsmont,

in the County ol Waldo, deceased, by giving hotr.a|i'l
as the law directs; he therefore requests all per- ill
sons who are ind *bted to said deceased’s estate to ms
make immediate payment, and those who have ^
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
B\v5
settlement to him.
ALANSON («. ( ASM ELL.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate ot

THE

I

SOPH RON IA \V V LK Eli, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; lie therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlementto him.
RUFUS LITTLEFIELD.

East Searsmont. Miss Lizzie Hunt is in
Palermo. The Ladies’ Sewing Circle met
Edwin O. Chadwick’s last Saturday Belfast for a few weeks.... William Arnold
evening. A goodly number was present and spent Sunday in Camden.. Andrew Lawry
a pleasant evening
was
enjoyed-Mrs. is cutting his ice_Capt. Walter Mahoney
Hattie Clough is visiting her cousin, Cora arrived Monday.
A. Goodwin_John Black has been laid
Waldo Centre. A sleighing party left
up for two weeks with two felons on one this place
recently for the. Leonard Bro's. in
hand_L. A. Bowler has received several Knox with
everything necessary for a Leap
car loads of feed, flour, corn and phosphate
Year surprise party. A call was made on
and has filled his storehouse full. He has the
way at the pleasant residence of J. C.
sold a large quantity of corn.George Lane in
Brooks, where Mr. Lane and his
Rowe is still at work in China.Fred bride
were found entertaining their friends
Stowe has a visitor at his house who has of Brooks
village by a fagot party. On arcome to stay.
It is a little boy.
riving at their destination the tables were
Camden. Charles Higgins, employed in quickly spread and a delicious clam chowder
were served.
the Knox Woolen mill, cut his throat from with other appetizing viands
to
last
afternoon. A few After supper the time was spent in a social

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

Locals.

it

Sea is p

If it don't

at Mrs.

M.

Eugene

Burnham. O. W. Whitten and daughter
of West Old Town are visiting at Mrs. ElMr. and
vina Whitney’s for a few days.
Mrs. Emery Whitten of Pittsfield made a
brief call on Mr. Whitten’s mother Sunday
evening_Miss Annie Murray attended the
silver wedding of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Alden

Kneeland has returned to Bos-

ton.

N.
Boston.

Eaton

F.

Dr.

left Thursday by train for

Prescott Morey arrived

T.

Tuesday

evening.
Mrs. A. S.

Towle returned from Portland

of Waterville Friday evening.

Monday.
Ella A. Hopkins is visiting friends

Miss

tre

Augusta.

in

ing

succeeded in capturing the
Shaker doctor’s diamond ring.

Manly

Foote

J.

Prescott, who has been ill for
time, is slowly improving.
W. C. T Hamilton of Minneapolis and C.
F., will confer
Lodge,
degrees Friday evening. Banquet.

Sears
eral

sever-

months, returned by train Friday
ing

even-

Ridley,

ho has

w

al

There

a

>

prospect of securing

Belfast for

th-arof

a

concert to

the

Feb. 3d, which was well attended,
pany coming home with, something over $11.
The Association extend their thanks to the
good people of Morrill for the courtesies
shown them; also to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
the

Baptist

take place

Hatch for

8000.

('apt. and Mrs.

B.

Buck.-port Monday

Colcord went to

F.

cord.
Methodist

Tlie

sociable

will

meet

this,

Went-

worth.

ot

cream.

than in the previous seasonTraders, farmers and mechanics are busy in
securing ice lor home use....The excellent
sledding is facilitating the business operations of all.
Large loads of paving, kilnwood and lioop-poles are hourly arriving

teen

J. B. Edwards, who recently died at Salem. Mass., was a brother of Mrs. K. E. Patterson

the treat of ice

com-

Seh. Commerce, Capt. OrPenobscot.
cutt, arrived Feb. 3d and discharged a load
of corn, flour and cattle food for the traders.
_From the opening of navigation in
March, there were 1-4 arrivals of vessels in
Northern Bay, and 124 departures, seven-

to visit Mrs. E. D. Col-

Thursday, evening with Mrs. Abram

this town.

The Searsport National Bank secured for
its customers live thousand dollars of the

more

gov eminent bonds.

and landed on the wharves, to he shipped in
Staples returned Monday to Bucks- the spring.... Two terms of high school are
])ort, where lie is taking the course in the in session, one at North Penobscot, Miss
Annie Leach teacher, the other at South
E. M. C. Seminary.
Mr. Henry Fletcher, teacherThe Methodist society will hold their an- Penobscot,
Ezra Connor of Castine has bought the
nual snj per and entertainment Tuesday
Reuben Dunbar house and lot of Hon. Geo.
evening, Feb. Hath.
Edwin

M. Warren

Geo.

trip

Y.

to

Aul

Turgeon made
urn

a

last week in

short business
the interest of

Nichols

to

Ship Henry B. Hyde, Capt. Pliineas Pendleton, arrived at Liverpool Feb. Gtli, 109
♦lays from San Francisco.
leap year whist party was given at G.
A. R. Hall, Tuesday evening. A very enjoyable ev< ning was reported.
Capt. C. F. Carver will command the steel
ship Charles R. Flint, recently bought and
repaired by Flint & Co. of New York.
A

J. \V. Black, who has been at the Bootliby
Surgical Hospital, Boston, for treatment returned by steamer Saturday much
improved.
Geo. T. Read of Belfast has completed the
work of

introducing steam heating aparatus
the Soars port il< use, and the system
gives excellent satisfaction.

into

1 he
♦■very
visor

readings at the l nion school rooms
Friday evening, conducted hv Superof Schools Runnells, will no doubt
>

prove of

m

with his household

|

ear

great benefit to the scholars.

Next

Sunday being the nearest date to scholars gave an entertainment in the Hail, town last Thursday.... Ross
Higgins is at
Jam oln’s birthday, a collection will be taken
consisting of music, class-reading, dialogues, home from Massachusetts for a few days. It
in the morning at the
Congl. church in be- recitations and declamations. At the close ! seems good to see the “doctor” at his old
bali ot th«' American
home once more.... Bert Stevens passed SatMissionary society.
j the scholars presented their teacher with a
Holders of the Northwestern debenture silver bon-bon dish prettily engraved, “Ma‘ urday in Belfast-Mr. and Mrs. John
[
buMh here have leeeived dividends of ten
belle Paul, 18%.”.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shiite I Ward of Swanville were in town Saturday.

|

Island.

SAILED.

Feb. 9. Sell. Volant, Pendleton. Rockland.
Feb. 10. Sell. Jonathan < < ne, Rolerson, Sandy-

point.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Feb. 4, Cld, sell. Hattie C. Luce,
Heal, Trinidad ; 7, sld from City Island, sell. Siar
of the Sea, Hopkins, Barbadoes; 8, ar, schs. B. F.

Welch, Havana; Tofa, Purington,
Navassa ; Sallie I’t.m, Wheeler, Apalachicola; Celia
F., Randell, Jacksonville; 9, ar, sells. Nathan F.
Cold), Benner, Demerara; Henry S. Woodruif,
Tray nor, Port de Paix; sld, sell. Hattie C. Luce,
Trinidad; 10, ar, sell. Edward Stewart, Manzamlla; cld, ship Abner Coburn, Yokahama; bark
lolani, McClure, Honolu u
Boston, Feb 8. Cld, ship Great Admiral, New
York; sld, schs. Daylight, Philadelphia; Yale, BalPettigrew,

timore ; Daniel B. Fearing, coal port; 1) 1). Haskell, Savannah; 9, ar, schs. Electa Bailey, Thurston, New York; Art hur V. S. Woodruif, Heagan,
New York (to loan for Cayenne); 10, ar, sell. Susan
N. Pickering. Haskell, Brunswick. Ga.
Fernandiiia, Feb. 3 Sld, sell Carrie A. BuckPoint-a Pitre; 7, ski, sell. Gen.
man, Stubbs,
Adelhert Ames, Lane, New York.
Feb.
«!. Sld, sell. Helen G. Moseley,
Mobile,
Holt, Havana.
Pensacola, Feb. 2. Ar, sell Olive Pecker, Hall,

Cieiifuegos.
Newport News, Feb. 4.

Sld, sell. Gov. Ames,

Providence.

Sld, sell. Charlotte T.

Apalachicola, Feb. 10.
Sibley, Bartlett, Boston.

Brunswick. Ga., Feb. 7. Sld, bark Rose Innis,
Elizabetliport; 10, sld, bark Lizzie Carter, Dyer,
Pei til Amboy.
Darien, Ga Feb. 5. Ar, sell. .Joel F. Sheppard,
Welch, Savannah.
Hyannis, Mass., Feb. 9. l’as-ed W. schs. C. A.
White, D. B. Fearing, I>. 1* Haskell, James Rotliwell, Day light and Clara A. Donnell.
Providence, Feb. 9. Ar, sell. F. C. Pendleton,
Burgess, I'nion Island.
Vineyard Haven. Feb. 10. Ar, sell. Willie L.
Newton, Pensacola for Boston.
Pascagoula. Feb. 10. Cld, sell. Lucia Porter,
Kingston, Ja.
Feb. 9. In Hatteras Inlet, brig
Beaufort, N. (
H. B Hussey, from Boston for Charleston (with
loss «>’ sails and anchors).
New Haven, Ct
Feb. 10. Ar. sell. Levi Hart,
Pendleton, Norfolk.
Philadelphia, Feb. 10. < Id, sell. J. Holmes
Birdsall, Boston.

Those j and son and Mrs. Waldo Richards are visit- ....Mr. and Mrs. S. Roberts of Brooks visithoming the railroad series were m>t includ- ; ing relatives in Searsport.... Miss Sallie B. ed Mrs. Maud Hogan Feb. 3d....Mrs. Hated in the div idem!.
Ri‘-e returned home last, week from
Salem, tie Higgins visited ;.*t Mr. A. L. Ward’s last.
lb
O. 11. I1 eriiaid, I> IK, will deliver a Mass-C. F. Snow was in Bangor recently ; Thursday.... Mr. Frank Hogan has been
1 'bare
;r
Hali «.Ji Masonry next ; on business.... Charles Richards and wife ; suffering with a cold and sore throat for
FOREIGN PORTS.
several days.. .Miss Ida Larrabee is visit••••■!.i;g.
Members of Mariner’s spent several days of last week in Searsport. j
ing at J. H. Stevens.... We are glad to hear
Barbadoes, Jan, 13. Ar, bark Grace Lynwood,
F. S. 11 irriman was in Belfast last week
a,“l ^ ■'! i! Lodges are invited to be
that the Waido '’ouuty Pomona Grange wiII New Vork: Feb. 0, ar, sell. Mabel Jordan, Balano,
present.
buy’ g goods for his store_Many from hold its next session iu this section of the Rio Janeiro.
Kingston. Ja., Jan. 2f>. Ar, soli. Henry Crosby,
here attended the Masonic installation at county... .The nriee of hay is fiootning and
N. C.
^ hlOn, Capt. G. B. Yv’lieeler, arif potatoes and butter would follow suit Stubbs, Wilmington.
Bio Janeiro, Dec. 30. Sld, bark Tlios. J. StewStockt(»n Springs-Sociable in the hall this,
ed at \.w York, Feh.
be
there would
a genera! r< juicing; hut with
9i.h, from Apalachiart. Blake. Barbadoes.
Thursday, evening. All are invited. P*-tatoes at 15 cts per huaiiel and butter at
Demerara, .Ian. 20. Ar, sell. Lizzie B. Willey,
i;lral'C 'V. H. West will leave next
George Small is at home from Massachusetts lb cts. per pound, wili some one picas--tell Ki' ci s, New York.
"'■’ I' T" :,g!'iii Take eommami of
the srhoonLoud. n. Feb. G. Sld, ship S. I). Carleton, Amsus how farmers are to pay their taxes’’....
for a visit-C. F. Snow has cut. and stored
■
be
O. F. Prentiss of Ivwell, M tss., ha
sold bury. New York.
aria-mpanied by his daughter lot) tons of ice for his
Liverpool, Feb. 0. Ar, ship Henry B. Hyde,
use the coming sumout his farm stock here, consisting of H daiyy
Ida.
San F ancisco.
mer.... Charles A. French has
cows
>
and
2
t
Hiram Me Muster of
built
hogs.
lately
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 5.
In port, ship Cora, FairIi'-v. O, J f. l'Vrnalil has been
Wood bairn, fiom Pensacola; barks J.H. Bovvers. Mabolding a se- a substantial hen house and will rai-e Burnham for £200; a!so 21 sheep to
of I'nitv for £73; very good prices consider- guee. for Boston James G. Pendleton (Nor ) Abran- s ol
mi*, tings in this
»*is]m*1
village, aid- chickens this spring to fill it.
j
1;,‘v
*‘
M. Buffum, tin*,
ing tin; hard times. He wili have souk-one liamsen, from Tadousac; Vilora H. Hopkins,
evangelist,
;'.vII..,: k. (I sue.i
I occupy the house and intends keeping the
Wakely. for Boston.
will:
ss.
One hundred pen iProspect Ferry.
Miss Lena Crockett
Rosario, .Ian. 3
Sld, sol). Georgia Gilkey, Bosfarm at present.
^ nts o:*\
He returned to Mass..
!>.*« 11 to the altar foi
ton ; 10, ar, bark Thomas Goddard, Buenos Ayres.
prayers and dosed a very successful term of ten weeks’
W< dnesday.... Mrs. George Ward was tak- n
others stood up lor the same
Sourabaya, Dec. 29. Ar. bark Serrano, Hong
purpose. The school here last
has in.t been so shaken in
Friday. Miss Crockett is sick Monday night, and medical attendanla Kong
years. Mr.
was summoned.
Bull uni is a mighty man ol God.
She is quite ill with <•
In port, bark Beatrice
Turk’s Island, Feb. 2.
loved by all her scholars and it is
hoped she
A. S. Rand of Stetson was in
Havener, for Sandy Hook (to sail about 8tli)
grippe
A family of former
Searsporters, who de- may teach here again. The scholars not ab- town last week oil business.
MARI N E Ai ISO ELL A N V.
sent a day during the term were Vinnie
serve sueress il
diligence in business warHarriman, Hattie Harriman, Albert Avery,
ranis it, is E. I). Black and
sons, located at
the corners of Main and Emmerson
streets Percy Harding, Harvard Harding, Otis Ginn,
Mass.
James C. and his father Frank
Melrose,
Harding, Herman Avery, Willard
nave bought the Lowell stock and
are keepHarding and George Bennett_The Ladies’
ing a first class grocery and market in
the
Circle met with Mrs. George Avery Feb 5th.
Gates store, while Charles E. and John
H.
are employed In Mrs. S. O.
Eh|ridge in her Thirty-six were present and an extra good
grocery across the way. Thus all are at
time was enjoyed by all. Miss Martha Harwork within a stones throw of each
other,
ami by their upright
dealings have secured* riman’s original song about the poverty
the esteem and respect of the
large commu- party was very laughable. Miss H. cannot
nity l*y which they are surrounded and from be beat for
anything of that kind. The next
" ! "Hi
they command a fair share of patronCircle will meet with Mrs. George Wescott
age.
Feb. 19th. The gentlemen will lurnish the
Among the arrivals at the Searsport House supper, and the best
part of it is that they
the past week were the
following: Frank have to cook it themselves_.Miss Phebe
T Grows, Portland; B. W. Flint, Belfast;
Parker of Oldtown visited at Mrs. Jessie
C. C. Whitcomb, Monroe; J. A.
Vickery,
Bangor; It. Philbrook, New York; J. A. Harding’s Feb. 8th and 9th_Mrs. WhiteMitchell, Rockland; Henry Fazen, New house of Bucksport. is stopping at Capt. A.
York; Jas. U. Kellogg, Boston; Charles A. S. Wilson’s for a few
weeks....A box soand facts are serious
but it
Lynch, Bangor; Geo. Perkins, Bangor; F. E.
Burns, Portland; G. P. Lombard, Belfast; ciable was held at the sehoolhouse Feb. 8th.
M. S. French, Boston; C. O.
is necessary to consider them.
Sibley, Bangor; Games were played for awhile, then the
L. S. Wheel, r, Thomaston; C. It. Gannon, boxes were
drawn by the men, who took
Boston: M. F. Huxley, Bangor; W. S. DaRoyal Baking Powder is shown
the U. S.
vidson, Bangor; H. A. Williams, Bangor; J. supper with the lady whose name was found
A. Chadwick, Boston; Geo. V.
in the box. The married ones seemed to
Government
tests
to
160.6
cubic
inches of
Turgeou,
enjoy
Auburn; O. C. Cietehell, Bangor; F. .1. Cay- it as well as the
and boys. Nothing
girls
Brewei
tiug,
; H. H. Pereival, Boston, Thos.
gas per oz.
like having a change ouce in awhile. SureJ. Dennison, Boston.
alum
will admit that eating at the
The
were shown to
ly,
about
everyone
Col. L. I). Carver and the large
delegation table 1,095 times a year with the same man
from Rockland and vicinity
60
inches.
going to the 29th
cubic
is monotonous, let him be ever so handsome.
Annual Encampment of the Department of
Maine, G. A. It at Bangor in the Colonel’s
Is it not economy to use the
even
Unity. Dr. Emerson has sold his pracinterest as candidate for Commander, have
tice and good will to Dr. J. E Cook of Newsecured steamer Catherine and with a band
the
alum
do
cost
but
half
as
on hoard will leave Rockland
Monday the port, formerly of Troy. Dr. Emerson inJ7th inst at 12 JO, reaching
in time tends to
much
?
Buckspcrt
{.o to Baltimore to study surgery.
to take the train for Bangor,
arriving the
same evening.
They will take on board the Dr. Cook will occupy the Fogg place_Ada
Royal is a pure cream of tartar
delegates along the bay and river, who, it is Whitney has begun a private school with
said, unanimously favor the Colonel for De- about 20 scholars... .Mr.
recommended
health officers and
Walker
has
Harry
partment Commander. If all the posts send
to Plattsvi lie, Wisconsin, to visit his
as many representatives as the
Searsnort gone
because
of the healthful
members claim, ami all are as solid for C ir- parents-Mrs. li. B. Rice is still on the
ver, it looks as though lie would have a
sick list.... Mrs. A. A. Lane 1ms gone to
it
to the food.
walk over on tile, first ballot, notwithstanding the fact that there are live candidates in Lewiston to visit friends_C. E. Smith of
Alum
are condemned
the field.
Newport is in town-They are still milksicians and boards of health as unwholesome.
ing cans at the corn factory_C. J. BartA party from Belfast drove to
Searsport lett has been
quite sick_There will be an
Tuesday evening and partook of one of
Their continued use will
cause serious
Landlord Grinneil’s famous suppers, after old folks’ ball at Odd Fellows hall, Thurswhich they passed a pleasant, evening at
Feb.
13th.
All are invited of
troubles.
w hist.
The party consisted of Mr. and Mrs. day evening,
H. C. Mardeu, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Conner, ages from 35 to 110 years... .The village high
cost
is it not
the
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Smith, Mr. ami Mrs. school began Monday with Mr. F. Ames of
1"

*

‘Ht

aunjuiiting

to

about

sSOU.

.,

BEST

OP
ALL

BLOOD
TONICS

“I

Scates fledical Co.,

that it White Soup
Queen Olives
Pie; Stuffed Turkey
Cranberry Sauce
Cabbage Salad
“>ast Chicken
Giblet Gravy
Hoi ed Fowl
lato
Jelly Sauce
Boiled Hoine-ra^cd-Luin
v #,oiled Ox Tongue
"A,.. x ig Pork—lean
Bog’s Head
Green Apple Pie
Mince Pie
Whipped Cream Pie
Raisins
Mixed Nuts
Apples
Oranges
W bite Grapes

and

teacher.

He

taught the last

He will
very much liked.
board with Mrs. H. C. Chandler_About
thirty went from here to the musical convention at Freedom and all pronounced it a

term

was

enjoyable time-N. C. Knights rea despatch from California last week
stating that his brother had died ver\ suduemy.. .Mrs. George Clark was calied to
Kents Hill last week by the illness of her
son,who is astudent there-Boyce Mitchell
He has been
came from Dexter Saturday.
Tea
Coll'ee
Chocolate
very ill with typhoid fever-The Montana
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
boys who have been at home this winter are
Mr. Asa Carter is slowly recovering from talking about going back soon.
Ernest
his long illness.
Thompson will go next week and Winfield
Mrs. S. L. Dodge of Belfast visited at Geo. Clark, with others, next month-Rev. L.
C. Seavey’s last weeks.
H. Merrill has gone to Malden, Mass., to
It was a grand good time at the Grange
visit his parents... .Lewris Thompson went
Hall last Thursday. Come again, comrades! to Waterville last week with a load of pork.
v

very

ceived

aside,

back,

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

0

0

0

0

THEY&CHEAP

it-A BIG LINE IN-y:
IT CAN T BE BLATi;v

AN ALL LINEN CRASH AT 5c.
*

COTTON CRASHES AT 4c

*

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY

NEW DRESS GOODS and WASH
EOR SPRING AND SUMMER
to show them to you wh

H. A.

at

nominally unchanged

rates.

n

you are

STAERETT,

FABRIC.s

WEAR. It will he
dawn town.

n

pleasure

Main St., Belfast.
of

3iainc.

Waldo Cocxty. Cllkk's

J. c<n

oitk r. s.

Rklfa.ST, h eh, 7, IS96
following shows the disposition of
liquor cases at the January Term of S. ,1. <
The

1896:
State

vs.

John F. Dorr. Single sale; cuntnin
Sarah Cunningham. Single sale, cm
W. H. McCurdy. Single sale ; eon.
Jerre Falvy. Single *ale; i-mi.
Daniel O’Connell, (ommon nuis.sentenced; line $4(10 and 4 inout!
jail; in default of payment of fi...
tnouihs additional in jail
Daniel O’Connell, 6 eases. Single
eon.

Daniel O'Connell.
Did iei O'Connell

Common seller

toxicatiug liquor

Scrofula, Humors, Rheumatism and all
*
ulnts, can be removed by taking

Robert

Blood

eon.

Rrownrigg,

:

Illegal keeping
lor

5

sale;

eon.

Single

eases.

Robert Rrownrigg, 3 eases,
('mi
seller; eon.
Robert Rrownrigg, 2 eases.
Drin
house; eon.
Robert Rrownrigg. Common nuis;.

**

eon.

••

It Tones up the Nerves, Purifies the Blood
and Renovates the System as no other

does,

remedy

DIFFERENT

BECAUSE

IT

<

IS

from all other remedies

and is the

Latest
Best.
For Sale

by

1

Robert Rrownrigg. Having in p«
sion intoxicating liquor for un!a
sale; eon.
Robert Rrownrigg. Common seller
femlant escaped. eon.
Frank F. Nash. Single sale; con.
John F. Ward, 9 ease*. Single sale
John F. Ward. Drinking house;
John Ik Ward. Common nuisance
Irving Kuowltou. Single sale; eon
John Murphy. Single sale ; eon
Michael Harrington. Single sale;
Win. Centner, *; eases. Single sale
W in. Cent ner.
Common nuisanee
\\ m. i.cutnet.
Common seller; eoi
F F. Centner, 3 eases. Single sale
F. J... (lent ner. Common nuisance
I- F. Centner, 2 cases.
Drinking h
con.

L. I.. Centner.
L. L. Centner.

( ommon seller; cm
Ha\ing in poshes.-m
toxicatiug liquor tor un.awlul
con.

all Dealers.

M. (irant. 2 eases.
Singh- sah
M. C rani. ('< 'turnon selii
eon
Free Trull. < ommon seller e m
Henry \. Rolan. Drinking !i(iminu
Henry A. Rolai
Reeelrer Kendall. Single sale; eon
-t-

DALTON’S FAMILY PILLS are the latest
seientitie combination lor Constipation,
Liver Troubles and for Oeneral Familv
use.
THKY DO NOT <i R11’K.

••

*•

Fire & rtarine Insurance Co.

Springfield

j

*•

OF SPUING FIELD, MASS.

A. \\

A.

Cilmore,

2

ease-.

(

,-i.

seller; eon
Frank sargent, app. Single sale
Frank S: _<-nl ,.| p.
Having in
sion int• .\ica;ing liqulor m.,sale: eon.
Frank Sargent. 2 ease-, single sale
John C rlaim.
(
a,
Fieeman. Singie
S. \\
( has. 1’. Rr« w n
C< m- n,< n -el if ;
( has l* Rlo a
Si.ig
Reason C. A A n- A •.I
«

Incorporated in 1849.
S. .1

Josejdi

—

Commenced Business in
liA MUN, President.
II ALL. S eretary.

a

1

is: 1

lers;

■

eon

•:
N. I', sew.
ini. m:
l.-r
J. A. Je\\*-|
mu.--a -el
( has. Wai'-l
Common s«-,iei
e-m
rank 1 'a rks. Con im n -r,!.-r. cm
1 >a\ id A Cla k
ommo!er
nil •l e.
J ose p 11 A <
ease.H.i'
«-

••

Capital Paid up in Cash, $1,500,000.00.

'*

-e

ASSETS I)K«

i:

V

l:i',l!

31, 1895.

**

possession iniovieating liquor I.Real estate owned by the company, unlawful sale. eon.
incumbered
.$ 134.000 00
1
Attest
Loans on bond and mortgage (lirst
TlFFSTON \\ ADI.l.N. <
521.725 00
liens
Stocks and bonus owned by the com0
market
value..
5.772
2.tit
pany,
To the Honorable Board of kaih
..7.o:m, 20
Loan.* secured by collaterals.
Commissioners of the State of Ua
Cash to tiie company’s prim-ipai flirt14
in
bank.
1*7.193
and
V
The undersigned, >
39.897 *2
Interest due and accrued.
<>t the
ity id l• i:m \\ u. « ..unt >.
9.401 01
Premiums in due course of collet ri<>n,
Maine, would sn• -: rope
present
<
Honorable Hoard ihat
Aggregate of all the admit ted asset.* of
ea 111,- athe company at their act ual value...$5.*45,145 17 due not iee and a Id'
I a
eases requires, have ii.,o'e a loc.i11. n
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
:
way or si reel. in sain
y. a--t. -s the Ira el,
M C. K. IF on llitit j
! -anI It
It Umov
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
184,311 26 spur rank, running r> m t he ! reight depot ,n
in a sout !
Amount required t<> safely re insure
city along t he head ot 11 »• wharv
all outstanding risks
1,510,305 23 erly direction Said way. or street, being a
tinuation ot Main .-t n et in a northeasterly
All other demands against the com35,919 10 tion across the said track at ove mentioned
pany, viz: commissions, etc.
one In ml red and hit ty bet from t he caste M
of Front sir.ct t« the easterly line of the ttgl
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus... 1,730,735 59 way ot sain M. ( li IF, or to t he head cl wlia
no
on
known as Frederick
what t This st reel u
itt
cash.
1,500,'
Capital actually paid tip
(14.609 58
way, is an approach to a proposed bridge o
Surplus beyond capital.
built across the Hay ot Helta-;. and it is proj
to have this bridge, or roadway elevated ovei
Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus. $3,845,145 17 said >pur track of the M. ('. IF IF, so tint
will go underneath said bridge, thus avoidin.
Policies written in this old and reliable com■

—

■

..

1

•.

Bii lings-Powers. In Deer Isle. Jan.29, Emery
M. Billings and Miss Anna A. Powers, both of
Deer Isle.
Elwkll-Carter. In Vinalhaven, Feb. 1, Geo.
W. Elwell and Lydia J. Carter, both of Vinalhaven.
Monroe-Mi kray. In Belfast, Feb. 5, by Rev.
Georges. Mills, Calvin H. Monroe and Miss Cora
Etta Murray, both of Belfast.
Rich-Burke. In Bellast, Feb. 5, by James S.
Harriuian, Esq Claude W. Ric h of London, Eng.,
and Miss A blue 1. H. Burke of Belfast.
S all-Brown. In North Searsport, Feb. 5, by
A. Stinson, Esq., Bert S. Small and Miss Neva S.
Brown, both of Swanville.

Emery. In Bangor, Feb. 5, Cyrus Emery, aged
36 yeais.
Emerton.
In Bucksport, Feb. 6, Joseph H.
Emerton, aged 74 years.
II uSKKLL. In kockport, Feb. 3, Capt. Arnold
1). Haskell, aged 34 years. 9 months anti 6 days.
Light. In Kockport, Feb. 4. Amanda Eliza eth
Light, a native of Waltloboro, aged 67 years.
Larkabee. In Sea report, Feo. 12, William M.
Larrabee, aged 83 years and 1 month.
Ludwig. In Portland, Feb. 7, Elizabeth, wife
of l)r. (Jartlner Ludwig, aged 79 years, 1 month.
Philbro< k. In Rockland, Feb. 6, infant daughter of Everett O. and Nellie M. Philbrook.
Rogers. In Castine, Jan. 31, Miss Meliitable
Rogers, agetl 79 years, 6 months and 13 days.
Sherman. In Bar Harbor, Jan. 30, Mrs. Pliebe
1*. Sherman, aged 65 years and 9 months.
Todd. In Camden. Feb. 4, Margaret Todd, aged
18 years anti 11 months.
Belfast

Price

Current.

corrected weekly for the journal.

Produce Market.

Price Paid Producer

bu,
Apples,
50(o.7r>| Hav, p ton, 0 00 a 12 00
:tr.4
4o5 Hides, p It.,
dried,
lb,
1 85 o2 oo| Lamb, p lb,
b o 7
Beans,'pea,
30o4b
medium, 1 (>oi/ 1 75 Lambskins,
4 a f>
vel’w eves 1 40 o’ I 5oj .Mutton, p It..
Butter |> lb,
Id o2o! Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 30 a 32
2b a 30
r.ei-r, t> n.,
6«7jPotatoes,
4 1 -2.a b
50,0 55 Round I log,
Bailey, J> bu,
Cheese.
11),
10ol2| Straw, p ton, 5 00a<> oo
14 a 1C.
11 a 13 Turkey, p It..
Chicken, fct lb,
50•> 1 00 Tallow,
2 a. 4
Calf Skins,
old.
Veal,
14
lb,
p lb,
Duck, t>
<5,0.7
12 Wool, unwashed, 14 a 15
EfCjis,
doz,
Fowl, t> lb,
8(o. lO Wood, hard, 3 boob oo
3 00a3 bO
14 old Wood, Soft,
Geese,
lb,
lie tail Price.

Retail Market.

lb, 7 o,8
Beef, corned,
18
box,
salt,
44
bu,
Corn,
Cracked Corn, $> bu, 44
44
Corn Meal, |> bu.
14 o 1 d>
Cheese, %> lb,
Cotton Seed,
cwt, 1 20
lb
Codfish, dry,
(>(oO
Cranberries,
<jt, 8alo
Clover Seed, |> lb, 13;o.l4
Flour, Tp bbl, 3 75 o 4 75
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 85^3 00
Lard
lb,
8^11

90a 100
Lime, p bbl,
Oar Meal, p It., 3 1-2 a 4
2 1-2 a 3
Onions, p It.,
Oil,kerosene,gal, 13a lb
Pollock, p lb,
4,a4 1-2
Pork, p lb,
7,a.8
1 20
Plaster, p bbl,
03
Rye Meal, p lb,
85.O.90
Shorts, p cwt,
b a C>
sugar, p It),
40
Salt, T I p bu,
Sweet Potatoes, 4a4 1-2
2 l-2 a3
Wheat Meal,

Butter,

I

Jlostou

Produce

pany

on

desirable risks.

grade crossing

7

The above described way. or street, is :«
about fifty feet wide and n a continuatioi
Main street to the westerly l.tUding ot till
posed bridge. Said westei iy landing of tite
posed bridge is about forty feet in a vves
STATEMENT UNITED ST4TEH BK4NTH
direction from the westerly In.e of the rigl
<
ot the M
K. IF, therefore only the w
way
COMPANY
ROYAL INSURANCE
of the proposed bridge about thirty live :■
crosses the -aid right ot way and track ot
i
of
ngland.
| spur line of t he M. (' IF H
The report of said location was unanim
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
adopted by the City (iovernment on the evt-i
Real estate owned by the company,
of September 2. iSPb, and tiled with the
Clerk of said city, and said way having
unincumbered..$1,756,156 24
Stocks and bonds owned by the comlegally accepted and established, the Muniofficers of said City of Helfast would inof
4,242,165 00
pany, market value_
,.
Cash in the company’s principal office
spectfully apply to your Honorable Hody.
ami in bank
478,556 83
petition your Honorable Board That after
Interest due and accrued.
3,7.50 oo 'notice and hearing as provided by law m
Premiums in due course of collection,
658,843 22
eases, you proceed to heai the parties, uni
Loans on bonds and mortgages and
mine if the proposed bridge may be allow*
292.234 99 cross said spur ‘rack of tin- M <
IF U
accrued interest.
Other property
23,236 83 point, above mentioned, and tit an elevation
less than sixteen feet in the clear over said
track, which is the same as at a private br>
Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of the company at their actual value, $7,454,943 11
built and maintained, we presume by your
mission, by the Swan A Sibley Co. at tin- w;
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
below the Frederiek wl art
just
Net amount of unpaid losses and
As in duty hound will ev er pray
claims..$ 505,851 77 (iiven tinder our hands in our official eapa<
Amount required to safely re insure
Municipal officers ot said City ot Hellas
all outstanding risks
4,400,108 73
14th dav "i .lanuarv, in the vear of out
All other demands against the com]•: F. H v \S( ».N. M
18DG.
337,808 78
pany, viz: commissions, etc.
f
H \VM.< 11
() (i. WIUTF.
Total amount of liabilities, except
.l
it SI IN so
28
capital stock and net surplus.$'.243,769
IF 11. ( ON A M'.
Surplus beyoml all liabilities. 2.211,173 83
W. S. HAH H
FRED

ATWOOD, Agent, Winterport.

1

Liverpool,

DIED.

injurious

CO., 106 WALL ST., NEW-YORK.

Westbrook, He.!

MAEEIED.

stake,

use

them

BLEACHED COTTON AT gc.

Bennkk. In Thoinasion, Fel>. 3, to Mr. arul
Mrs Wi liani Henry Benner, a son.
Kexniston. In Union, Jan. 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Kenniston, a daughter.
Smalley. In Thomasion, Jan. 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Smalley, Jr., a daughter.
Side linger. In' Lynn, Mass.. Jan. 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. E. (i. Sidelinger, a son- Ha\es S. I).
In Sandypoint, Feb. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Smith.
Ge >rge Smith, a son—111-2 pounds.

imperative,

There is both health and economy in the
of the Royal Baking Powder.

nit re

$200 WORTH OF NEW HAMBURGS.

GIES

BOKN.

by phy-

Whenever baking powders are sold,
either wholesale or retail, at a lower price
than “ Royal,” reject them. They are
almost invariably made from alum, and
therefore inferior and dangerous to health.

We have recently rectivtd

..

baking

at

OUR REGULAR IOc. OUTINGS WILL BE CLOSED AT 8c. PER YARD
GREAT VARIETY5OF GINGHAMS AT 5c PER TARO.

<

yield

actual wholesomeness of the food being
that you should stubbornly reject the
and employ the healthful agent ?

LEGGINGS and YARNS,

.,

powders

Therefore,

as

HOSIERY,
UNDERWEAR,
HOODS,

♦

digestive

Skowhegau,

EVER-

Charters. Ship s. 1>. Carleton (to arrive) 75,
oil, New York t<> Shanghai, 10 cents.
Bark Addie Morrill, New York to Buenos Ayres,
lumber, £<>.50, Rosario. *7.50. Brig Te!os. l.aliia
to Delaware Breakwater, f. <>., sugar, 1 1 and 12
cents.
Sell. D. R. Rivers, Havana to Delaware
Breakwater, 1. <•., -ugar, at or about 8 cents. Sell
Norombega, New York via. Wilmington, N C.. to
San Domingo, lumber, and back, sugar, p. t. Sch.
Mary L. Crosby, Savannah to Darien, lumber,
£4.50. Bark Ib se limes, Brunswick to New York,
ties, at or about 14 ct-m s.
Norfolk, Va., Feb 7. The American brig H.
B. Hussey, ( apt. W ard, from Boston to Charleston, S. <
light, went ashore at 5 o'clock Thursday morning on Hatteras inlet bar, during the
heavy gale which prevailed at the time.
The
crew of 10 men were taken off safely by the life
savers.
At high tide in the evening the vessel
floated over the bar and is now anchored in the
harbor, apparently uninjured, except that her
sails and authors are gone.
The captain has
wired for a fug Jo tow the vessel to Charle-ton.
New York, Feb. <>. The ship .1. B. Walker
started L<*m her pier at the foot of Congress
street this morning in tow of two tugs for the
Erie Basin to be dry docked. As soon as she was
clear of the pier tlie wind blew her through Buttermilk channel dragging the tugs along with er
and touched on a shoal off Governor’s Island. She
was then blown across the hay being entirely beyond the control of the tugs. She struck broadside on against the pier of the Liberty Island
Steamboat Co. on Liberty Island, where she now
lies starboard side on, liigh out of the water ami
would roll over were she not held up by the pier.
The Walker is owned by Edward O’Brien of
Thomaston, and has been"chartered to loadcase
oil for Japan.
Wrecked on Rac.c.kd Island.
The fishing
schooner Alice Raymond, (’apt. John Dowdell,
bound for Gloucester, struck on South Ledges off
Ragged Island Wednesday night and became a
total loss. (’apt. Dowdell found it necessary to
seek a harbor from the severe storm which was
raging and it was while attempting to make the
lee side of Ragged Island that the accident happened. A severe snow storm was in progress and
it was impossible to see any distance. The captain
and crew got ashore by means of a line, the small
boat having been smashed. (’apt. Dowdell was
the last to leave the vessel and had a narrow
escape from peri hing. As he was about to follow
the example of the crew he was struck by some
object and knocked with great force against the
rail, breaking a rib. He reached shore completely exliaus’.ed. Thursday morning the crew got a
lobster boat at Matinicus and came to Rockland.
All their personal effects, except the scant clothi; g they wore, were lost, in hiding the captain’s
nautical instruments. 'The vessel itself was broken
into a thousand pieces. James Donohue of Rockland was the sole owner. The craft was about <>(>
net tons and valued at £3,000.
She was insured
for £1,500.
RKKiHTs.
I he freight Circular of Brown vY
Co., New York, reports for the week ending Feb.
8: Notwithstanding the fact that the volume of
business shows no increase over the preceding
week, a steady inquiry still prevails for nearly all
voyages, at rates which, as a rule, owners or
agents are disinclined to accept. The tonnage
supply, both here and at the oni-ports, is unusually small. particularly oi such vessels as are suitble lor long voyage business, of this class of
tonnage case oil ships for the far Fast are mostly
wanted, and in consequence of the scarcity shippers are securing tonnage to arrive lor forward
loading, and for an American ship now in Loudon
paid lb cents for Shanghai, against 18 cents a
short time since. The demand for Australian
tonnage has about been supplied, granting that
one or two may still be wanted in the near future,
at lBsulosdd.
There continues a steady rail for
Kiver Plate lumber vessels, but in not a lew instances has business been held in check by the
advanced views of owners. Timber ships for the
I’nited Kingdom are difficult to obtain at 87s bd a
b2 •'.(! from the Lull and 80s n NTs Bd f m the
Atlantic. Naval stores freights are neglected, a
nouiinallv firm rates. \Y« si India vessels retain
their lirmness. not so much on account of the
limited available supply of tonnage, lint on the
poor prospects of return cargoes. The coastwise
lumber and coal business remains in the same
dull and unsa: is factory posi.ion as lor weeks

eventually

Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn ThompMr. and Mrs. C. N. Black, Mr. and
Mrs. J. G. Paul, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Wilson,
Mv- and Mrs. F. H.
Mathews, Chas. F. Sw ift
will nlady. The menu was headed “Belfast
try to Year Party,” and was as follows;

HEAVY WEKiHT DRESS GOODS,
CLOAKING.

ooo eases

Royal,

Joseph Tyler,

CLO AKS..SH A WLS,

Dr.

_

leavening

son,

used

run down in health and
THE need a tonic.”
A. Cameron.
BODY
Bar Harbor. Me.

by

Again,
powder,
by
physicians generally
qualities actually imparts
baking powders

have

Stock of Winter Goods

THIS INCLUDES

Rl'ILDER

ACTS Swan’s Nerve and CREATES
Blood Tonic and conHEALTH
sider it the best spring
in the market. AND REmedicine
EVERY
It proved so in my case.
NERVE I can
heartily recom- STORES
IN mend it to all" who are THE

yield

though

years.”
James K. Bonnett,
St. Johnsbury, Vt.

our

rpoN

things,

powders

To Close out

WE SHALL SELL THEM AT 3-4 TO 1-2 THEIR VALUE.

merits of Dr. Swan’s
Nerve and Blood Tonic.! IT’S
I was completely run1 A
down and tired out.
Now, after taking GREAT
your medicine, I feel
like a new man. I have NERVE
not felt so well for

Dr. Swan’s Nerve
and Blood Tonic.

Good Woman,
just think a
moment.
FIGURES

you, cash the check.

It gives me great
pleasure to testify to thei

Thursday

interweeks ago, wrhile at work in the mill, he was way, with games of various kinds,
Leonard Brothslightly hurt about the head and had been at spersed with music by the
their homes
home ill. Thursday about 4 p. m. he left home ers. The party did uot reach
havand went to the woods on Mt. Battie and until an early hour the next morning,
had a most delightful time-Mr. and
ing
was
there committed the deed. His body
taken a boarder.
found in the evening... C. B. Abbott’s house Mrs. Ralph Freeman have
are
creeping over
took fire at 2 a. in., Saturday, and was burn- The pleasant smiles
boy-Mrs. B. Hused to the ground. Loss, $2,000; insured. Ralph’s face, for it is
of South Vassal boro and Mrs. J. C. Lane
Cause, defective chimney.... I he mare Ka- sey
of Brooks spent last Thursday with their
owned
H.
M.
is
relula,
by
Bean,
rapidly
Mrs. M. E. Luce_Miss Marcia Sim
covering from her sprained ankle, caused by sister,
sick for some time, is
slipping on a stone recently. Mr. Bean at mons, who has been
improving_I)r. T. Pearson of Morrill is
one time believed that he would have to part
that his
with his favorite and is naturally rejoiced at often seen in this vicinity, showing
skill as a physician is appreciated... Mr.
her recovery.
and Mrs
L. Bessey of Brooks spent last
Thorndike.
Charles F. A. Higgins of Sunday with Mr. ami Mrs. Freeman-Mr.
and
Mrs.
John DollolT sp nt one day last
was
taken
to
insane
the
Crystal
hospital at
week with Mrs. M. E. Luce-Messrs. EdAugusta on Friday last. Mr. Higgins had ward Evans, Levi Bryant, James Harding
complained of not feeling w ell and had been and Mr. Lavanseiler have been getting their
low spirited for a year or more.
He was 1 ice from the Ellis pond-Miss Bertha Luce
is spen ling a tew weeks with Mrs. Frank
born in this town, and is well known here. Pierce
in Belfast.
He lias a wife ami several children. He
moved from here to Aroostook county about
Mill* NEWS.
20 years ago and has lived there since. His
POkU t*k* BELFAST.
brother Alonzo left here for Augusta ami
ARRIVED.
intended meeting him at Burnham. Much
Feb. «S.
Schs. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland;
sorrow is expressed at his unfortunate conSuperb, Grover, 'It. Desert; Lady Antrim, Mordition, and we all wish him a rapid recov- ris. Boothhay.
Feb. 9. sibs. dailies Holmes, Ryan, Boston;
ery-Business is exceedingly lively at Fannie A Edith. Ryder, do.
Feb. 10.
Sells J. 11. G. Perkins, McDonald,
Lord’s Horse Exchange now-a-days. Among
Boston; Winslow Morse, Newton, do.; Minetta,
the good ones disposed of last w eek was a
(Tockett, do.; Marcelltis, Sellers, do.
Feb. L2. Sell. N E. Synionds, Peterson, Turk’s
nice, young bay mare by Constellation by

Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
Almont, bought by Edgar Dyer of this town.
will meet with Mr. and Mrs. Ira Ward this,
She stands 15 1*2 bands high and will weigh
Thursday, afternoon and evening, Feb. 13th. | 950, and is a nice looking mare-Benjamin
They intend to give a leap year hall Feb. Goweu has been confined to the house for
18th in the Grange hall. Ali are cordially several days with a bad cold_The ladies
invited_South Branch Grange is prosper- of the Village Improvement Society are soing. Petitions for membership are received, liciting funds for the society.
We wish
constantly... .Mr. and Mrs. Emery Calder- them good success-The gale of wind,
vv'ood are rejoicing in the birth of a daughsnow and rain of Thursday night and Friter.... H. B. Littlefield and wife spent Satday morning was exceedingly severe here.
urday and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Fences and much valuable lumber were
Hatch in Stockton Springs-C. F. Gould blown
down-Hay and ail kinds of lumber
has returned from a business trip to Belfast
moved with a great rush during the few
ami Brooks-Mr. Frank Lane, who has
days of good sledding last week. More snow
been teaching in the Normal School in Casis needed and by the time this is “set up”
tine, is dangerously sick with typhoid pneu- there will
doubtless be “good going” again.
monia.
His family have the sympathy of
....The marriage bells were rung for Mr.
the entire community-Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
William Sparrow’of Kuox and Mrs. Amanda
Cummings’ little girl is very sick; also Miss
Tower, nee Young, of Belmont on Sunday,
Mary Mudgett-Little Hattie Partridge,
February 2d. The ceremony was performed
who has had a severe attack of tonsilitis,
by Anson Shibles at Knox. Remarks apis very poorly.... Mrs. Mary J. Gould is in a
| propriate to the occasion were made by Edvery dangerous condition. She has had anj ward Shibles. The happy couple are makother bad shock of paralysis.
I ing a visit at Stetson. There will he a grand
house warming on their return home.... Mr.
Sandypoint. School in this district closed Feb. 7th. In the evening the teacher and W. 11. Hobbs of Bangor called on friends in

left by train Thursday
morning
join ship Abner Coburn, loading
at New \ ork for Japan.
R.

and moved

goods and family.

Nichols, Monroe & Co,
Hugh

ear

agement of Mr. Ernest Townsend-The
North Belmont Cemetery Association gave
an entertainment in Morrill Monday evening,

sev-

been absent

Ada K.

friend, Mrs. Helen A. Jordan-Mr.
Cooley, who has been laid up with

...

in town.

are

her
H.

able to be out... .The
Grange Hall Wednesday evening Feb. 5th, was largely attended.
.There will be a dance at Morrill’s Hall
Saturday evening, Feb. 15th, under the man-

Mrs. S. A.

1. (). (_).

Montville

was

Lura B. Bennett of Cenin town last week visit-

very bad eyes, is now
masked ball at Mystic

some

C. Hamilton of Boston

Miss

Belmont.

cure

Market.

Boston, Feb. 10, 1896. The following are today’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—(’ream, choice, 22@23c, North, choice,
18(et20, Ladle packed 15.
cheese—Northern, choice, 101-2@11,
Eggs Hennery, choice, 18(a20c East, 151-25 16.
Beans—Pea, $i 30@145; mediums. $1 30(al 35;
>e!low eyes, $1 45(al 50; reu kid, $1 25^1 35.
Potatoes—Aroostook County Hebrons, 28@30C'p
bush

Apples—choice ip bbl, $2 50 @3 00. Baldwins at
$2 60@3 00.

—.

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus.. $7,454.943 11

On the foregoing petition, ordered. That
...
pi t.itioiiers cause t«. iie published a
e e
sai
tin
petition, an-! ibis order of
Set ll .x Field. Managers.
\gta a newsp.t, n j• i. >.
j once in the Helfast< I.I11I.
td W a da n: o'
at l-e last, in I hr
K. B. Cowles, Ass’t Manager.
the Republican .loiin. il. a ne\\s( .ipei pid
7
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast, Me.
at Helfast, in die
mint} of \\ .,! o.tln- |
lion in each paper to Sr it least >i\ a.i\\
u
I1 sin;.
the 19 It da\ oi l'.d.rntir\
Hamburgh Lire men, Fire Insurance Co. da\ the Hoard of Rai road < ■«111nii1 >i.n
view the location and be m >fS'.an a: the M.
OF HAMBURG.
eh
Cei.tial Railroad station in i'eItd«
o’< lock in the forenoon, for the purposes n
Incorporated in 1854
ed in said petition. Said peiiuon i- sha
Commenced Business in 1*54.
e< pies of the foregoing pet Him
.mil nran
F. (). Affeld, II.
Iln'iiENUKKOKR. .’'anagers.
Maine Cential Railroad (oinpan). the «i;:>
before said hearing.
least,
Capital Paid up in Cash, $300,000.
.1. H. l’EA KS. ( hairinae
For the Hoard of RailroaoComiiii^sioner<.d M..
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
da\
this
nth
of
Dated
Febrnaty, v. D I SO ;
;
I petition and order of noth'.
A true cop\
Stocks and bonds owned by the com(
Attest
R.
F VRRINHToN, < lei I
pany, market value.$1,260,675 00
Loans secured by collaterals.
20,000 00
Cash in the company's principal office
'.
and in hank
33.710 08
Interest due and accrued.
l.onooo
Premiums in due course of collection..
107,338 31
FOR KFM.

J

<

>•

..

>

'■

1

__

Marine

Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
the company at their actual value. $1,422,723 99
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
Ani ’iint required to safely re nsure all
'.
outstanding risks.
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.
...

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus.

Surplus beyond capital.

86,065 0o

Railway

The Merchants’ Marine Railway of Helia-'
offered for rent for one year or a term of \. n
Any information desired as t« the plat t. iis a
ings, capacity or condition can he obtained M
dressing the Comj am at Helfast.
( IIARLES \\
FREDERIC K
3w7*
Secretary and Tiea>nn

1

797.697 94

BELFAST iLLUiVIINAIIN& CO

17,87c 72

undersigned hereby gives notice i" a
VKKSONS IM»KBTKL> TO SA1B COM TAN V that lie v
be at his office in MeClintoek Block, at the eoi:
The

901,633 06
521,090 33

Aggregate amount of liabilities, in
eluding net surplus.$1,422,723 99
7
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast, He.

Main and High streets, daily, on and ai>
Monday, May 20th, from 10 to 12 a. m ,to re>-.-;
N. F. HOCSTOX, Receiver,
payment.
For Helfast Illuminating (
May 13, 1895.-23tf

ol

